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RELATIVE LOG CONVERGENT COHOMOLOGY AND
RELATIVE RIGID COHOMOLOGY II
ATSUSHI SHIHO
Abstract. In this paper, we develop the theory of relative log convergent coho-
mology of radius λ (0 < λ ≤ 1), which is a generalization of the notion of relative
log convergent cohomology in the previous paper. By comparing this cohomology
with relative log crystalline cohomology, relative rigid cohomology and its variants
and by using some technique of hypercovering, we prove a version of Berthelot’s
conjecture on the overconvergence of relative rigid cohomology for proper smooth
families.
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Introduction
Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0, let V be a complete discrete
valuation ring of mixed characteristic with residue field k and let X be a scheme
separated of finite type over k. Then it is expected that the correct p-adic analogue
on X of the notion of local systems in complex analytic case or that of smooth l-adic
sheaves in l-adic case is the notion of overconvergent F -isocrystals on X , which is
defined by Berthelot ([B2], [B3]). So, when we are given a proper smooth morphism
f : X −→ Y and an overconvergent F -isocrystal E on X , the higher direct image
of E (= relative rigid cohomology of X/Y with coefficient E , [B2], [Ch-T]) should
have the canonical structure of an overconvergent F -isocrystal. This is the content
of Berthelot’s conjecture on the coherence and the overconvergence of relative rigid
cohomology. (As we noted in [S3, §5] and we will repeat again in this introduction,
Mathematics Subject Classification (2000): 14F30.
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one can consider several versions of this conjecture. See also [B2, (4.3)], [T3, §4].)
The purpose of this paper is to prove a version of Berthelot’s conjecture.
Let me introduce some terminologies and give some explanation on Berthelot’s
conjecture. In this introduction, a pair (X,X) is a pair of schemes X,X separated
of finite type over k endowed with an open immersion X →֒ X . A triple (X,X,X )
is a pair (X,X) endowed with a p-adic formal scheme X separated, topologically of
finite type over Spf V and a closed immersion X →֒ X over Spf V . For a triple of
the form (S, S,S) and a pair (X,X) over (S, S), an (X,X)-triple over (S, S,S) is a
triple (Y, Y ,Y) over (S, S,S) endowed with a morphism of pairs (Y, Y ) −→ (X,X)
over (S, S). Then Berthelot’s conjecture is described as follows ([S3, 5.3]):
Conjecture 0.1. Let us take a triple of the form (S, S,S) (endowed with a lift of
Frobenius on S) and assume we are given a diagram of pairs
(X,X)
f−→ (Y, Y ) g−→ (S, S)
such that f : X −→ Y is proper, f−1(Y ) = X and that f |X : X −→ Y is smooth.
Then, for an overconvergent (F -)isocrystal E on (X,X)/SK and q ≥ 0, there exists
uniquely an overconvergent (F -)isocrystal F (which is called the q-th rigid coho-
mology overconvergent isocrystal) on (Y, Y )/SK satisfying the following condition:
For any (Y, Y )-triple (Z,Z,Z) over (S, S,S) with Z formally smooth over S on a
neighborhood of Z, the restriction of F to I†((Z,Z)/SK ,Z) is given functorially by
(Rqf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z,rig∗E , ǫ), where ǫ is given by
p∗2R
qf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z,rig∗E
≃→ Rqf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z×SZ,rig∗E
≃← p∗1Rqf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z,rig∗E .
(Here I†((Z,Z)/SK ,Z) denotes the category of overconvergent isocrystals on (Z,Z)/
SK over Z, Rqf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z,rig∗E , R
qf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z×SZ,rig∗E are relative rigid co-
homologies and pi is the morphism ]Z[Z×SZ−→ ]Z[Z induced by the i-th projection.)
We would like to consider the following version of Berthelot’s conjecture ([S3,
5.5]), which is slightly weaker than Conjecture 0.1 but strong enough to assure the
unique existence of ‘the q-th rigid cohomology overconvergent isocrystal’:
Conjecture 0.2. Let us take a triple of the form (S, S,S) (endowed with a lift of
Frobenius on S) and assume we are given a diagram of pairs
(X,X)
f−→ (Y, Y ) g−→ (S, S)
such that f : X −→ Y is proper, f−1(Y ) = X and that f |X : X −→ Y is smooth.
Then there exists a subcategory C of the category of (Y, Y )-triples over (S, S,S) such
that, for an overconvergent (F -)isocrystal E on (X,X)/SK and q ≥ 0, there exists
uniquely an overconvergent (F -)isocrystal F (which is called the q-th rigid cohomol-
ogy overconvergent isocrystal) on (Y, Y )/SK satisfying the following condition: For
any (Z,Z,Z) ∈ C with Z formally smooth over S on a neighborhood of Z, the restric-
tion of F to I†((Z,Z)/SK ,Z) is given functorially by (Rqf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z,rig∗E , ǫ),
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where ǫ is given by
p∗2R
qf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z,rig∗E
≃→ Rqf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z×SZ,rig∗E
≃← p∗1Rqf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z,rig∗E .
(Here the notations are as in Conjecture 0.1.)
The difference of Conjecture 0.2 compared to Conjecture 0.1 is the introduction
of the category C: Conjecture 0.2 is weaker than Conjecture 0.1 in the sense that
C need not be equal to the category of all (Y, Y )-triples (Z,Z,Z) over (S, S,S).
However, Conjecture 0.2 is strong enough to require the unique existence of F . As
long as we know, there is no non-trivial example for which Conjecture 0.1 is known.
On the other hand, Conjecture 0.2 is known in liftable case ([B2, Thm 5], [T3, 4.1.4],
see also [S3, 5.7]) and the case where the morphism f : X −→ Y admits a ‘nice’ log
structure and E comes from a locally free isocrystal on log convergent site (X/S)logconv.
(For precise statement, see [S3, 5.14, 5.15].) The main result in this paper is the
following theorems (= Theorems 7.6, 7.10 in this paper).
Theorem 0.3. In the situation of Conjecture 0.2 (without a lift of Frobenius on S),
assume moreover that S = Spf V and Y is smooth over k. Then Conjecture 0.2 (the
version without Frobenius structure) is true.
Theorem 0.4. In the situation of Conjecture 0.2 (with a lift of Frobenius on S),
assume moreover that S = Spf V . Then Conjecture 0.2 (the version with Frobenius
structure) is true.
In the course of the proof of or as variants of the above theorems, we also prove
the following results:
(a) If f : X −→ Y admits a nice log structure and E is locally free, then Conjecture
0.2 (the version without Frobenius structure) is true, without any assumption on
Y,S (Theorem 5.2). Moreover, if S = Spf V , the version with Frobenius structure
is also true (Theorem 7.9).
(b) Even if we do not assume the smoothness of f , the analogue of Conjecture 0.2
(the version without Frobenius structure) is true for locally free E , if we shrink Y
(Theorem 7.4). Moreover, if S = Spf V , the version with Frobenius structure is also
true (Theorem 7.9).
(c) Theorem 0.3 is true without the assumption of smoothness on Y if we assume
the full-faithfulness conjecture of Tsuzuki ([T1, 1.2.1], see also Conjecture 7.7) (The-
orem 7.8).
Now we give an outline of the proof of Theorems 0.3, 0.4 and explain the content
of this paper. The key to the proof is the comparison of the following six cohomology
theories:
(1) Relative log crystalline cohomology ([Kat], see also [S3, §1]).
(2) Relative log convergent cohomology of radius λ (λ ∈ (0, 1]).
(3) Relative log analytic cohomology of radius λ (λ ∈ (0, 1]).
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(4) λ-restriction of relative log rigid cohomology (λ ∈ (0, 1)).
(5) Relative log rigid cohomology.
(6) Relative rigid cohomology.
First, in Section 1, we introduce the notion of relative log convergent cohomology
of radius λ and prove the comparison theorem with relative log crystalline coho-
mology when λ is sufficiently close to 1. In the case λ = 1, relative log convergent
cohomology of radius λ is the same as relative log convergent cohomology which
was introduced in [S3], [N-S]. In Section 2, by using the results in Section 1 and
the technique developped in [S3, §3], we prove the finiteness and the base change
property of relative log convergent cohomology of radius λ for proper log smooth
integral morphism having log smooth parameter (for definition, see Definition 2.6 or
[S3, 3.4]) when λ is sufficiently close to 1. In Section 3, we introduce the notion of
relative log analytic cohomology of radius λ and prove a relation of it with relative
log convergent cohomology of radius λ. Using this, we prove a kind of the coherence
and the convergence property of relative log analytic cohomology of radius λ for
proper log smooth integral morphism having log smooth parameter. In Section 4,
first we introduce the notion of a log pair and an overconvergent isocrystal on it.
Then, for a morphism of log pairs and an overconvergent isocrystal on the source, we
define the notion of relative log rigid cohomology. Then we relate it to the relative
rigid cohomology (defined in [B2], [Ch-T]) in certain case. After that, we introduce
the notion of λ-restriction of relative log rigid cohomology and compare it with rel-
ative rigid cohomology when λ is sufficiently close to 1. In Section 5, we prove the
assertion (a) (the version without Frobenius structure) above: By the results proved
up to Section 4, relative log analytic cohomology of radius λ has certain coherence
property and relative rigid cohomology is related to the λ-restriction of relative log
rigid cohomology. So we compare the relative log analytic cohomology of radius
λ and the λ-restriction of relative log rigid cohomology. To deduce the assertion
(a), the base change theorem of relative rigid cohomology proved by Tsuzuki [T3,
2.3.1] is also important. In Section 6, we prove a result of altering a given proper
morphism of schemes over k to a certain simplicial morphism of schemes whose
components admit nice log structures, by using results of de Jong [dJ], [dJ2]. This
result allows us to reduce the proof of the main theorems to the case of proper log
smooth integral morphisms having log smooth parameter. Indeed, in Section 7, first
we prove the assertion (b) (the version without Frobenius structure) by combining
the results in Sections 5 and 6. Then, by combining this with (a special case of)
the main result of [S3] and a result of Kedlaya in [Ke1] on the extendability of over-
convergent isocrystals, we prove Theorem 0.3. Finally, by working slightly more, we
prove the assertion (c), the assertions (a), (b) (the version with Frobenius structure)
and Theorem 0.4.
The author would like to thank to Nobuo Tsuzuki and Makoto Matsumoto for
inviting him to give a talk at a conference held at Hiroshima University, and to
Takeshi Tsuji for encouraging him to give a talk at a conference held at Tam-
bara Institute for Mathematical Sciences. The author would like to thank to Kiran
Kedlaya for kindly sending the preprint [Ke2]. The author is partly supported by
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Grant-in-Aid for Young Scientists (B), the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports,
Science and Technology of Japan and JSPS Core-to-Core program 18005 whose
representative is Makoto Matsumoto.
Convention
(1) Throughout this paper, k is a field of characteristic p > 0, W is a fixed Cohen
ring of k and K is the fraction field of W . As we will remark in the text, we will
assume that k is perfect in Sections 6 and 7. We fix a p-adic fine log formal scheme
(B,MB) separated and topologically of finite type over SpfW as a base log formal
scheme. (Note that B is Noetherian.) We denote the scheme (B,MB)⊗Zp Z/pZ by
(B,MB). We denote the category of fine log (not necessarily p-adic) formal schemes
which are separated and topologically of finite type over (B,MB) by (LFS/B) and
denote the full subcategory of (LFS/B) which consists of p-adic ones by (pLFS/B).
We denote the full subcategory of (LFS/B) which consists of usual fine log schemes
by (LS/B) and the full subcategory which consists of fine log schemes over (B,MB)
by (LS/B). We call an object in (LFS/B) a fine log formal B-scheme, an object in
(pLFS/B) a p-adic fine log formal B-scheme, an object in (LS/B) a fine log B-scheme
and an object in (LS/B) a fine log B-scheme. (When log structure is trivial, we omit
the term ‘fine log’.) Note that, in Sections 4–7, we will impose more assumptions
on B.
(2) For a formal B-scheme T , we denote the rigid analytic space assocated to T by
TK .
(3) In this paper, we freely use terminologies concerning log structures defined in
[Kat], [S1] and [S2]. For a fine log (formal) scheme (X,MX), (X,MX)triv denotes the
maximal open sub (formal) scheme of X on which the log structure MX is trivial.
A morphism f : (X,MX) −→ (Y,MY ) is said to be strict if f ∗MY = MX holds.
(4) For a site S, we will denote the topos associated to S by S∼.
(5) Fiber products of log formal schemes are completed unless otherwise stated.
On the other hand, the completed tensor pruduct of topological modules are denoted
by ⊗ˆ to distinguish with the usual tensor product ⊗.
1. Relative log convergent cohomology of radius λ (I)
In this section, first we introduce the notion of relative log convergent site of
radius λ (0 < λ ≤ 1), which is a generalization of the relative log convergent site
introduced in [S3, 2.4]. Then we prove some basic properties of it and we prove the
log convergent Poincare´ lemma for this site. After that, we prove the comparison
theorem between relative log convergent cohomology of radius λ with relative log
crystalline cohomology when λ is sufficiently close to 1. The proof is similar to that
given in [S3, §2] but slightly more complicated.
First let us recall the definition of pre-widening, widening and enlargement, which
was defined in [S3, Definition 2.1, 2.2]:
Definition 1.1. Let f : (X ,MX ) −→ (Y ,MY) be a morphism in (pLFS/B). Define
the category Q((X /Y)log) of quadruples on (X ,MX )/(Y ,MY) as follows: The objects
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are the data ((Z,MZ), (Z,MZ), i, z), where (Z,MZ) is an object in (LFS/B) over
(Y ,MY), (Z,MZ) is an object in (LS/B) over (Y ,MY), i is a closed immersion
(Z,MZ) →֒ (Z,MZ) over (Y ,MY) and z is a morphism (Z,MZ) −→ (X ,MX ) in
(LFS/B) over (Y ,MY). We define a morphism of quadruples on (X ,MX )/(Y ,MY)
in an obvious way. (See [S2, 2.1.8].)
Definition 1.2. Let f : (X ,MX ) −→ (Y ,MY) be as above.
(1) A quadruple ((Z,MZ), (Z,MZ), i, z) on (X ,MX )/(Y ,MY) is called a pre-wid-
ening on (X ,MX )/(Y ,MY) if Z is in (pLFS/B).
(2) A quadruple ((Z,MZ), (Z,MZ), i, z) on (X ,MX )/(Y ,MY) is called a widening
on (X ,MX )/(Y ,MY) if i is a homeomorphic closed immersion (that is, if Z is a
scheme of definition of Z via i).
(3) A (pre-)widening ((Z,MZ), (Z,MZ), i, z) on (X ,MX )/(Y ,MY) is said to be ex-
act if i is exact. It is said to be affine if Z, z and the structure morphism Z −→ Y
are affine.
(4) A quadruple ((Z,MZ), (Z,MZ), i, z) on (X ,MX )/(Y ,MY) is called an enlarge-
ment if it is both pre-widening and widening, it is exact and Z is flat over SpfW .
We introduce the notion of the radius of an enlargement, which is one of the key
notion in this paper.
Definition 1.3. (1) For a sheaf of rings A on a site and a sheaf of ideals I of
A, we define r(A, I) ∈ [0,∞] by r(A, I) := sup{b/a | Ia ⊆ pbA}.
(2) Let f : (X ,MX ) −→ (Y ,MY) be a morphism in (pLFS/B), let Z := ((Z,MZ),
(Z,MZ), i, z) be an enlargement of (X ,MX )/(Y ,MY) and put I := Ker(OZ
−→ OZ). Then we define r(Z) by r(Z) := r(OZ , I) and call it the logarith-
mic radius of Z. We define λ(Z) by
λ(Z) := p−r(Z) = inf{p−b/a | Ia ⊆ pbOZ}
and call it the radius of Z. By definition, we have r(Z) ∈ (0,∞) and λ(Z) ∈
(0, 1).
We prove basic properties of r(A, I) which we will use later.
Lemma 1.4. Let A be as above.
(1) For sheaves of ideals I,J of A, we have (r(A, I)−1+r(A,J )−1)−1 ≤ r(A, I+
J ). Moreover, if r(A,J ) = ∞ (this is the case if, for example, J is
nilpotent), we have r(A, I) = r(A, I + J ).
(2) For sheaves J ⊆ I of A such that J is nilpotent, we have r(A/J , I/J ) =
r(A, I).
Proof. If we have Ia ⊆ pbA and J a′ ⊆ pb′A, we have
(I + J )ab′+a′b ⊆ Iab′ + J a′b ⊆ pbb′A.
The former assertion of (1) follows from this. the latter assertion follows from the
inequality
r(A, I) = (r(A, I)−1 +∞−1)−1 ≤ r(A, I + J ) ≤ r(A, I).
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Next let us prove (2). If we have Ia ⊆ pbA, we have (I/J )a ⊆ pb(A/J ). On the
other hand, assume we have (I/J )a ⊆ pb(A/J ). Then we have Ia ⊆ pbA + J . If
we take N ∈ N satisfying J N+1 = 0, we have, for any n ≥ N , the inclusion
Ian ⊆ (pbA+ J )n ⊆ pb(n−N)A.
From this, we can deduce the equality r(A/J , I/J ) = r(A, I). 
Now we give the definition of relative log convergent site of radius λ and the
category of isocrystals on it, as follows:
Definition 1.5. Let τ be one of the words {Zar(= Zariski), et(= etale)}. For a
morphism (X ,MX ) −→ (Y ,MY) in (pLFS/B) and λ ∈ (0, 1], we define the log con-
vergent site (X /Y)logλ-conv,τ of (X ,MX )/(Y ,MY) of radius λ with respect to τ -topology
as follows: The objects are the enlargements Z on (X ,MX )/(Y ,MY) with λ(Z) < λ
and the morphisms are the morphism of enlargements. A family of morphisms
{((Zα,MZα), (Zα,MZα), iα, zα) −→ ((Z,MZ), (Z,MZ), i, z)}α∈I
is a covering if the morphisms (Zα,MZα) → (Z,MZ) are strict, form a cover-
ing of Z with respect to τ -topology and (Zα,MZα) is canonically isomorphic to
(Zα,MZα)×(Z,MZ),i (Z,MZ). When the log structures are trivial, we omit the super-
script log in (X /Y)logλ-conv,τ . We denote the right derived functor (resp. the q-th right
derived functor) of the functor
(X /Y)log,∼λ-conv,τ −→ Y∼Zar; E 7→ (U 7→ Γ((X ×Y U/U)logλ-conv,τ , E))
by RfX/Y ,λ-conv∗E (resp. RqfX/Y ,λ-conv∗E). We call RqfX/Y ,λ-conv∗E the q-th relative
log convergent cohomology of (X ,MX )/(Y ,MY) with coefficient E .
Remark 1.6. (1) When λ is equal to 1, (X /Y)logλ-conv,τ is nothing but the relative
log convergent site (X /Y)logconv,τ defined in [S3, 2.4].
(2) For a morphism of enlargements g : Z ′ := ((Z ′,MZ′), (Z ′,MZ′), i′, z′) −→
((Z,MZ), (Z,MZ), i, z) =: Z satisfying (Z ′,MZ′) ×(Z,MZ),i (Z,MZ) = (Z ′,
MZ′), we have λ(Z ′) ≤ λ(Z). So the category of coverings of an object Z in
(X /Y)logλ-conv,τ is equal to the category of coverings of Z when considered in
(X /Y)logconv,τ .
Definition 1.7. Let the notations be as above. An isocrystal on the log convergent
site of radius λ (X /Y)logλ-conv,τ is a sheaf E on (X /Y)logλ-conv,τ satisfying the following
conditions:
(1) For any object Z in (X /Y)logλ-conv,τ , the sheaf EZ on Z induced by E is an
isocoherent sheaf. (That is, EZ has the form Q ⊗Z F with F a coherent
OZ-module.)
(2) For any morphism f : Z ′ −→ Z in (X /Y)logλ-conv,τ , the homomorphism f ∗EZ
−→ EZ′ of sheaves on Z ′ induced by E is an isomorphism.
We denote the category of isocrystals on (X /Y)logλ-conv,τ by Iλ-conv,τ((X /Y)log). When
the log structures are trivial, we omit the superscript log.
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Definition 1.8. Let the notations be as above. Then an isocrystal E is said to be
locally free if, for any enlargement Z, the sheaf EZ on Z induced by E is a locally
free Q⊗ZOZ-module in the sense of [S3, 1.9]. (Note that it does not mean that E is
a free Q⊗Z OZ-module locally on ZZar.)
For a morphism (X ,MX ) −→ (Y ,MY) in (pLFS/B) and a (pre-)widening Z on
(X ,MX )/(Y ,MY), we can define the notion of localized log convergent site of radius
λ (X /Y)logλ-conv,τ |Z and the category of isocrystals Iλ-conv,τ((X /Y)log|Z) on it. Also,
for a simplicial object (X (•),MX (•)) in (pLFS/B) and a morphism (X (•),MX (•)) −→
(Y ,MY) in (pLFS/B), we can define the relative log convergent topos (X (•)/Y)log,∼λ-conv,τ
of radius λ. As in [S3, 2.7] and [S2, 2.1.20], we have the following:
Proposition 1.9. Let (X ,MX ) −→ (Y ,MY) be a morphism in (pLFS/B) and let
τ be one of the words {Zar(= Zariski), et(= etale)}. Let g(•) : (X (•),MX (•)) −→
(X ,MX ) be a strict τ -hypercovering of X . Let θ := (θ∗, θ−1) : (X (•)/Y)log,∼λ-conv,τ −→
(X /Y)log,∼λ-conv,τ be the morphism of topoi characterized by θ−1(E)(i) := g(i),−1(E).
Then, for any abelian sheaf E on (X /Y)logλ-conv,τ , the canonical homomorphism E −→
Rθ∗θ−1E is a quasi-isomorphism.
We also need a similar but slightly different descent property, which we will re-
call now. Let (X ,MX ) −→ (Y ,MY) be as above and assume we are given an
open covering X = ⋃j∈J Xj by finite number of sub formal schemes. For non-
empty subset L ⊆ J , put XL := ⋂j∈LXj,MXL := MXj |XL and for m ∈ N, let
(X (m),MX (m)) be the disjoint union of (XL,MXL)’s for |L| = m+ 1. (X (m) is empty
for m ≥ |J | =: N + 1.) Let ∆+N be the category such that the objects are the sets
[m] := {0, 1, 2, · · ·m} with m ≤ N and that Hom∆+
N
([m], [m′]) is the set of strictly
increasing maps [m] → [m′]. Then, if we fix a total order on J , we can regard
(X (•),MX (•)) := {(X (m),MX (m))}0≤m≤N naturally as a diagram indexed by ∆+N and
we have a morphism g(•) : (X (•),MX (•)) −→ (X ,MX ). (cf. [S3, §1].) Then we have
the following proposition, whose proof is the same as Proposition 1.9 (we omit it):
Proposition 1.10. With the above notation, let θ := (θ∗, θ−1) : (X (•)/Y)log,∼λ-conv,τ −→
(X /Y)log,∼λ-conv,τ be the morphism of topoi characterized by θ−1(E)(i) := g(i),−1(E).
Then, for any abelian sheaf E on (X /Y)logλ-conv,τ , the canonical homomorphism E −→
Rθ∗θ−1E is a quasi-isomorphism.
We have the following as in [S3, 2.9], [S2, 2.1.21]:
Proposition 1.11. Let (X ,MX ) −→ (Y ,MY) be as above and let Z be a (pre-
)widening of (X ,MX )/(Y ,MY). Let us denote the canonical morphism of topoi
(X /Y)log,∼λ-conv,et −→ (X /Y)log,∼λ-conv,Zar (resp. (X /Y)log,∼λ-conv,et|Z −→ (X /Y)log,∼λ-conv,Zar|Z )
by ǫ. Then:
(1) For any E ∈ Iλ-conv,et((X /Y)log) (resp. E ∈ Iλ-conv,et((X /Y)log|Z)), we have
Rǫ∗E = ǫ∗E .
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(2) The functor E 7→ ǫ∗E induces the equivalence of categories
Iλ-conv,et((X /Y)log) ∼−→ Iλ-conv,Zar((X /Y)log)
(resp. Iλ-conv,et((X /Y)log|Z) ∼−→ Iλ-conv,Zar((X /Y)log|Z) ).
In the rest of this paper, we denote the category Iλ-conv,et((X /Y)log) = Iλ-conv,Zar((X
/Y)log) (resp. Iλ-conv,et((X /Y)log|Z) = Iλ-conv,Zar((X /Y)log|Z)) simply by Iλ-conv((X /
Y)log) (resp. Iλ-conv((X /Y)log|Z)) and call it an isocrystal on (X /Y)logλ-conv (resp. (X /
Y)logλ-conv|Z), by abuse of terminology.
Next we introduce the notion of the system of universal enlargements of radius
λ, which is a generalization of the notion of the system of universal enlargements
defined in [S3, 2.12]. To this end, first we define the oriented set which will be the
index category of the system of universal enlargements:
Definition 1.12. Let A be the set {(a, b) | a, b ∈ N≥1}. For (a, b), (a′, b′) ∈ A, we
write (a, b) ≻≻ (a′, b′) if (a′, b′) is equal to one of the elements (a + 1, b), (a, b −
1), (na, nb) (for some n ∈ N≥1). We write (a, b) ≻ (a′, b′) if there exists a sequence
of elements in A of the form
(a, b) = (a0, b0) ≻≻ (a1, b1) ≻≻ · · · ≻≻ (an, bn) = (a′, b′).
For r > 0, let Ar be the subset {(a, b) ∈ A | b/a > r}.
Lemma 1.13. The relation ≻ defines a partial order on A and for any r > 0, the
set Ar is oriented with respect to the order ≻. (That is, for any (a, b), (a′, b′) ∈ A,
there exists an element (a′′, b′′) in A with (a, b) ≻ (a′′, b′′), (a′, b′) ≻ (a′′, b′′).)
Proof. If we have (a, b) ≻≻ (a′, b′), we have b/a > b′/a′ or b/a = b′/a′, a ≤ a′. So
the same is true if we have (a, b) ≻ (a′, b′). Hence, if we have both (a, b) ≻ (a′, b′)
and (a′, b′) ≻ (a, b), we have b/a = b′/a′, a = a′. So we have (a, b) = (a′, b′) and so
≻ is a partial order on A.
If we have (a, b), (a′, b′) ∈ Ar, we have (a, b) ≻ (a′′, b′′), (a′, b′) ≻ (a′′, b′′) if we put
(a′′, b′′) := (aa′,min{ab′, a′b}). So Ar is oriented. 
Sometimes it is convenient to take a sequence which is cofinal with Ar:
Definition 1.14. A sequence a := {(an, bn)} of elements of Ar is said to be a good
sequence if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) We have (a1, b1) ≻ (a2, b2) ≻ · · · , bn/an > r (∀n) and limn→∞(bn/an) = r.
(2) an+1 is divisible by an for any n ∈ N and for any m ∈ N≥1, there exists
n ∈ N such that an is divisible by m.
Lemma 1.15. For any r > 0, there exists a good sequence a in Ar and any good
sequence a in Ar is cofinal with respect to ≻ in Ar.
Proof. For n ∈ N, let rn := bn/n! be the least rational number strictly bigger than
r with denominator n!. Then one can check that the sequence {(n!, bn)}n is a good
sequence in Ar.
Let us prove the latter statement. For any good sequence a := {(an, bn)} in Ar
and (a, b) ∈ Ar, there exists n ∈ N satisfying b/a > bn/an and that an is divisible
by a. Then we have (a, b) ≻ (an, bn). So a is cofinal in Ar. 
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Now we define the notion of the system of universal enlargements of radius λ. Let
Z := ((Z,MZ), (Z,MZ), i, z) be a (pre-)widening, let ((Zex,MZex), (Z,MZ), iex, z)
be the exactification of Z and let I be the ideal Ker(OZex → OZ). For (a, b) ∈ A,
let Ba,b(Z) be the formal blow-up of Zex with respect to the ideal Ia + pbOZex , let
T ′a,b(Z) be the open sub formal scheme
{x ∈ Ba,b(Z) | (Ia + pbOZex) · OBn(Z),x = pbOBn(Z),x}
and let Ta,b(Z) be T ′a,b(Z)fl, where, for a p-adic formal B-scheme T , we denote by
Tfl the closed subscheme of T defined by the ideal {x ∈ OT | ∃n, pnx = 0}. Let
λa,b : Ta,b(Z) −→ Z be the canonical morphism and put Za,b := λ−1n (Z). Then the
quadruple
Ta,b(Z) := ((Ta,b(Z),MZex |Ta,b(Z)), (Za,b,MZ |Za,b), Za,b →֒ Ta,b(Z), (Za,b,MZa,b )
λa,b
−→ (Z,MZ)
z
−→ (X,M))
is an enlargement for each (a, b) ∈ A.
Lemma 1.16. Let Ta,b(Z) be the enlargement defined above. Then:
(1) We have λ(Ta,b(Z)) ≤ p−b/a.
(2) The enlargements {Ta,b(Z)}(a,b) forms an inductive system of enlargements
indexed by A.
(3) Let us take λ ∈ (0, 1] and put λ = p−r. For T = Z or T = Ta,b(Z), denote
the sheaf represented by T on (X /Y)logλ-conv,τ by hT . Then we have hZ =
lim−→ (a,b)∈ArhTa,b(Z). (That is, hZ is ind-represented by the system {Ta,b(Z)}).
Proof. (1) is obvious by definition. Let us prove (2). Take (a, b) ∈ A. Then we have
Ia ⊆ pbOTa,b(Z). This implies the inclusions Ia+1 ⊆ pbOTa,b(Z), Ia ⊆ pb−1OTa,b(Z)
and Ina ⊆ pnbOTa,b(Z) (n ∈ N≥1). Then, by the universality of blow-up, we have the
canonical mmorphisms
Ta,b(Z) −→ Ta+1,b(Z), Ta,b(Z) −→ Ta,b−1(Z), Ta,b(Z) −→ Tna,nb(Z),
that is, we have Ta,b(Z) −→ Ta′,b′(Z) for (a′, b′)’s with (a, b) ≻≻ (a′, b′). By composi-
tion, we obtain the morphisms Ta,b(Z) −→ Ta′,b′(Z) for (a′, b′)’s with (a, b) ≻ (a′, b′).
This morphism defines the structure of inductive system on {Ta,b(Z)}(a,b)∈A indexed
by A. (Transitivity follows again from the universality of blow-up.)
Let us prove (3). For an enlargement Z ′ := ((Z ′,MZ′), (Z ′,MZ′), i′, z′) with
λ(Z) < λ with a morphism of quadruples g : Z ′ −→ Z, there exists (a, b) ∈ Ar
such that Ker(OZ′ → OZ′)a ⊆ pbOZ′ . Then, by the universality of blow-up, the
morphism g factors uniquely as Z ′ −→ Ta,b(Z) −→ Z. From this fact, we obtain
the assertion (3). 
We have the following explicit description of Ta,b(Z) when Zex is affine: If we put
A := Γ(Zex,OZex), I := Γ(Zex,Ker(OZex → OZ)) and write Ia = (f1, · · · , fk), we
have Ta,b(Z) = Spf Aa,b, where
Aa,b = (A[t1, · · · , tk]/(pbti − fi (1 ≤ i ≤ k)))∧/(p-torsion).(1.1)
(∧ denotes the p-adic completion.) Then we have the following, as in [O2, 0.2.2]:
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Lemma 1.17. The image of the homomorphism Q⊗Z A −→ Q⊗Z Aa,b is dense in
p-adic topology.
Proof. If we put B := (A[t1, · · · , tk]/(pbti − fi (1 ≤ i ≤ k)))/(p-torsion), the above
homomorphism factors as Q⊗Z A−→Q⊗Z B −→ Q⊗ZAa,b and the first homomor-
phism is an isomorphism. Moreover, we have Aa,b = B̂, where ̂ denotes the p-adic
completion. If x is an element in Q ⊗Z Aa,b, pnx is in Aa,b for some n. Then, for
any m ∈ N, there exists some y ∈ B and z ∈ Aa,b such that pnx = y + pm+nz holds.
Then we have x = p−ny + pmz and p−ny ∈ Q⊗Z B = Q⊗Z A. So we are done. 
Corollary 1.18. For a (pre-)widining Z and (a, b) ∈ A, the map hTa,b(Z) −→ hZ is
injective.
Proof. The proof is same as [O2, 0.2.2]. We may assume that Z = Spf A, Ta,b(Z) =
Spf Aa,b as above and it suffices to show that, for any enlargement Z ′ with Z ′ = Spf B
and any two homomorphisms Aa,b −→ B with the same composition A −→ Aa,b −→
B are equal. We can check it after applying Q⊗Z (because B is flat over W ), and in
this case, the claim follows from the separatedness of B with respect to the p-adic
topology and Lemma 1.17. 
We have the following lemmas as in [S3, 2.15, 2.16], [S2, 2.1.25, 2.1.26]. (Since
we can prove them in the same way by using the explicit description (1.1), we omit
the proof. )
Lemma 1.19. Let Z be a pre-widening and let Ẑ be the associated widening. Then
we have Ta,b(Z) ∼= Ta,b(Ẑ) for any (a, b) ∈ A.
Lemma 1.20. Let g : ((Z ′,MZ′), (Z ′,MZ′), i′, z′) −→ ((Z,MZ), (Z,MZ), i, z) be a
morphism of (pre-)widenings such that (Z,MZ)×(Z,MZ) (Z ′,MZ′) = (Z ′,MZ′) holds
naturally and that Z ′ −→ Z is flat. Then g induces the natural isomorphism of
enlargements Ta,b(Z ′) =−→ Ta,b(Z)×Z Z ′.
The following is a variant of [S2, 2.1.27], [S3, 2.17].
Proposition 1.21. Let (X ,MX ) −→ (Y ,MY) be a morphism in (pLFS/B). Let
f : Z1 := ((Z,MZ), (Z,MZ), i, z) −→ Z2 := ((Z,MZ), (Z ′,MZ′), i′, z′)
be a morphism of (pre-)widenings of (X ,MX )/(Y ,MY) such that f is identity on
Z and (Z,MZ) −→ (Z ′,MZ′) is an exact closed immersion. For (a, b) ∈ A, de-
note the map of enlargements Ta,b(Z1) −→ Ta,b(Z2) induced by f by f(a,b) and for
(a, b), (a′, b′) ∈ A with (a, b) ≻ (a′, b′), denote the transition morphism Ta,b(Zi) −→
Ta′,b′(Zi) by gi,(a,b)(a′,b′). Let I, I ′ be the defining ideal of Z,Z ′ in Z respectively and
assume that there exists an ideal sheaf J of OZ with Jm+1 = 0 satisfying I ⊆ I ′+J .
Then:
(1) For any (α, β) ∈ A with α > m, there exists a morphism of p-adic fine
log formal B-schemes h(α,β) : Tα−m,β(Z2) −→ Tα,β(Z1), satisfying the fol-
lowing condition: For any (a, b), (α, β) ∈ A with α > m, (α, β) ≻ (a, b), the
composite
Tα−m,β(Z2)
h(α,β)−→ Tα,β(Z1)
g1,(α,β)(a,b)−→ Ta,b(Z1)
f(a,b)−→ Ta,b(Z2)
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is equal to g2,(α−m,β)(a,b) and for any (a, b), (α, β) ∈ A with α > m, (a, b) ≻
(α−m, β), the composite
Ta,b(Z1)
f(a,b)−→ Ta,b(Z2)
g2,(a,b)(α−m,β)−→ Tα−m,β(Z2)
h(α,β)−→ Tα,β(Z1)
is equal to g1,(a,b)(α,β).
(2) Let λ ∈ (0, 1] and put λ = p−r. Then, for an isocrystal E on (X /Y)logλ-conv,τ
and any (α, β) ∈ Ar with α > m, we have the natural isomorphism
ϕ(α,β) : h
∗
(α,β)ET(α,β)(Z1) ∼−→ ET(α−m,β)(Z2)
which satisfies the following condition: For any (a, b), (α, β) ∈ Ar with α > m
and (α, β) ≻ (a, b), the composite
(h(α,β) ◦ g1,(α,β)(a,b) ◦ f(a,b))∗ETa,b(Z2)
h∗
(α,β)
E(g1,(α,β)(a,b)◦f(a,b))−→ h∗(α,β)ETα,β(Z1)
ϕ(α,β)−→ ETα−m,β(Z2)
is equal to the homomorphism induced by g2,(α−m,β)(a,b) and for any (a, b), (α,
β) ∈ Ar with α > m and (a, b) ≻ (α−m, β), the composite
(f(a,b) ◦ g2,(a,b)(α−m,β) ◦ h(α,β))
∗ETα,β(Z1)
(f(a,b)◦g2,(a,b)(α−m,β))
∗ϕα,β
−→ (f(a,b) ◦ g2,(a,b)(α−m,β))
∗ETα−m,β(Z2)
E(f(a,b)◦g2,(a,b)(α−m,β))
−→ ETa,b(Z1)
is equal to the homomorphism induced by g1,(a,b)(α,β).
Proof. Wemay replace Z by Zex. So we may assume that Z1,Z2 are exact widenings.
For (α, β) ∈ A with α > m, we have Iα ⊆ (I ′ + J )α ⊆ I ′α−m. So, since we
have I ′α−m ⊆ pβOT(α,β)(Z2), we have Iα ⊆ pβOT(α,β)(Z2). So, by the universality of
blow-up, we have the morphism h(α,β).
Let us denote the pull-back of Z to T(α,β)(Z1) by Z(α,β) and the pull-back of
Z ′ to T(α−m,β)(Z2) by Z ′(α−m,β). On the other hand, denote the pull-back of Z to
T(α−m,β)(Z2) by Z(α−m,β). Then we have the diagram of enlargements
T(α−m,β)(Z2) = (T(α−m,β)(Z2), Z ′(α−m,β)) j←− (T(α−m,β)(Z2), Z(α−m,β))
h(α,β)−→ (T(α,β)(Z1), Z(α,β)) =: T(α,β)(Z1),
where j is the morphism of enlargements induced by the identity map on T(α−m,β)(Z2).
Moreover, we have λ(T(α−m,β)(Z2)) ≤ p−β/(α−m) < λ, λ(T(α,β)(Z1)) ≤ p−β/α < λ by
definition and λ((T(α−m,β)(Z2), Z(α−m,β))) ≤ λ(T(α,β)(Z1)) < λ by Remark 1.6 (2).
So we have the isomorphisms
h∗(α,β)ET(α,β)(Z1)
∼−→ E(T(α−m,β)(Z2),Z(α−m,β)) ∼←− j∗ET(α−m,β)(Z2) = ET(α−m,β)(Z2).
We define the isomorphism ϕ(α,β) by the morphism induced by the above diagram.
Then it is easy to check that h(α,β) and ϕ(α,β) satisfy the desired properties. 
Now we introduce the site ~Zr,a, which is a generalization of the site ~Z introduced
in [O2], [S2], [S3]:
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Definition 1.22. Let r > 0, let a be a good sequence in Ar and let Z be a (pre-
)widening. Then we define the site ~Zr,a as follows: Objects are the open sets of
Ta,b(Z) for some (a, b) ∈ a. For open sets U ⊆ Ta,b(Z) and V ⊆ Ta′,b′(Z) ((a, b), (a′, b′)
∈ a), Hom ~Zr,a(U, V ) is the set of morphisms U −→ V commutes with the transition
morphism Ta,b(Z) −→ Ta′,b′(Z) when (a, b) ≻ (a′, b′) holds and is empty otherwise.
The coverings are defined by Zariski topology for each object. We define the strucrure
sheaf O ~Zr,a by O ~Zr,a(U) := Γ(U,OU).
Definition 1.23. A sheaf of Q ⊗Z O ~Zr,a-module E is called crystalline if, for any
transition map ψ : Ta,b(Z) −→ Ta′,b′(Z), the transition map of sheaves ψ−1Ea′,b′ −→
Ea,b induces the isomorphism OTa,b(Z) ⊗ψ−1(OT
a′,b′
(Z)) ψ
−1Ea′,b′
∼−→ Ea,b, where Ea,b,
Ea′,b′ denotes the Zariski sheaf on Ta,b(Z), Ta′,b′(Z) induced by E.
We define the morphism of ringed topoi γ : ~Z∼r,a −→ Z∼Zar by γ∗E := lim←− (a,b)∈aαa,b∗
Ea,b and γ
∗(E)|Ta,b(Z) := α∗a,bE. (Here Ea,b is as above and αa,b is the morphism
Ta,b(Z) −→ Z.) Then we have the following as in [O2, 0.3.7]:
Proposition 1.24. Let Z be an affine widening, let a be a good sequence in Ar and
let E be a crystalline sheaf of Q ⊗Z O ~Zr,a-modules. Then we have Hq( ~Zr,a, E) = 0
for q > 0.
Proof. Since the proof is similar to [O2, 0.3.7], we only give a sketch of the proof.
Let us put Zex = Spf A, Ta,b(Z) = Spf Aa,b ((a, b) ∈ a), a := {(an, bn)}n∈N and
put An := Aan,bn , En := Ean,bn for simplicity. Then, exactly in the same way as the
proof of [O2, 0.3.7], we can reduce the proof of the proposition to the following claim:
claim. Let {Fn}n be a family of finitely generated Q ⊗Z An-modules endowed
with transition maps ψn : Fn+1 −→ Fn such that each ψn induces the isomorphism
An ⊗An+1 Fn+1 ≃−→ Fn. Then we have Rq lim←−{Fn}n = 0 for q > 0.
We can prove this claim in the same way as [O2, 0.3.8]: It suffices to prove R1 lim←−{Fn}n = 0, and to show this, we may assume the existence of lattices Ln ⊆ Fn (n ∈
N) satisfying ψn(Ln+1) ⊆ Ln. Since the image of the map ψn is dense by Lemma
1.17, for any (fn)n ∈ ∏n Fn, we have (gn)n ∈ ∏n Fn and (f ′n)n ∈ ∏ pnLn such that
fn + gn = ψ(gn+1) + f
′
n holds for any n ∈ N. Then (fn)n is cohomologous to (f ′n)n.
Moreover, if we put hn := −∑∞m=n f ′m ∈ Fn (the infinite sum converges by definition
of (f ′n)n), we have f
′
n + hn = ψn(hn+1). So (f
′
n)n is cohomologous to 0. So we are
done. 
We define the notion of the log tubular neighborhood of radius λ, as follows.
Definition 1.25. Let λ ∈ (0, 1], λ = p−r and let (Z,MZ) →֒ (Z,MZ) be a closed
immersion of a fine log B-scheme to a fine log formal B-scheme. (Then we can
regard ((Z,MZ), (Z,MZ)) as a widening on (B,MB)/(B,MB).) Then we define the
log tubular neighborhood ]Z[logZ,λ of radius λ of (Z,MZ) in (Z,MZ) as the rigid an-
alytic space
⋃
(a,b)∈Ar Ta,b(Z)K . We define the specialization map sp :]Z[logZ,λ−→ Z
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as the union of composites Ta,b(Z)K −→ Ta,b(Z) −→ Z, where the first map is the
specialization map for Ta,b(Z).
Next, we show the relation between the category of isocrystals and certain cat-
egories of stratifications and give the definition of the log de Rham complex on
tubular neighborhood associated to an isocrystal. (This is also a ‘λ-version’ of what
was shown in [S3, 2.21, 2.22].) Let us consider the situation
(X,MX)
i−−−→ (P,MP)
f
y g
y
(Y ,MY) (Y ,MY),
(1.2)
where (X,MX) is an object in (LS/B), f is a morphism in (pLFS/B), i is a closed
immersion in (pLFS/B) and g is a formally log smooth morphism in (pLFS/B). For
n ∈ N, let (P(n),MP(n)) be the (n+ 1)-fold fiber product of (P,MP) over (Y ,MY),
let i(n) : (X,MX) →֒ (P(n),MP(n)) be the closed immersion induced by i and denote
the pre-widening ((P(n),MP(n)), (X,MX), i(n), id) of (X,MX)/(Y ,MY) simply by
P(n). Then we have the system {Ta,b(P(n))}(a,b)∈A, the projections
pi,(a,b) : Ta,b(P(1)) −→ Ta,b(P) (i = 1, 2),
pij,(a,b) : Ta,b(P(2)) −→ Ta,b(P(1)) (1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3)
and the diagonal map ∆(a,b) : Ta,b(P) −→ Ta,b(P(1)). For λ ∈ (0, 1] with λ = p−r, let
Str′λ((X →֒ P/Y)log) be the category of compatible family of isocoherent sheaves Ea,b
on Ta,b(P) ((a, b) ∈ Ar) endowed with compatible isomorphisms ǫa,b : p∗2,(a,b)Ea,b ∼−→
p∗1,(a,b)Ea,b satisfying ∆
∗
(a,b)(ǫa,b) = id, p
∗
12,(a,b)(ǫa,b) ◦ p∗23,(a,b)(ǫa,b) = p∗13,(a,b)(ǫa,b).
On the other hand, from the closed immersion i(n), we can form the tubular
neighbouhood ]X [logP(n),λ and we have the projections
pi : ]X [
log
P(1),λ−→]X [logP,λ (i = 1, 2), pij : ]X [logP(2),λ−→]X [logP(1),λ (1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3)
and the diagonal map ∆ : ]X [logP,λ−→]X [logP(1),λ. Let Str′′λ((X →֒ P/Y)log) be the cate-
gory of pairs (E, ǫ), where E is a coherent O]X [log
P,λ
-module and ǫ is an O]X [log
P(1),λ
-linear
isomorphism p∗2E
∼−→ p∗1E satisfying ∆∗(ǫ) = id, p∗12(ǫ) ◦ p∗23(ǫ) = p∗13(ǫ). Then we
have the following proposition:
Proposition 1.26. With the above notation, we have the functorial equivalence of
categories
Iconv(X /Y)log) ≃ Str′((X →֒ P/Y)log) ≃ Str′′((X →֒ P/Y)log).
Proof. We can prove the proposition in the same way as [S2, 2.2.7], once we note
the following fact: If we have an enlargement Z := ((Z,MZ), (Z,MZ), j, z) with
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λ(Z) < λ = p−r which fits into the commutative diagram
(Z,MZ)
j−−−→ (Z,MZ)
z
y
y
(X,MX)
i−−−→ (P,MP),
there exists (a, b) ∈ Ar such that the map (Z,MZ) −→ (P,MP) factors through
(Ta,b(P),MTa,b(P)). 
Let E be an isocrystal on (X/Y)logλ-conv and let (E, ǫ) be the associated object
in Str′′λ((X →֒ P/Y)log). If we denote the first log infinitesimal neighborhood of
(P,MP) into (P(1),MP(1)) by (P1,MP1), then ǫ induces the O]X[log
P1,λ
-linear isomor-
phism
ǫ1 : O]X[log
P1,λ
⊗O
]X[
log
P,λ
E −→ E ⊗O
]X[
log
P,λ
O]X[log
P1,λ
and it induces the log connection
∇ : E −→ E ⊗O
]X[
log
P,λ
ω1
]X[log
P,λ
/YK
by ∇(e) := ǫ1(1⊗ e)− e⊗ 1. Then we have the following lemma (cf.[S3, 2.22]).
Lemma 1.27. The log connection ∇ above is integrable.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of [S3, 2.22]: When there exists a chart of the
log scheme (P,MP), we can prove the lemma in the same way as [S2, 1.2.7, 1.2.8].
So it suffices to prove that we may work etale locally on P.
Let {(Ea,b, ǫa,b)}m be the object in Str′λ((X →֒ P/Y)log) associated to E , let
(Ta,b(P)n′,MTa,b(P)n ′) be the n-th log infinitesimal neighborhood of (Ta,b(P),MTa,b(P))
in (Ta,b(P),MTa,b(P))×(Y ,MY) (Ta,b(P),MTa,b(P)) and let (Ta,b(P)n,MTa,b(P)n) →֒ (Ta,b
(P)n′,MTa,b(P)n′) be the exact closed immersion defined by the ideal {x ∈ OTa,b(P)n′ |
∃m, pmx = 0}. (Then, if we denote Ta,b(P) := ((Ta,b(P),MTa,b(P)), (Xa,b,MXa,b)) as
enlargement, ((Ta,b(P)n,MTa,b(P)n), (Xa,b,MXa,b)) is regarded also as an enlargement,
which we denote by Ta,b(P)n.) Let us consider the morphism of pre-widenings
Ta,b(P)n −→ Ta,b(P)× Ta,b(P) −→ P(1).(1.3)
If we put I := Ker(OTa,b(P)n → OXa,b) and J := Ker(OTa,b(P)n → OTa,b(P)), we have
J n+1 = 0, (I/J )a ⊆ pb(OTa,b(P)n/J ). Hence, for any N ≥ n, we have
INa ⊆ (pbOTa,b(P)n + J )N ⊆ pb(N−n)OTa,b(P)n + J n+1 = pb(N−n)OTa,b(P)n .
So, by the universality of blow-up, the morphism Ta,b(P)n −→ P(1) in (1.3) factors
through TNa,(N−n)b(P). If we take N sufficiently large, we have (N − n)b/(Na) > r.
So, by pulling back the isomorphism ǫNa,(N−n)b, we obtain the isomorphism
ǫ′a,b,n : OTa,b(P)n ⊗OTa,b(P) Ea,b
∼−→ Ea,b ⊗OTa,b(P) OTa,b(P)n
and ǫ′a,b,1 induces the connection
∇a,b : Ea,b −→ Ea,b ⊗OTa,b(P) ω
1
Ta,b(P)/Y .
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Then it is easy to see that the compatible family {(Ea,b,∇a,b)} induces (E,∇) via
the equivalence 

compatible family of
isocoherent sheaves on
{Ta,b(P)}(a,b)∈Ar

 ∼−→

 coherentO]X[log
P,λ
-module

 .
So it suffices to prove the integrability of (Ea,b,∇a,b) to prove the lemma and we
may work etale locally on P to check it. So we are done. 
By the above lemma, we can define the log de Rham complex
DR(]X[log
P,λ
/YK , E) := [0 −→ E
∇
−→ E ⊗O
]X[
log
P,λ
ω1
]X[
log
P,λ
/YK
∇
−→ · · ·
∇
−→ E ⊗O
]X[
log
P,λ
ωq
]X[
log
P,λ
/YK
∇
−→ · · · ]
on ]X [logP,λ/YK associated to the isocrystal E in standard way.
Next we give a proof of the log convergent Poincare´ lemma for relative log con-
vergent cohomology of radius λ.
Let λ ∈ (0, 1], λ = p−r and take a good sequence a in Ar. Let (X,MX) be an
object in (LS/B), let (X,MX) −→ (Y ,MY) be a morphism in (pLFS/B) and let Z
be a widening on (X,MX)/(Y ,MY). Then we have morphisms of topoi
u : (X/Y)log,∼λ-conv,Zar −→ X∼Zar, jZ : (X/Y)log,∼λ-conv,Zar|Z −→ (X/Y)log,∼λ-conv,Zar
as in [S2, pp.90–91], [S3, §2]. Also, we have a morphism of ringed topoi
φZ : (X/Y)log,∼conv,Zar|Z −→ Z∼Zar
defined by (φZ,∗E)(U) := lim←− (a,b)∈ArE(Ta,b(U)) = lim←− (a,b)∈aE(Ta,b(U)), φ∗ZE(g :
T → Z) := g∗E(T ), and a functor
φ ~Zr,a,∗ : (X /Y)log,∼λ-conv,Zar|Z −→ ~Z∼r,a
defined by φ ~Zr,a,∗E(U) := E(U
⊂→ Ta,b(Z) → Z). Then, by the same agrument as
in [S3, 2.28] and [S2, 2.3.4], we have the following (we omit the proof):
Proposition 1.28. Let Z be an affine widening and E an isocrystal on (X/Y)log,∼λ-conv|Z .
Then jZ,∗E is u∗-acyclic.
Remark 1.29. In the course of the proof of Proposition 1.28, we use Proposition
1.24.
Now let us consider the situation
(X,MX)
i−−−→ (P,MP)
f
y g
y
(Y ,MY) (Y ,MY),
(1.4)
where (X,MX) is an object in (LS/B), f is a morphism in (pLFS/B), i is a closed
immersion in (pLFS/B) and g is a formally log smooth morphism in (pLFS/B).
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Then P := ((P,MP), (X,MX), i, id) is a pre-widening of (X,MX)/(Y ,MY). Denote
the associated widening of P by Pˆ and, for an isocrystal E on (X/Y)logλ-conv, put
ωiPˆ(E) := jPˆ,∗(j∗PˆE ⊗OX/Y φ∗Pˆ(ωiP/Y |Pˆ )).
Then we have the following theorem (‘radius λ version’ of [S3, 2.29]):
Theorem 1.30. Let the notations be as above. Then there exists a canonical struc-
ture of complex on ω•Pˆ(E) and the adjoint homomorphism E −→ jPˆ,∗j∗PˆE = ω0Pˆ(E)
induces the quasi-isomorphism E ≃−→ ω•Pˆ(E).
Proof. The proof is similar to that of [S3, 2.29]. First, one can check that, for an
enlargement Z with λ(Z) < λ, the sheaf ωiPˆ(E)Z on ZZar induced by ωiPˆ is given by
ωiPˆ(E)Z = lim←− (a,b)∈ArπZ,a,b,∗(ETa,b(Z×P) ⊗OTa,b(Z×P) π
∗
P,a,bω
i
P/Y),
where r := − logp λ, Z ×P is the product of Z and P taken in the category of pre-
widenings, πP,a,b is the canonical map Ta,b(Z ×P) −→ P and πZ,a,b is the canonical
map Ta,b(Z × P) −→ Z. To define a canonical structure of a complex on ω•Pˆ(E),
it suffices to construct a canonical, functorial structure of a complex on ω•Pˆ(E)Z for
affine enlargements Z := ((Z,MZ), (Z,MZ), i, z) with λ(Z) < λ. Let (Pm,MPm)
be the m-th log infinitesimal neighborhood of (P,MP) in (P,MP)×(Y ,MY ) (P,MP),
let pi,m : (Pm,MPm) −→ (P,MP) (i = 1, 2) be the morphism induced by the i-th
projection and put Xmi := p
−1
i,m(X),MXmi := MX |Xmi . Then we have pre-widenings
Pm := ((Pm,MPm), (X,MX)), Pmi := ((Pm,MPm), (Xmi ,MXmi )),
and the following diagram of pre-widenings (for i = 1, 2):
Pm −−−→ Pmiy pi,m
y
P P.
It induces the diagram of pre-widenings
Pm ×Z ri−−−→ Pmi × Zy qi
y
P × Z P × Z
(1.5)
for i = 1, 2. Now let us consider the following diagram (i = 1, 2)
(P,MP )×(Y,MY ) (Z,MZ )
∆
−−−−−→ (Pm,MPm )×(Y,MY ) (Z,MZ )
qi
−−−−−→ (P,MP )×(Y,MY ) (Z,MZ )x x x
(Z,MZ )
∆′
−−−−−→ (Xmi ,MXm
i
) ×(X,MX ) (Z,MZ)
q′
i
−−−−−→ (Z,MZ),
where qi, q
′
i are the morphism induced by the morphism of pre-widenings qi in (1.5)
and ∆,∆′ are the morphisms induced by the diagonal (P,MP) −→ (Pm,MPm).
Then it is easy to see that the right square and the large rectangle are Cartesian.
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Hence the left square is also Cartesian. Hence, by Proposition 1.21, ri (i = 1, 2)
induce the isomorphisms of inductive systems
{Ta,b(Pm × Z)}(a,b)∈Ar ∼= {Tn(Pmi × Z)}(a,b)∈Ar .(1.6)
On the other hand, by Lemma 1.20, we see that qi (i = 1, 2) induce the isomorphisms
Ta,b(Pm1 × Z) ∼= Ta,b(P × Z)×P Pm, Ta,b(Pm2 ×Z) ∼= Pm ×P Ta,b(P ×Z).
(1.7)
By evaluating E on {Ta,b(P × Z)}(a,b)∈Ar , we see that E naturally induces a co-
herent sheaf E on ]Z[logPm×Z,λ=
⋃
(a,b)∈Ar Ta,b(P × Z)K , and the isomorphisms (1.6),
(1.7) induce the isomorphisms
θm : π
∗
POPm ⊗O
]Z[
log
P×Z,λ
E
≃−→ E ⊗O
]Z[
log
P×Z,λ
π∗POPm (m ∈ N).
(Here π∗P denotes the functor Coh(OP) −→ Coh(O]Z[log
P×Z,λ
) defined as composite
Coh(OP) −→ Coh(Q⊗OP) ≃ Coh(OPK ) −→ Coh(O]Z[log
P×Z,λ
),
where the last arrow is the functor induced by the map ]Z[logP×Z,λ−→ PK .) Then we
can define the map d˜ : E −→ E ⊗O
]Z[
log
P×Z,λ
π∗Pω
1
P/Y by d˜(e) := θ1(1⊗ e)− e⊗ 1, and
extend it to the diagram
E
d˜−→E ⊗O
]Z[
log
P×Z,λ
π∗Pω
1
P/Y
d˜−→· · · d˜−→E ⊗O
]Z[
log
P×Z,λ
π∗Pω
q
P/Y
d˜−→· · ·
in standard way. By applying the direct image by the map πZ :]Z[
log
P×Z,λ−→ ZK −→
Z to the above diagram, we obtain the diagram
ω•Pˆ(E)Z := [ω0Pˆ(E)Z
d−→ω1Pˆ(E)Z
d−→· · · d−→ωqPˆ(E)Z
d−→· · · ],
since we have
πZ,∗(E ⊗O
]Z[
log
P×Z,λ
π∗Pω
q
P/Y) = lim←− (a,b)∈ArπZ,a,b,∗(ETa,b(Z×P) ⊗OTa,b(Z×P) π
∗
P,a,bω
q
P/Y)
by definition. This construction is functorial with respect to affine enlargement Z
and so it induces the diagram
ω•Pˆ(E) := [ω0Pˆ(E)
d−→ω1Pˆ(E)
d−→· · · d−→ωqPˆ(E)
d−→· · · ].
We should prove that the diagram ω•Pˆ(E) forms a complex and that the adjoint map
E −→ jPˆ,∗j∗PˆE = ω0Pˆ(E) induces the quasi-isomorphism E
∼−→ ω•Pˆ(E). We can prove
this in the same way as [S3, 2.29], once we establish Lemmas 1.31, 1.32 below. So
we are done. 
We give (a sketch of) the proof of the following two lemmas which is used in the
above proof (cf. [S3, 2.31, 2.32]):
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Lemma 1.31. Let (X,MX) be a fine log B-scheme and assume we are given the
commutative diagram
(X,MX) −−−→ (P,MP)∥∥∥∥ f
y
(X,MX) −−−→ (Q,MQ),
(1.8)
where (P,MP), (Q,MQ) are p-adic fine log formal B-scheme, horizontal arrows are
closed immersions and f is formally log smooth. Then, Zariski locally on Q, we
have the isomorphism ]X [logP,λ∼=]X [logQ,λ×Drλ for some r (where Dλ denotes the open
disc of radius λ) such that the morphism ]X [logP,λ−→]X [logQ,λ induced by f is identified
with the first projection ]X [logQ,λ×Drλ −→]X [logQ,λ via this isomorphism.
Proof. By localizing enough, we haveQex =: Spf A,Pex =: Spf B withB ∼= A[[x1, · · · ,
xr]], by [S3, 2.31]. Then one can see easily that ]X [
log
P,λ=]X [
log
Q,λ×Drλ holds. 
Lemma 1.32. Let Z := Spf A0 be a p-adic affine formal B-scheme and π : ZK ×
Drλ −→ ZK be the projection. (Here Drλ is as in the previous lemma.) Then the
complex
sp∗OZK −→ (sp ◦ π)∗Ω•ZK×Drλ/ZK(1.9)
is homotopic to zero.
Proof. The proof is the same as [S3, 2.32]. The crucial point is that, for f(x1, x2, · · · ,
xr) ∈ Γ(ZK×Drλ,OZK×Drλ), the integral
∫ xj
0
f(x1, · · · , t
ĵ
, · · ·xr)dt is again contained
in Γ(ZK ×Drλ,OZK×Drλ). 
Let u˜ : (X/Y)log,∼λ-conv,et −→ X∼Zar be the composite (X/Y)log,∼λ-conv,et ǫ−→ (X/Y)log,∼λ-conv,Zar
u−→ X∼Zar. Then we can prove the following propositions in the same way as [S2,
2.3.8], [S3, 2.33]:
Corollary 1.33. Assume that the diagram (1.4) is given and let E be an isocrystal
on (X/Y)logλ-conv,et. Then we have the canonical quasi-isomorphism
Ru˜∗E = sp∗DR(]X [logP,λ/YK, E).
Proof. We may assume that ((P,MP), (X,MX), i, id) is an affine widening. By The-
orem 1.30, we have the quasi-isomorphism
Ru˜∗E ∼−→ Ru∗ω•Pˆ(ǫ∗E).
Next, by Proposition 1.28, we have the quasi-isomorphism
Ru∗ω•Pˆ(ǫ∗E) = Ru∗jPˆ,∗(φ∗Pˆ(ω•P/Y |Pˆ)⊗ j∗Pˆǫ∗E)
= u∗jPˆ,∗(φ
∗
Pˆ(ω
•
P/Y |Pˆ)⊗ j∗Pˆǫ∗E) = u∗ω•Pˆ(ǫ∗E).
So, it suffices to prove the isomorphism
u˜∗ω•Pˆ(ǫ∗E)
∼
= sp∗DR(]X [
log
P,λ/YK , E).(1.10)
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We can check that the each component of both hand sides in (1.10) are equal, as
in [S2, p.106 line (−5) – p.107 line 7]. So it suffices to prove that the differentials
are compatible. Let P1,P1i (i = 1, 2) are as in the proof of Theorem 1.30 and let us
consider the following diagram:
OP1 ⊗OP ETa,b(P) −−−→ ETa,b(P1) ←−−− ETa,b(P) ⊗OP OP1y
∥∥∥∥
y
ETa,b(P12 ) −−−→ ETa,b(P1) ←−−− ETa,b(P11 ).
Note that the vertical arrows are isomorphisms, and the lower horizontal arrows
become isomorphic after we take the inverse limit on (a, b) ∈ Ar. So all the mor-
phisms are isomorphic after we take the inverse limit on (a, b) ∈ Ar. The differential
on sp∗DR(]X [
log
P /YK , E) is, by definition, induced by lim←− (a,b)∈Ar of the upper hor-
izontal arrows. On the other hand, lim←− (a,b)∈Ar of the lower horizontal arrows is
compatible with the isomorphism πZ,∗θ1 (where πZ , θ1 are as in the proof of Theo-
rem 1.30), which induces the differential on ω•Pˆ(ǫ∗E)Z (for any affine enlargement Z
with λ(Z) < λ). So the differential on sp∗DR(]X [logP /YK , E) is compatible with the
differential on u˜∗ω•Pˆ(ǫ∗E). So we are done. 
We can prove the following corollary in the same way as [S2, 2.3.9],[S3, 2.34] (we
omit the proof).
Corollary 1.34. Let (X,MX) be an object in the category (LS/B), let f : (X,MX)
−→ (Y ,MY) be a morphism in (pLFS/B) and let E be an isocrystal on (X/Y)logλ-conv.
If we take an embedding system
(X,MX)
g←− (X(•),MX(•)) i→֒ (P(•),MP(•)),
we have the isomorphism
RnfX/Y ,λ-conv∗E ∼= Rn(f ◦ g)∗sp∗DR(]X(•)[logP(•),λ/YK, E).
Now we would like to compare relative log convergent cohomology of radius λ and
relative log crystalline cohomology. Assume we are given the diagram
(X,MX)
f−→ (Y,MY ) ι→֒ (Y ,MY),(1.11)
where f is a log smooth morphism in (LS/B), (Y ,MY) is an object in (pLFS/B) and
ι is the exact closed immersion defined by pOY . Denote the canonical PD-structure
on pOY by γ.
First we construct a functor from the category of isocrystals on log convergent
site of radius λ to that on log crystalline site when λ is close to 1:
Proposition 1.35. With the above notation, let d := maxx∈X rk (ω1X/Y ) and λ0 :=
p−1/(26d(p−1)+1). Then, for λ ∈ (λ0, 1], we have the canonical functor
Φ : Iλ-conv((X/Y)log) −→ Icrys((X/Y)log)
such that Φ sends locally free isocrystals on (X/Y)logλ-conv to locally free isocrystals on
(X/Y)logcrys.
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Proof. The proof is similar to [S3, 2.35], but it is a little more complicated. First,
let us consider the situation that (X,MX) admits a closed immersion (X,MX) →֒
(P,MP) into a p-adic fine log formal B-scheme which is formally log smooth over
(Y ,MY). Denote the (i + 1)-fold fiber product of (P,MP) over (Y ,MY) by (P(i),
MP(i)) and let (P(i)ex,MP(i)ex) be the exactification of the closed immersion (X,MX)
→֒ (P(i),MP(i)). Let I(i) := Ker(OexP(i) −→ OX), let Ba,b(i) be the formal blow-up
of P(i)ex with respect to the ideal I(i)a + pbOPex , let T ′a,b(i) be the open sub for-
mal scheme of Ba,b(i) defined as the set of points x ∈ Ba,b(i) satisfying (I(i)a +
pbOP(i))OBa,b(i),x = pbOBa,b(i),x and let Ta,b(i) be the closed sub formal scheme
of Ta,b(i) defined by the ideal {x ∈ OTa,b(i) | pnx = 0 for some n > 0}. On the
other hand, let D(i) be the p-adically completed log PD-envelope of (X,MX) in
(P(i),MP(i)). Let m = m(X,P) be the minimal integer such that, for i = 0, 1, 2,
Ker(OPex(i) −→ OX) is generated locally by p and some other m elements. Then
there exist canonical diagrams D(i) −→ T ′n,1(i) ←֓ Tn,1(i) for n = (p− 1)m+ 1 and
i = 0, 1, 2, where the second map is the canonical closed immersion. Since we have
the canonical equivalences of categories Coh(Q ⊗ OTn,1(i)) ∼= Coh(Q ⊗ OT ′n,1(i)), we
can define, by the ‘pull-back by D(i) −→ T ′n,1(i)’, the functor
Iλ-conv((X/Y)log) ∼−→ Str′′((X →֒ P/Y)log) −→ HPDI((X →֒ P/Y)log)
if we have λ > p−1/n = p−1/((p−1)m(X,P)+1). (Here HPDI((X →֒ P/Y)log) is the
category of HPD-isostratifications defined in [S3, 1.17].)
Next, let us consider the general situation and take an embedding system
(X,MX)
g(•)←− (X(•),MX(•)) i→֒ (P(•),MP(•))(1.12)
over (Y ,MY) such that g is a Zariski Cˇech hypercovering and that (P(•),MP(•)) =
cosk
(Y ,MY)
0 (P(0),MP(0)) holds. Let ∆λ-conv be the category of descent data on Iλ-conv
((X(n)/Y)log) (n = 0, 1, 2) (that is, the category of objects in Iλ-conv((X(0)/Y)log)
endowed with isomorphism of glueing in Iλ-conv((X
(1)/Y)log) satisfying the cocy-
cle condition in Iλ-conv(X
(2)/Y)log)). Similarly, let ∆crys be the category of descent
data on Icrys((X
(n)/Y)log) (n = 0, 1, 2) and let ∆HPDI be the category of descent
data on HPDI((X(n) →֒ P(n)/Y)log) (n = 0, 1, 2). Let m(X(•),P(•)) be the inte-
ger max0≤i≤2m(X(i),P(i)). Then, for λ ∈ (p−1/((p−1)m(X(•) ,P(•))+1), 1], we have the
diagram
∆λ-conv
Φ−→ ∆HPDI Λ←− ∆crys,
where Λ is the functor from the category of isocrystals on log crystalline site to the
category of HPD-isostratifications defined in [S3, §1].
We know that the functor Λ is fully faithful, and that, if we have
(P(0),MP(0))×(Y ,MY) (Y,MY ) = (X(0),MX(0)),(1.13)
the functor Λ is an equivalence of categories. (Note that it is possible to take an
embedding system (1.12) satisfying the condition (1.13).) So, under the condition
(1.13), we have the functor
Φ : Iλ-conv((X/Y)log) ∼−→ ∆conv Ψ−→ ∆HPDI Λ
−1−→ ∆crys ∼−→ Icrys((X/Y)log)
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for λ ∈ (p−1/((p−1)m(X(•) ,P(•))+1), 1]. Moreover, under the condition (1.13), we can give
a bound for m(X(•),P(•)): Under (1.13), m(X(i),P(i)) (i = 0, 1, 2) is the minimal
number of (local) generators of the closed immersion
X(i) →֒ (P(i)(2),MP(i)(2))
ex⊗ZpFp = ((X(0),MX(0))×(Y,MY )· · ·×(Y,MY )(X(0),MX(0)))ex,
where the fiber product is taken 3(i + 1)-times. So m(X(i),P(i)) is bounded by
(3i+ 2)d. So we have m(X(•),P(•)) ≤ 8d. Therefore, if we have λ > p−1/(8d(p−1)+1),
we have the functor Φ : Iλ-conv((X/Y)log) −→ Icrys((X/Y)log).
In order to prove the well-definedness of Φ, we need to make λ closer to 1: Assume
we have another embedding system
(X,MX)
g(•)←− (X ′(•),MX′(•))
i→֒ (P ′(•),MP ′(•))(1.14)
as above (satisfying the analogue of (1.13)) and let us define
(X,MX)
g(•)←− (X ′′(•),MX′′(•))
i→֒ (P ′′(•),MP ′′(•))(1.15)
by
(X ′′(•),MX′′(•)) := (X
(•),MX(•))×(X,MX) (X ′(•),MX′(•)),
(P ′′(•),MP ′′(•)) := (P(•),MP(•))×(Y ,MY) (P ′(•),MP ′(•)).
Then m(X ′′(i),P ′′(i)) (i = 0, 1, 2) is the minimal number of (local) generators of the
closed immersion
X′′
(i)
→֒ (P′′
(i)
(2),M
P′′(i)(2)
)
ex
⊗Zp Fp = ((X
′′(0),M
X′′(0)
)×(Y,MY ) · · · ×(Y,MY ) (X
′′(0),M
X′′(0)
))ex,
where the fiber product is taken 6(i+ 1)-times. So we have m(X ′′(•),P ′′(•)) ≤ 17d.
Hence, for λ ∈ (p−1/(17d(p−1)+1), 1], we have the commutative diagram of functors
Iλ-conv((X/Y)log) ∼−−−→ ∆conv Ψ−−−→ ∆HPDI Λ←−−− ∆crys ∼−−−→ Icrys((X/Y)log)∥∥∥∥
y
y
y
∥∥∥∥
Iλ-conv((X/Y)log) ∼−−−→ ∆′′conv Ψ
′′−−−→ ∆′′HPDI Λ
′′←−−− ∆′′crys ∼−−−→ Icrys((X/Y)log)∥∥∥∥
x
x
x
∥∥∥∥
Iλ-conv((X/Y)log) ∼−−−→ ∆′conv Ψ
′−−−→ ∆′HPDI Λ
′←−−− ∆′crys ∼−−−→ Icrys((X/Y)log),
(1.16)
where ∆′conv, ... are ∆conv, ... for the embedding system (1.14) and ∆
′′
conv, ... are
∆conv, ... for the embedding system (1.15). Then Λ,Λ
′ are equivalences and Λ′′
is fully faithful. From this, we see that the functor Φ : Iλ-conv((X/Y)log) −→
Icrys((X/Y)log) induced by the top horizontal arrows in (1.16) is isomorphic to
the functor Φ′ : Iλ-conv((X/Y)log) −→ Icrys((X/Y)log) induced by the bottom hor-
izontal arrows. We can prove, in the same way, that the isomorphism Φ ∼= Φ′
we constructed is canonical (in the sense that it satisfies the cocycle condition)
when we have λ ∈ (p−1/(26d(p−1)+1), 1]. (We should consider the fiber product of
three embedding systems.) So the functor Φ is canonically defined when we have
λ ∈ (p−1/(26d(p−1)+1), 1]. So the proof is finished. 
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Now we prove the comparison theorem between relative log convergent cohomol-
ogy of radius λ and relative log crystalline cohomology. Before the statement of the
theorem, we introduce some notations.
Definition 1.36. Let us assume given the diagram as (1.11). Then we define the
integers a := a(X) and l := l(X, Y,Y) as follows: a is the least positive integer such
that X admits a Zariski covering X =
⋃a
j=1Xj by a affine open subschemes. l is the
least positive integer such that X admits a Zariski covering X =
⋃l
j=1Xj by l open
subschemes, satisfying the following condition (∗) :
(∗) There exists an exact closed immersion (Xj,MXj ) →֒ (Pj ,MPj ) over (Y ,MY)
such that (Pj,MPj ) is formally log smooth over (Y ,MY) and that (Pj,MPj )×(Y ,MY)
(Y,MY ) ∼= (X,MX) holds.
By [Kat, (3.14)], we have l(X, Y,Y) ≤ a(X). So they are finite.
Theorem 1.37. Assume we are given the diagram (1.11) and put
λ0 := p
−1/(max(26,3l(X,Y,Y)−1)d(p−1)+1).
Then, for λ ∈ (λ0, 1] and E ∈ Iλ-conv((X/Y)log), we have the quasi-isomorphism
RfX/Y ,conv∗E ∼= RfX/Y ,crys∗Φ(E).
Proof. Put l := l(X, Y,Y) and let us take a Zariski covering X = ⋃lj=1Xj and
an exact closed immersion ij : (Xj,MXj ) →֒ (Pj,MPj ) over (Y ,MY) satisfying the
condition (∗) in Definition 1.36. Put J := {1, 2, · · · , l} (endowed with usual to-
tal order). For non-empty subset L ⊆ J , let (XL,MXL) (resp. (PL,MPL)) be
the fiber product of (Xj,MXj )’s (resp. (Pj ,MPj )’s) for j ∈ L over (X,MX) (resp.
(Y ,MY)) and let iL : (XL,MXL) →֒ (PL,MPL) be the closed immersion induced
by ij ’s (j ∈ L). Then, for m ∈ N, let (X(m),MX(m)) (resp. (P(m),MP(m))) be the
disjoint union of (XL,MXL)’s (resp. (PL,MPL)’s) for L ⊆ J with |L| = m + 1
and let i(m) : (X(m),MX(m)) →֒ (P(m),MP(m)) be the disjoint union of iL’s for
L ⊆ L with |L| = m + 1. Then (X(•),MX(•)) := {(X(m),MX(m))}m≤l−1 and
(P(•),M(•)) := {(P(m),MP(m))}m≤l−1 naturally forms a diagram indexed by the cat-
egory ∆+l−1 (where ∆
+
l−1 is as in the paragraph before Proposition 1.10) and we have
the diagram
(X,MX)
g←−(X(•),MX(•)) i
(•)−−→ (P(•),MP(•)).
Let us denote the p-adically completed PD-envelope of the closed immersion i(•) by
(D(•),MD(•)).
For λ ∈ (p−1/(26d(p−1)+1), 1], we have the functor Φ : Iλ-conv(X/Y) −→ Icrys(X/Y)
by Proposition 1.35. On the other hand, if we define m(X(j),P(j)) as in the proof
of Proposition 1.35, it is the minimal number of (local) generators of the closed
immersion
X(j) →֒ (P(j)(2),MP(j)(2))
ex⊗ZpFp = ((X(0),MX(0))×(Y,MY )· · ·×(Y,MY )(X(0),MX(0)))ex,
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where the fiber product is taken 3(j + 1)-times. So m(X(j),P(j)) is bounded by
(3j + 2)d. So if we put n := (3l − 1)d(p− 1) + 1, we have the diagram
D(•)(i) −→ T ′n,1(P(•)(i)) ←֓ Tn,1(P(•)(i))(1.17)
(where the notation are as in the proof of Proposition 1.35), and by using this dia-
gram, we can define the functor Iλ-conv(X/Y) −→ Icrys(X/Y) for λ ∈ (p−1/(3l−1)d(p−1)+1
, 1], which is identical with Φ when λ ∈ (λ0, 1].
By the diagram (1.17), we can define the map of complexes
sp∗DR(]X
(•)[logP(•),λ/Y , E) −→ DR(D(•)/Y ,Φ(E))(1.18)
as in [S3, §2], which induces the map
RfX/Y ,λ-conv∗E −→ RfX/Y ,crys∗Φ(E).
(Here DR(D(•)/Y ,Φ(E)) denotes the log de Rham complex on D(•) associated to
Φ(E). See [S3, §1].) So it suffices to prove that the map (1.18) is a quasi-isomorphism.
To see this, first we may replace • by j, and then, we may replace P(j) by the open
subscheme of P(0) which is naturally homeomorphic to X(j), because the both hand
sides are unchanged in derived category. Then we can reduce to the claim in the
case j = 0, and in this case, both hand sides coincide. So we are done. 
As a corollary, we have the following:
Corollary 1.38. Assume we are given the diagram
(X,MX)
f−→ (Y,MY ) ι→֒ (Y ,MY),
where f is a proper log smooth integral morphism in (LS/B), (Y ,MY) is an object
in (pLFS/B) and ι is the exact closed immersion defined by the ideal sheaf pOY .
Then, for λ ∈ (λ0, 1] (λ0 is as in Theorem 1.37) and a locally free isocrystal E on
(X/Y)logλ-conv, RfX/Y ,λ-conv∗E is a perfect complex of Q ⊗Z OY-modules on YZar, that
is, it is quasi-isomorphic to a bounded complex of locally free Q ⊗Z OY-modules in
the sense of [S3, 1.9] Zariski locally on Y.
Proof. This is the immediate consequence of Theorem 1.37 and [S3, 1.16]. 
Corollary 1.39. Assume we are given a diagram
(X ′,MX′) −−−→ (Y ′,MY ′) −−−→ (Y ′,MY ′)y
y ϕ
y
(X,MX)
f−−−→ (Y,MY ) ι−−−→ (Y ,MY),
(1.19)
where f is proper log smooth integral, ι is the exact closed immersion defined by
the ideal sheaf pOY and the squares are Cartesian. Then, for λ ∈ (λ0, 1] (λ0 is as
in Theorem 1.37) and a locally free isocrystal E on Iλ-conv((X/Y)log), we have the
quasi-isomorphism
Lϕ∗RfX/Y ,λ-conv∗E ∼−→ RfX′/Y ′,λ-conv∗ϕ∗E .
Proof. This is the immediate consequence of Theorem 1.37 and [S3, 1.19]. 
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2. Relative log convergent cohomology of radius λ (II)
Assume we are given a diagram
(X,MX)
f−→ (Y,MY ) ι→֒ (Y ,MY),(2.1)
where f is a proper log smooth integral morphism in (LS/B), (Y ,MY) is an object
in (pLFS/B) and ι is a homeomorphic exact closed immersion in (pLFS/B). In
this section, we prove the coherence and the base change property for relative log
convergent cohomology of radius λ of (X,MX)/(Y ,MY) when f has log smooth
parameter ([S3, 3.4], see also Definition 2.6) and λ is sufficiently close to 1. The
strategy of proof is the same as [S3, §3], but we need more subtle argument to know
for which λ the proof works.
The first proposition we need is the topological invariance of the category of
isocrystals on relative log convergent site with radius and that of relative log con-
vergent cohomology with radius. Assume that we are given the diagram
(X,MX)
i−−−→ (X1,MX1)
f
y f1
y
(Y,MY )
ι′−−−→ (Y1,MY1) ι1−−−→ (Y ,MY),
(2.2)
where f, f1 are morphisms in (LS/B), i, ι′ are homeomorphic exact closed immer-
sions in (LS/B), (Y ,MY) is an object in (pLFS/B), ι1 is a homeomorphic exact
closed immersion in (pLFS/B) and the square is Cartesian. Put ι := ι1 ◦ ι′,
I0 := Ker(ι∗OY → OY ) and r0 := r(OY , I0). Then we have, for any λ ∈ (0, 1],
the restriction functor
i∗ : Iλ-conv((X1/Y)log) −→ Iλ-conv((X/Y)log)
and for any λ, λ′ ∈ (0, 1] with λ′ > λ, we have another kind of restriction functors
Iλ′-conv((X/Y)log) −→ Iλ-conv((X/Y)log), Iλ-conv((X1/Y)log) −→ Iλ′--conv((X1/Y)log),
which we denote by resλ′,λ. Then we have the following propositions:
Proposition 2.1. Let the notations be as above. Then, for any λ = p−r ∈ (0, 1]
and λ′ ∈ (p−(r−1+r−10 )−1 , 1], there exists a functor
i∗ : Iλ′-conv((X/Y)log) −→ Iλ-conv((X1/Y)log)
satisfying the following conditions: With λ, λ′ as above, the composite
Iλ′-conv((X/Y)log) i∗−→ Iλ-conv((X1/Y)log) i
∗−→ Iλ-conv((X/Y)log)
is equal to resλ′,λ and the composite
Iλ′-conv((X1/Y)log) i
∗−→ Iλ′-conv((X/Y)log) i∗−→ Iλ-conv((X1/Y)log)
is equal to resλ′,λ.
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Proof. For E ∈ Iλ′-conv((X/Y)log) and an enlargement Z := ((Z,MZ), (Z,MZ), j, z)
of (X1,MX1)/(Y ,MY) with λ(Z) < λ, put (Z ′,MZ′) := (Z,MZ)×(X1,MX1) (X,MX)
and let j′ : (Z ′,MZ′) →֒ (Z,MZ), z′ : (Z ′,MZ′) −→ (X,MX) be the morphisms
naturally induced by j, z. Then Z ′ := ((Z,MZ), (Z ′,MZ′), j′, z′) is an enlargement
of (X,MX)/(Y ,MY). If we put I := Ker(OZ → OZ) and J := Ker(OZ → OZ′), we
have J ⊆ I + I0OZ . So we have
r(OZ ,J ) ≥ (r(OZ , I)−1 + r(OZ , I0OZ)−1)−1 ≥ (r−1 + r−10 )−1,
that is, λ(Z ′) < λ′. So we can define i∗E(Z) by i∗E(Z) := E(Z ′). So we have the
functor i∗, and we can check the required property easily from this definition. 
Proposition 2.2. Assume given the diagram (2.2) and assume that f1 is log smooth.
Then, for λ ∈ (p−r0 , 1] and E ∈ Iλ-conv((X1/Y)log), we have the quasi-isomorphism
RfX1/Y ,λ-conv∗E ∼−→ RfX/Y ,λ-conv∗i∗E .
Proof. We may work locally on X1. So we may assume that there exists an ex-
act closed immersion (X1,MX1) →֒ (P,MP) over (Y ,MY) such that (P,MP) is
formally log smooth over (Y ,MY) and that we have the canonical isomorphism
(P,MP)×(Y ,MY) (Y1,MY1) = (X1,MX1). Then we have (P,MP)×(Y ,MY ) (Y,MY ) =
(X,MX), and from this, one can see the isomorphisms ]X [
log
P,λ
∼=−→]X1[logP,λ= PK for
λ ∈ (p−r0, 1]. Then one can see easily that the canonical map of complexes
sp∗DR(]X1[
log
P,λ/YK , E) −→ sp∗DR(]X [logP,λ/YK , i∗E)
is an isomorphism. So we are done. 
We also have the following invariance property with respect to the radius:
Proposition 2.3. Let us assume given the diagram
(X,MX)
f−→ (Y,MY ) ι→֒ (Y ,MY),
where f is a log smooth morphism in (LS/B), (Y ,MY) is an object in (pLFS/B) and
ι is a homeomorphic exact closed immersion in (pLFS/B). Put r0 := r(OY ,Ker(ι∗ :
OY → OY )) and let us take λ, λ′ ∈ (p−r0, 1] with λ′ > λ. Then, for E ∈ Iλ′-conv((X/
Y)log), the restriction map
RfX/Y ,λ′-conv∗E −→ RfX/Y ,λ-conv∗resλ′,λ(E)
is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. We can reduce to the case that there exists an exact closed immersion
(X,MX) →֒ (P,MP) over (Y ,MY) such that (P,MP) is formally log smooth over
(Y ,MY) and that we have the canonical isomorphism (P,MP) ×(Y ,MY ) (Y,MY ) =
(X,MX). Then we have the isomorphism ]X [
log
P,λ
∼=−→]X [logP,λ′= PK and the proposition
follows from this as Proposition 2.2. 
Now let us assume that we are given a diagram (2.1) (with r0 as above). Then
we define the rational number r(X, Y,Y) by
r(X, Y,Y) := ((max(26, 3a(X)− 1)d(p− 1) + 1) + r−10 )−1,(2.3)
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where d = maxx∈X(rkω1X/Y ). Then, as a consequence of Propositions 2.1, 2.2 and
2.3, we have the following:
Corollary 2.4. Assume given the diagram (2.1), put (Y1,MY1) := (Y ,MY) ⊗Zp
Z/pZ and assume that there exists a proper log smooth integral morphism (X1,MX1)
−→ (Y1,MY1) satisfying (X1,MX1) ×(Y1,MY1 ) (Y,MY ) = (X,MX). Then, for λ ∈
(p−r(X,Y,Y), 1] and a locally free isocrystal E on (X/Y)logλ-conv, RfX/Y ,conv∗E is a perfect
complex of Q⊗Z OY-modules.
Proof. Denote the exact closed immersion (X,MX) →֒ (X1,MX1) by i. Then we have
i∗E ∈ Iλ′-conv((X1/Y)log), where λ′ := p−1/(logp(λ−1)+r−10 ) > p−1/(max(26,3a(X)−1)d(p−1)+1) ,
and by Propositions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, we have the isomorphism
RfX1/Y ,λ′-conv∗i∗E = RfX/Y ,λ′-conv∗i∗i∗E = RfX/Y ,λ′-conv∗resλ,λ′E = RfX/Y ,λ-conv∗E .
So it suffices to see that RfX1/Y ,λ′-conv∗i∗E is a perfect complex of Q⊗ZOY -modules.
To see this, let us note the inequality l(X1,Y) ≤ a(X): Indeed, ifX = ⋃a(X)j=1 X(j) is a
Zariski covering ofX by affine open subschemes and if we denote the open subscheme
of X1 which is homeomorphic to X
(j) by X
(j)
1 , then X1 =
⋃a(X)
j=1 X
(j)
1 is a Zariski
covering of X1 by affine open subschemes. So we have a(X) ≥ a(X1) ≥ l(X1,Y).
Then the perfectness of RfX1/Y ,λ′-conv∗i∗E follows from Corollary 1.38. 
Corollary 2.5. Assume we are given a diagram
(X ′,MX′) −−−→ (Y ′,MY ′) −−−→ (Y ′,MY ′)y
y ϕ
y
(X,MX) −−−→ (Y,MY ) −−−→ (Y ,MY),
(2.4)
where the horizontal lines are as in the diagram (2.1) and the left square is Carte-
sian. Let (Y1,MY1) := (Y ,MY) ⊗Zp Z/pZ and assume that there exists a proper
log smooth integral morphism (X1,MX1) −→ (Y1,MY1) saisfying (X1,MX1)×(Y1,MY1)
(Y,MY ) = (X,MX). Then, for λ ∈ (p−r(X,Y,Y), 1] and a locally free isocrystal E on
Iλ-conv((X/Y)log), we have the canonical quasi-isomorphism
Lϕ∗RfX/Y ,λ-conv∗E ∼−→ RfX′/Y ′,λ-conv∗ϕ∗E .
Proof. Denote the base change of (X1,MX1) −→ (Y1,MY1) →֒ (Y ,MY) by (Y ′,MY ′)
−→ (Y ,MY) by (X ′1,MX′1) −→ (Y ′1 ,MY ′1 ) →֒ (Y ′,MY ′). Then we have l(X ′1,Y ′) ≤
l(X1,Y) ≤ a(X). Noting this, we can reduce the claim to Corollary 1.39 in the same
way as the proof of Corollary 2.4. 
Now let us recall the notion of ‘having log smooth parameter’, which is defined in
[S3, 3.4]:
Definition 2.6. We say that a proper log smooth integral morphism f : (X,MX) −→
(Y,MY ) of fine log B-schemes has log smooth parameter in strong sense (over
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(B,MB)), if there exists a diagram of fine log formal B-schemes
(X,MX) ←−−− (X ′,MX′) −−−→ (X0,MX0)
f
y f ′
y f0
y
(Y,MY )
g←−−− (Y ′,MY ′) g
′−−−→ (Y0,MY0),
(2.5)
where two squares are Cartesian, g is strict etale and surjective, f0 is proper log
smooth integral and (Y0,MY0) is log smooth over (B,MB). We say a proper log
smooth integral morphism f : (X,MX) −→ (Y,MY ) of fine log B-schemes has log
smooth parameter if there exists a decomposition X =
∐
iXi into open and closed
subschemes such that the composite
(Xi,MX |Xi) →֒ (X,MX) f−→ (Y,MY )
has log smooth parameter in strong sense for each i.
Let us assume given the diagram (2.1) such that f has log smooth parameter in
strong sense and take a diagram (2.5). Let (Y ′,MY ′) be the fine log formal B-scheme
which is strict formally etale over (Y ,MY) satisfying (Y ′,MY ′) ×(Y ,MY) (Y,MY ) =
(Y ′,MY ′) and put (Y ′1 ,MY ′1 ) := (Y ′,MY ′)⊗Zp Fp. Then, by [S3, 3.7], we may assume
the following condition (⋆) by replacing Y ′ by its etale covering if necessary:
(⋆): The morphism Y ′ −→ Y is affine and there exists a proper log smooth in-
tegral morphism (X ′1,MX′1) −→ (Y ′1 ,MY ′1 ) satisfying (X ′1,MX′1)×(Y ′1 ,MY ′
1
) (Y,MY ) =
(X,MX).
Now let us prove one of the main results in this section:
Theorem 2.7. Assume we are given the diagram (2.1) such that f is a proper log
smooth integral morphism having log smooth parameter. Then, for λ ∈ (p−r(X,Y,Y), 1]
and a locally free isocrystal E on (X/Y)logλ-conv, RfX/Y ,λ-conv∗E is a perfect complex of
Q⊗Z OY-modules.
Proof. The proof is similar to that in [S3, 3.6]. We may assume that f has log smooth
parameter in strong sense. Take a diagram (2.5) satisfying the condition (⋆) above.
Let ǫ : (Y (•),MY(•)) −→ (Y ,MY) be the strict formally etale Cˇech hypercovering
associated to the morphism (Y ′,MY ′) −→ (Y ,MY). We denote the base change of
the diagram (2.1) by (Y (•),MY(•)) −→ (Y ,MY) by
(X(•),MX(•)) −→ (Y (•),MY (•)) →֒ (Y (•),MY(•)).
For n ∈ N, let π : (Y (n),MY(n)) −→ (Y (0),MY(0)) = (Y ′,MY ′) be one of the pro-
jections and denote by (X
(n)
1 ,MX(n)1
) −→ (Y (n)1 ,MY (n)1 ) →֒ (Y
(n),MY(n)) the base
change of the diagram (X ′1,MX′1) −→ (Y ′1 ,MY ′1 ) →֒ (Y ,MY) by π. Then we
have (X
(n)
1 ,MX(n)1
) ×
(Y
(n)
1 ,MY (n)
1
)
(Y (n),MY (n)) = (X
(n),MX(n)) for each n. (Note
that (X
(n)
1 ,MX(n)1
), (Y
(n)
1 ,MY (n)1
) does not form a simplicial log scheme.) Since
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Y (n) −→ Y is affine, we have a(X(n)) ≤ a(X) and so we have r(X(n), Y (n),Y (n)) ≥
r(X, Y,Y). So, if we denote the restriction of E to Iλ-conv((X(•)/Y (•))log) by E (•),
RfX(n)/Y(n),λ-conv∗E (n) is perfect for each n, by Corollary 2.4.
Next we prove the quasi-isomorphism
RfX/Y ,λ-conv∗E = Rǫ∗RfX(•)/Y(•),λ-conv∗E (•).(2.6)
To see this, we can assume that (X,MX) admits an exact closed immersion (X,MX)
→֒ (P,MP) to a fine log formal B-scheme (P,MP) which is formally log smooth over
(Y ,MY) and satisfies (P,MP) ×(Y ,MY) (Y,MY ) = (X,MX). In this case, we have
the strict formally etale Cˇech hypercovering δ : (P(•),MP(•)) −→ (P,MP) satisfying
(P(•),MP(•))×(Y ,MY) (Y,MY ) = (X(•),MX(•)) since we have Pet ≃ Xet. If we denote
the morphism P −→ Y by h, we have
RfX/Y ,λ-conv∗E = Rh∗sp∗DR(PK/YK , E),
Rǫ∗RfX(•)/Y(•),λ-conv∗E (•) = Rh∗Rδ∗sp(•)∗ DR(P(•)K /Y (•)K , E (•)).
(Note that we have ]X [logP,λ= PK , ]X(•)[logP(•),λ= P
(•)
K since we have λ > p
−r0.) Using
this, we can prove the quasi-isomorphism (2.6) in the same way as [S3, 3.6].
By (2.6), we have the spectral sequence
Es,t2 = R
sǫ∗RtfX(•)/Y(•),λ-conv∗E (•) =⇒ Rs+tfX/Y ,λ-conv∗E .
Note that (RtfX(•)/Y(•),λ-conv∗E (•))n = RtfX(n)/Y(n),λ-conv∗E (n) is known to be isoco-
herent and that they are compatible with respect to n by Corollary 2.5. (Since we
have r(X(n), Y (n),Y (n)) ≥ r(X, Y,Y), we can use Corollary 2.5.) So there exists
(by etale descent of isocoherent sheaves) an isocoherent sheaf F t on Y such that
F t ⊗OY OY(•) = RtfX(•)/Y(•),λ-conv∗E (•) holds. Then we have
Rsǫ∗RtfX(•)/Y(•),λ-conv∗E (•) = F t (s = 0), 0 (s > 0).
So we have RqfX/Y ,λ-conv∗E = F q and it is isocoherent. Moreover, RfX/Y ,λ-conv∗E is
bounded and it has finite tor-dimension Zariski locally because so does RfX(0)/Y(0),
λ-conv∗E (0) = RfX(0)/Y(0),crys∗Φ(E (0)). Therefore RfX/Y ,λ-conv∗E is a perfect complex of
Q⊗Z OY -modules. 
Remark 2.8. As in [S3, 3.8], we have the following: With the notation in the proof
of Theorem 2.7, we have the isomorphism
RqfX/Y ,λ-conv∗E ⊗OY OY(n) = RqfX(n)/Y(n),λ-conv∗E (n).
Next we prove the base change property, which is the second main result in this
section.
Theorem 2.9. Assume we are given a diagram
(X ′′,MX′′) −−−→ (Y ′′,MY ′′) −−−→ (Y ′′,MY ′′)y
y ϕ
y
(X,MX)
f−−−→ (Y,MY ) −−−→ (Y ,MY),
(2.7)
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where the horizontal lines are as in Theorem 2.7 and the left square is Cartesian.
Then, for λ ∈ (p−r(X,Y,Y), 1] and a locally free isocrystal E on Iλ-conv((X/Y)log), we
have the quasi-isomorphism
Lϕ∗RfX/Y ,conv∗E ∼−→ RfX′′/Y ′′,conv∗ϕ∗E .
Proof. The proof is the same as [S3, 3.9]. So we only give a sketch. We may
assume that f has log smooth parameter in strong sense. If we take the diagram
(2.5) satisfying the condition (⋆), we see that it suffices to prove the theorem after
pulling-back the diagram (2.7) by (Y ′,MY ′) −→ (Y ,MY). (We use Remark 2.8
here.) Then the theorem is reduced to Corollary 2.5. 
Recall that a morphism (Y ′,MY ′) −→ (Y ,MY) in (pLFS/B) is said to be analyti-
cally flat if the induced functor Coh(Q⊗OY) −→ Coh(Q⊗OY ′) is exact. Then, as
in [S3, 3.10], we have the following result, which is a corollary of Corollary 2.5 and
Theorem 2.9:
Corollary 2.10. Assume we are given a diagram in (pLFS/B)
(X ′,MX′) −−−→ (Y ′,MY ′) −−−→ (Y ′,MY ′)y
y ϕ
y
(X,MX)
f−−−→ (Y,MY ) ι−−−→ (Y ,MY),
where f is a proper log smooth integral morphism, ι is a homeomorphic exact closed
immersion and the left square is Cartesian. Let λ ∈ (p−r(X,Y,Y), 1] and let E be a
locally free isocrystal on (X/Y)logλ-conv. Assume one of the conditions (1), (1)′ below
and one of the conditions (2), (2)′ below are true:
(1) ϕ is analytically flat.
(1)′ RqfX/Y ,λ-conv∗E is a locally free Q⊗ZOY-module (in the sense of [S3, 1.9]) for
any q.
(2) f has log smooth parameter.
(2)′ If we put (Y1,MY1) := (Y ,MY) ⊗Zp Z/pZ, there exists a proper log smooth
integral morphism (X1,MX1) −→ (Y1,MY1) satisfying (X1,MX1)×(Y1,MY1 ) (Y,MY ) =
(X,MX).
Then we have the canonical isomorphism
ϕ∗RqfX/Y ,λ-conv∗E ∼=−→ RqfX′/Y ′,λ-conv∗ϕ∗E (q ∈ N).
In the case where the condition (1) is satisfied, we call the result of Corollary 2.10
‘analytically flat base change theorem’.
3. Relative log analytic cohomology of radius λ
In this section, first we introduce ‘radius λ version’ of the relative log analytic
cohomology introduced in [S3, §4]. Then we prove the relation between relative
log convergent cohomology of radius λ and the relative log analytic cohomology of
radius λ for proper log smooth integral morphisms having log smooth parameter
when λ is sufficiently close to 1. This implies the coherence of relative log analytic
cohomology under the same assumption on λ. After that, we prove the existence of
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a canonical structure of an isocrystal on relative log analytic cohomology of radius
λ. The proofs are again similar to [S3, §4], but we need more subtle argument.
First we give a definition of relative log analytic cohomology of radius λ.
Definition 3.1. Assume we are given a diagram
(X,MX)
f−→ (Y,MY ) ι→֒ (Y ,MY),(3.1)
where f is a morphism in (LS/B) and ι is a closed immersion in (pLFS/B). Let
λ ∈ (0, 1] and let E be an isocrystal on (X/Y)logλ-conv. Take an embedding system
(X,MX)
g←− (X(•),MX(•)) i→֒ (P(•),MP(•)),(3.2)
let E (•) be the restriction of E to (X(•),MX(•)), let DR(]X(•)[logP(•),λ/YK , E (•)) be the log
de Rham complex associated to E (•) and let h be the morphism ]X(•)[logP(•),λ−→]Y [logY ,λ.
Then we define RfX/Y ,λ-an∗E , RqfX/Y ,λ-an∗E by
RfX/Y ,λ-an∗E := Rh∗DR(]X(•)[logP(•),λ/YK, E (•)),
RqfX/Y ,λ-an∗E := Rqh∗DR(]X(•)[logP(•),λ/YK , E (•))
and we call RqfX/Y ,λ-an∗E the q-th relative log analytic cohomology of (X,MX)/(Y ,
MY) of radius λ with coefficient E . It is a sheaf of O]Y [log
Y,λ
-modules.
Remark 3.2. We have the remark similar to [S3, 4.2]: With the above notation,
put λ = p−r. Let {(Ya,b,MYa,b)}(a,b)∈A be the system of universal enlargements
of ((Y ,MY), (Y,MY ), ι, id) and denote the base change of the diagrams (3.1) by
(Ya,b,MYa,b) −→ (Y ,MY) by
(Xa,b,MXa,b)−→(Ya,b,MYa,b)
ι→֒ (Ya,b,MYa,b).
Then we have ]Y [logY ,λ=
⋃
(a,b)∈Ar Ya,b,K and if we denote the restriction of E to
Iλ-conv((Xa,b/Ya,b)log) by Ea,b, RqfXa,b/Ya,b,λ-an∗Ea,b is nothing but the restriction of
RqfX/Y ,λ-an∗E to Ya,b,K .
As in [S3, 4.3], we should prove the following proposition:
Proposition 3.3. Let the notations be as in Definition 3.1. Then the definition of
the relative log analytic cohomology RqfX/Y ,λ-an∗E of radius λ is independent of the
choice of the embedding system.
The proof of Proposition 3.3 is the same as that of [S3, 4.3], once we establish
Lemmas 3.4, 3.5 below (which correspond to [S3, 4.4, 4.5]). So we only give a proof
of the following two key lemmas:
Lemma 3.4. Let λ ∈ (0, 1] and assume we are given the Cartesian diagram
(X(•),MX(•)) −−−→ (P(•),MP(•))y g
y
(X,MX)
ι−−−→ (P,MP),
(3.3)
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where (X,MX) is an object in (LS/B), (P,MP) is an object in (LFS/B), ι is a closed
immersion and g is a strict formally etale hypercovering. Let gK :]X
(•)[logP(•),λ−→
]X [logP,λ be the morphism induced by g and let E be a coherent O]X[log
P,λ
-module. Then
we have the isomorphism
E =−→ RgK,∗g∗KE .
Proof. Let {(Pa,b,MPa,b)}(a,b)∈A be the system of universal enlargements of the pre-
widening ((P,MP), (X,MX), ι, i) and let
(X
(•)
a,b ,MX(•)
a,b
) −−−→ (P(•)a,b ,MP(•)
a,b
)y ga,b
y
(Xa,b,MXa,b)
ι−−−→ (Pa,b,MPa,b)
be the diagram obtained by applying ×(P,MP )(Pa,b,MPa,b) to the diagram (3.3). Let
ga,b,K : P
(•)
a,b,K −→ Pa,b,K be the map induced by ga,b. Then, if we put r := − logp λ,
we have
]X[logP,λ=
⋃
(a,b)∈Ar
Pa,b,K , ]X(•)[logP(•),λ=
⋃
(a,b)∈Ar
P(•)a,b,K ,
g−1K (Pa,b,K) = P(•)a,b,K , ga,b,K = gK |P(•)
a,b,K
.
So we have (RgK,∗g∗KE)|Pa,b,K = Rga,b,K,∗g∗a,b,K(E|Pa,b,K) for (a, b) ∈ Ar and so it
suffices to prove the isomorphism E|Pa,b,K =−→ Rga,b,K,∗g∗a,b,K(E|Pa,b,K). This is proven
in [Ch-T, 7.3.3]. 
Lemma 3.5. Let λ ∈ (0, 1], let (X,MX) −→ (Y,MY ) →֒ (Y ,MY) be as in Definition
3.1 and assume we are given a commutative diagram over (Y ,MY)
(X,MX)
ι1−−−→ (P1,MP1)∥∥∥∥ ϕ
y
(X,MX)
ι2−−−→ (P2,MP2),
(3.4)
where (Pj,MPj ) (j = 1, 2) is an object in (pLFS/B) which is formally log smooth
over (Y ,MY), ιj (j = 1, 2) is a closed immersion and ϕ is a fornally log smooth
morphism. Let ϕK :]X [
log
P1,λ−→]X [logP2,λ be a morphism of log tubular neighborhoods
induced by ϕ and let E be an isocrystal on (X/Y)logλ-conv. Then we have a quasi-
isomorphism
DR(]X [logP2,λ/Y , E)
=−→ RϕK,∗DR(]X [logP1,λ/Y , E).
Proof. The proof of similar to that of [S3, 4.5]. For j = 1, 2, let Pexj be the exactifi-
cation of the closed immersion ιj . Then it suffices to prove the lemma Zariski locally
on Pex2 . So we may assume that Pex2 = Spf A is affine, Pex1 = Spf A[[t1, · · · , tr]] for
some r and the morphism ϕex : Pex1 −→ Pex2 is induced by the canonical inclusion
A →֒ A[[t1, · · · , tr]]. Then we have the isomorphism ]X [logP1,λ∼=]X [logP2,λ×Drλ (where Drλ
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is the r-dimensional open polydisc of radius λ) and the morphism ϕK is equal to
the projection ]X [logP2,λ×Drλ −→]X [logP2,λ. Let Ω• be the complex
[O
]X[
log
P1,λ
−→
r⊕
i=1
O
]X[
log
P1,λ
dti −→
⊕
1≤i1<i2≤r
O
]X[
log
P1,λ
dti1 ∧ dti2 −→ · · · −→ O]X[log
P1,λ
dt1 ∧ · · · ∧ dtr].
Then DR(]X [logP1,λ/YK , E) is equal to the total complex associated to the double
complex ϕ∗KDR(]X [
log
P2,λ/YK , E) ⊗O]X[log
P1,λ
Ω•. So, to prove the lemma, it suffices to
prove the quasi-isomorphism
E
≃−→ RϕK,∗(ϕ∗KE ⊗ Ω•) = ϕK,∗(ϕ∗KE ⊗ Ω•) = E ⊗O
]X[
log
P2,λ
ϕK,∗Ω•
for a coherent O]X[log
P2,λ
-module E. This is reduced to showing that the complex
O]X[log
P2,λ
−→ ϕK,∗Ω• is homotopic to zero. We can prove it in the same way as the
proof of Lemma 1.32 (see also [S3, 2.32]). So we are done. 
We have the following independence result with respect to radius:
Proposition 3.6. Assume we are given a diagram
(X,MX)
f−→ (Y,MY ) ι→֒ (Y ,MY),(3.5)
where f is a log smooth morphism in (LS/B) and ι is a closed immersion in
(pLFS/B). Let λ, λ′ ∈ (0, 1] with λ′ > λ. Then, for an isocrystal E on (X/Y)logλ′-conv,
we have the quasi-isomorphism
(RfX/Y ,λ′-an∗E)|]Y [log
Y,λ
=−→ RfX/Y ,λ-an∗resλ′,λE .
Proof. Put λ = p−r. For (a, b) ∈ Ar, let
(Xa,b,MXa,b) −→ (Ya,b,MYa,b) →֒ (Ya,b,MYa,b)(3.6)
be as in Remark 3.2. To prove the quasi-isomorphism, we may check it on Ya,b,K for
(a, b) ∈ Ar. So, by Remark 3.2, we may replace the diagram (3.5) by the diagram
(3.6) to prove the proposition: So, if we put r0 := r(OY ,Ker(ι∗ : OY → OY )),
we may assume r0 < r. Then we can prove the proposition in the same way as
Proposition 2.3. 
The next theorem establishes the relation of relative log convergent cohomology
of radius λ and relative log analytic cohomology of radius λ:
Theorem 3.7. Assume we are given a diagram
(X,MX)
f−→ (Y,MY ) ι→֒ (Y ,MY),(3.7)
where f is a proper log smooth integral morphism having log smooth parameter in
(LS/B) and ι is a homeomorphic exact closed immersion in (pLFS/B). Then, for
λ ∈ (p−r(X,Y,Y), 1], a locally free isocrystal E on (X/Y)logλ-conv and q ≥ 0, RqfX/Y ,λ-an∗E
is a coherent sheaf on ]Y [logY ,λ= YK and we have the isomorphism sp∗RqfX/Y ,λ-an∗E =
RqfX/Y ,λ-conv∗E .
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Proof. We can prove the theorem exactly in the same way as [S3, 4.6], using Theorem
2.7 and Corollary 2.10. 
Next we prove the existence of a structure of an isocrystal on relative log conver-
gent cohomology with radius. For a proper log smooth integral morphism (X,MX)
−→ (Y,MY ) in (LS/B) and µ ∈ (0, 1], we define r(X, Y ;µ) ∈ (0,∞] by
r(X, Y ;µ) := ((max(26, 3a(X)− 1)d(p− 1) + 1)− (logp µ)−1)−1,
(3.8)
where d := maxx∈X rk (ω1X/Y ). Then we have the following:
Theorem 3.8. Assume we are given a diagram
(X,MX)
f−→ (Y,MY ) g−→ (S,MS),
where f is a proper log smooth integral morphism having log smooth parameter
in (LS/B) and g is a morphism in (pLFS/B). Let µ = p−r ∈ (0, 1] and fix
λ ∈ (pr(X,Y ;µ), 1]. Then, for a locally free isocrystal E on (X/S)logλ-conv and a non-
negative integer q, there exists a unique isocrystal F on (Y/S)logµ-conv satisfying the
following condition: For any pre-widening Z := ((Z,MZ), (Z,MZ), i, z) such that
z is a strict morphism and that (Z,MZ) is formally log smooth over (S,MS), the
restriction of F to Iµ-conv((Z/S)log) ∼= Str′µ((Z →֒ Z/S)log) is functorially given by
{(RqfX×Y Za,b/Ta,b(Z),λ-conv∗E , ǫa,b)}(a,b)∈Ar , where
{Ta,b(Z)}(a,b) := {((Ta,b(Z),MTa,b(Z)), (Za,b,MZa,b))}(a,b)
is the system of universal enlargement of Z and ǫa,b is the isomorphism
p∗2,(a,b)RfX×Y Za,b/Ta,b(Z),λ-conv∗E ≃→ RfX×Y Z(1)a,b/Ta,b(Z(1)),λ-conv∗E
≃← p∗1,(a,b)RfX×Y Za,b/Ta,b(Z),λ-conv∗E .
(Here (Z(1),MZ(1)) := (Z,MZ)×(S,MS) (Z,MZ),
{Ta,b(Z(1))}(a,b) := {((Ta,b(Z(1)),MTa,b(Z(1))), (Z(1)a,b,MZ(1)a,b))}(a,b)
is the system of universal enlargements of ((Z(1),MZ(1)), (Z,MZ)) and pi,(a,b) is
the morphism (Ta,b(Z(1)),MTa,b(Z(1))) −→ (Ta,b(Z),MTa,b(Z)) induced by the i-th
projection.)
Proof. The proof is similar to that of [S3, 4.8]. First let us define F in the case where
there exists a closed immersion (Y,MY )
ι→֒ (P,MP) in (pLFS/B) over (S,MS) such
that (P,MP) is formally log smooth over (S,MS). Let (P(i),MP(i)) (i = 0, 1, 2)
be the (i+ 1)-fold fiber product of (P,MP) over (S,MS) and denote the canonical
closed immersion (Y,MY ) →֒ (P(i),MP(i)) induced by ι by ι(i). Denote the sys-
tem of universal enlargements of ((P(i),MP(i)), (Y,MY ), ι(i), id) by {Ta,b(P(i)) :=
((Ta,b(P(i)),MTa,b(P(i))), (Za,b(i),MZa,b(i)))}(a,b)∈A and denote the pull-back of f by
(Za,b(i),MZa,b(i)) −→ (Y,MY ) by (Xa,b(i),MXa,b(i)) −→ (Za,b(i),MZa,b(i)). Then,
since the morphism (Za,b(i),MZa,b(i)) −→ (Y,MY ) is affine, we have a(Xa,b(i)) ≤
a(X). So, for (a, b) ∈ Ar, we have r(Xa,b(i), Za,b(i), Ta,b(P(i))) ≤ r(X, Y ;µ). So
if we put Fa,b(i) := RqfXa,b(i)/Ta,b(P(i)),λ-conv∗E , it is isocoherent and it satisfies the
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analytically flat base change property. Note first that the transition morphisms
(Ta,b(P(0)),MTa,b(P(0))) −→ (Ta′,b′(P(0)),MTa′,b′ (P(0))) ((a, b) ≻ (a′, b′)) are analyt-
ically flat ([S3, 3.11]). So, by analytically flat base change theorem, the family
{Fa,b(0)}(a,b)∈Ar defines a compatible family of isocoherent sheaves on {Ta,b(P(0))}
(a,b)∈Ar . Let us note next that the projections (Ta,b(P(i + 1)),MTa,b(P(i+1))) −→
(Ta,b(P(i)),MTa,b(P(i))) are analytically flat. (This can be shown exactly by the
same proof as [S3, 3.12].) So, again by analytically flat base change theorem,
{Fa,b(1)}(a,b)∈Ar , {Fa,b(2)}(a,b)∈Ar induce a structure of compatible family of stratifi-
cation on {Fa,b(0)}(a,b)∈Ar . In this way, {Fa,b(i)}(a,b),i induces an object F in Str′µ((Y
→֒ P/S)log) = Iµ-conv((Y/S)log).
Next we define the isocrystal F in general case. Take an embedding system
(Y,MY )
g←− (Y (•),MY (•))→֒(P(•),MP(•))
such that g is a strict formally etale Cˇech hypercovering with Y (0) −→ Y affine
and that (P(i),MP(i)) is the (i+ 1)-fold fiber product of (P(0),MP(0)) over (S,MS).
Let us denote the pull-back of f by (Y (i),MY (i)) −→ (Y,MY ) by (X(i),MX(i)) −→
(Y (i),MY (i)). Then, since Y
(i) −→ Y is affine, we have r(X(i), Y (i);µ) ≤ r(X, Y, µ).
Hence, by the construction in the previous paragraph for (Y (i),MY (i)) →֒ (P(i),MP(i)),
we have F (i) ∈ Iconv((Y (i)/S)log) (i = 0, 1, 2) and they are compatible thanks to ana-
lytically flat base change theorem. So, by etale descent of isocrystals on relative log
convergent site of radius µ, {F (i)}i=0,1,2 descents to an isocrystal F on (Y/S)logµ-conv.
Note that the isocrystal F constructed in the previous paragraph satisfies the
required condition for Z = ((P(i),MP(i)), (Y (i),MY (i))) (i = 0, 1, 2). By etale descent
for isocrystals on relative log convergent site of radius µ, this property characterizes
F . So we have the uniqueness of F .
We can check that the isocrystal F satisfies the required property in the same
way as [S3, 4.8]. So we are done. 
As a corollary, we have the existence of a structure of isocrystal on relative log
analytic cohomology with radius.
Corollary 3.9. Assume we are given a diagram
(X,MX)
f−→ (Y,MY ) g−→ (S,MS),
where f is a proper log smooth integral morphism having log smooth parameter
in (LS/B) and g is a morphism in (pLFS/B). Let µ ∈ (0, 1]. Then, for λ ∈
(p−r(X,Y ;µ), 1], a locally free isocrystal E on (X/S)logλ-conv and a non-negative integer
q, there exists a unique isocrystal F on (Y/S)logµ-conv such that, for any pre-widening
Z := ((Z,MZ), (Z,MZ), i, z) of (Y,MY )/(S,MS) such that z is strict and (Z,MZ)
is formally log smooth over (S,MS), F induces, via the functor
Iµ-conv((Y/S)log) −→ Iµ-conv((Z/S)log) ≃ Str′′µ((Z →֒ Z/S)log),
an object of the form (RqfX×Y Z/Z,µ-an∗E , ǫ), where ǫ is the canonical isomorphism
p∗2R
qfX×Y Z/Z,µ-an∗E ∼→ RqfX×Y Z/Z(1),µ-an∗E ∼← p∗1RqfX×Y Z/Z,µ-an∗E .
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(Here (Z(1),MZ(1)) := (Z,MZ)×(S,MS) (Z,MZ) and pi denotes the i-th projection
]Z[logZ(1),µ−→]Z[logZ,µ.)
Proof. It is immediate from Theorems 3.8, 3.7 and Proposition 3.6. Detail is left to
the reader. 
4. Relative log rigid cohomology and its λ-restriction
In this section, first we introduce the notion of relative log rigid cohomology
of log pairs, which is a log version of relative rigid cohomology. Then we prove
a relation between relative rigid cohomology and relative log rigid cohomology in
certain case. We also introduce the notion of λ-restriction of relative log rigid
cohomology for λ ∈ (0, 1) and compare it with relative log rigid cohomology. The
results in this section is used in the next section, where we prove the coherence and
the overconvergence of relative rigid cohomology in the case where a given morphism
of pairs admits a nice log structure.
The treatment of relative log rigid cohomology here is not complete. Here we
give a part of the theory of relative log rigid cohomology which is related to the
purpose of this paper. We hope to develop a more general theory of relative log
rigid cohomology in a future paper.
From now on, we assume that the log structure MB on the base log formal scheme
B is trivial. All the pairs (resp. all the triples) (for definition, see [Ch-T, 2.1,
2.3], [S3, §5]) are assumed to be pairs over (B,B) (resp. triples over (B,B,B))
whose structure morphism is separated of finite type and all the morphisms of pairs
(resp. triples) are assumed to be a separated morphism of finite type over (B,B)
(resp. (B,B,B)). As for notation on overconvergent isocrystals and relative rigid
cohomologies, we follow the notation in [S3, §5]. (Note that some notations are
different from that in [Ch-T].)
A log pair is a pair of fine log B-schemes ((X,MX), (X,MX)) endowed with
a strict open immersion (X,MX) →֒ (X,MX) over B. A log triple is a triple
((X,MX), (X,MX), (P,MP)), where ((X,MX), (X,MX)) is a log pair, (P,MP) is
a fine log formal B-scheme endowed with a closed immersion (X,MX) →֒ (P,MP).
A morphism of log pairs or log triples is defined in natural way. For a log triple
((X,MX), (X,MX), (P,MP)), a strict neighborhood of ]X [logP in ]X [logP is defined to
be an admissible open subset V such that {V, ]X[logP −]X [logP } forms an admissible
covering of ]X [logP . For a sheaf E on a strict neighborhood V , we define the sheaf of
overconvergent sections j†VE by j
†
VE := lim−→ UαU ]X[logX ∗α
−1
UVE, where U runs through
the strict neighborhoods contained in V and αTS denotes the admissible open im-
mersion T →֒ S. In the case V =]X[logP , we denote j†VE by j†E or j†XE, by abuse of
notation. As in the case without log structures, any coherent j†XO]X[logP -module has
the form j†VE for some strict neighborhood V and a coherent OV -module E. (See
also the paragraph before Proposition 4.11.)
Now let us assume given a diagram
(X,MX)
f−→ (Y ,MY )
ι→֒ (Y ,MY)(4.1)
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and a log pair ((X,MX), (X,MX)), where f is a morphism in (LS/B), (Y ,MY) is
an object in (pLFS/B) and ι is a closed immersion. In this situation, we define the
notion of overconvergent isocrystals on ((X,MX), (X,MX))/(Y ,MY).
First let us assume that we have a commutative diagram
(X,MX)
i−−−→ (P,MP)
f
y g
y
(Y ,MY )
ι−−−→ (Y ,MY),
(4.2)
where i is a closed immersion and g is formally log smooth. For n ∈ N, we denote
by (P(n),MP(n)) the (n + 1)-fold fiber product of (P,MP) over (Y ,MY). Then we
have the projections
pi : ]X [
log
P(1)−→]X[logP (i = 1, 2), pij : ]X [logP(2)−→]X [logP(1) (1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3)
and the diagonal ∆ : ]X [logP →֒]X [logP(1). Then:
Definition 4.1. With the above notation, the category I†(((X,X)/YK,P)log) of
realization of overconvergent isocrystals on ((X,MX), (X,MX))/YK over (P,MP)
is defined to be the category of pairs (E, ǫ), where E is a coherent j†O]X[logP -module
and ǫ is a j†O]X[log
P(1)
-linear isomorphism p∗2E
∼−→ p∗1E satisfying ∆∗(ǫ) = id, p∗12(ǫ) ◦
p∗23(ǫ) = p
∗
13(ǫ). (E, ǫ) is called locally free if E is a locally free j
†O]X[log
P
-module.
We give a slight generalization of the above definition as follows: Assume given a
commutative diagram
(X,MX)
i−−−→ (P,MP)
f
y g
y
(Y ,MY )
ι−−−→ (Y ,MY),
(4.3)
where (P,MP) is (not necessarily p-adic) fine log formal B-scheme, i is a closed
immersion, and g is a morphism in (LFS/B) satisfying the following condition (∗):
(∗) Zariski locally on P, there exists a diagram
(X,MX)
i−−−→ (P,MP) i
′−−−→ (P˜,M
P˜
)
f
y g
y g′
y
(Y ,MY )
ι−−−→ (Y ,MY) (Y ,MY),
(4.4)
where g′ is a formally log smooth morphism in (pLFS/B), i′ is a morphism in
(LFS/B) such that i′ ◦ i is again a closed immersion such that i′ induces the iso-
morphism (Pex,MPex)
=−→ (P˜ex,M
P˜ex
), where ex denotes the exactification of the
closed immersion from (X,MX).
For n ∈ N, we denote by (P(n),MP(n)) the (n + 1)-fold fiber product of (P,MP)
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over (Y ,MY) and we denote (P(n)ex,MP(n)ex) the exactification of (X,MX) →֒
(P(n),MP(n)). (So we have P(0)
ex = Pex.) Let P(n)ex′ be the open sub formal
scheme of P(n)ex which is homeomorphic to X . Then, starting from the admissible
open immersion P(n)ex′K →֒ P(n)exK , we can define the structure sheaf of overcon-
vergent sections j†OP(n)ex
K
. We also have the projections pi, pij and the diagonal ∆
between P(n)ex’s. Then we have the following generalization of Definition 4.1:
Definition 4.2. With the above notation, the category I†(((X,X)/YK ,P)log) of
realization of overconvergent isocrystals on ((X,MX), (X,MX))/YK over (P,MP) is
defined to be the category of pairs (E, ǫ), where E is a coherent j†OPex
K
-module and ǫ
is a j†OP(1)ex
K
-linear isomorphism p∗2E
∼−→ p∗1E satisfying ∆∗(ǫ) = id, p∗12(ǫ)◦p∗23(ǫ) =
p∗13(ǫ).
Note that, in the notation in Definition 4.2, we have the canonical equivalence of
categories
I†(((X,X)/Y ,P)log) ∼= I†(((X,X)/Y ,Pex)log).
Lemma 4.3. With the notation in Definition 4.2, the category I†(((X,X)/Y ,P)log)
satisfies the descent property for formally etale covering of P.
Proof. We can prove this lemma in the same way as etale descent of the category of
overconvergent isocrystals proved in [S3, 5.1]. The detail is left to the reader. 
Lemma 4.4. With the notation in Definition 4.1, assume moreover that we are
given the commutative diagram
(X,MX) −−−→ (Q,MQ)∥∥∥∥ h
y
(X,MX)
i−−−→ (P,MP),
(4.5)
where the top horizontal arrow is a closed immersion and h is a formally log smooth
morphism in (pLFS/B). Then the restriction functor
h∗ : I†(((X,X)/Y ,P)log) −→ I†(((X,X)/Y ,Q)log)
is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. We may replace (P,MP), (Q,MQ) by (Pex,MPex), (Qex,MQex) to prove the
lemma, and we may work Zariski locally on Pex. So we may assume that Pex =
Spf A is affine and the map Qex −→ Pex is given by the natural morphism Qex =
Spf A[[t1, · · · , tr]] −→ Spf A = Pex. Let s : Pex →֒ Qex be the map given by the
closed immersion of Spf A into the origin of Spf A[[t1, · · · , tr]]. Then we have the
functor s∗ : I†(((X,X)/Y ,Q)log) −→ I†(((X,X)/Y ,P)log) with s∗ ◦ h∗ = id. On
the other hand, for any (E, ǫ) ∈ I†(((X,X)/Y ,Q)log), we have the isomorphism
ϕE : (h
∗ ◦ s∗)(E) −→ E given by pulling back the isomorphism ǫ : p∗2E ∼−→ p∗1E
by (h ◦ s, id)K : QexK −→ Pex(1)exK . Since one can check easily the commutativity
ǫ◦ p∗2ϕE = p∗1ϕE ◦ (h∗ ◦ s∗)ǫ and the functoriality of ϕE with respect to (E, ǫ), we see
that ϕE ’s induce the isomorphism of functors h
∗ ◦ s∗ ∼= id. So h∗ is an equivalence
of categories. 
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Now, let us go back to the situation (4.1) and let us define the category of over-
convergent isocrystals on ((X,MX), (X,MX))/(Y ,MY) in general case, that is, the
case where we do not necessarily have the diagram (4.2). In this case, we have an
embedding system
(X,MX)
g←− (X(•),M
X
(•))
i(•)→֒ (P(•),MP(•))(4.6)
over (Y ,MY). Let us put (X(•),MX(•)) := (X,MX)×(X,M
X
) (X
(•)
,M
X
(•)). Then, we
denote by I†(((X(•), X
(•)
)/Y ,P(•))log) the category of descent data with respect to
I†(((X(n), X
(n)
)/Y ,P(n))log) (n = 0, 1, 2). Then we have the following:
Lemma 4.5. With the above notation, the category I†(((X(•), X
(•)
)/Y ,P(•))log) is
independent of the choice of the embedding system.
Proof. By standard argument, we are reduced to showing the following claim: As-
sume we are given the diagram
(X
(•)
,M
X
(•))
i(•)−−−→ (P(•),MP(•))
g
y h
y
(X,MX)
i−−−→ (P,MP),
where i(•), g are as in (4.6), h is a formally log smooth morphism in (pLFS/B), i is
a closed immersion and (P,MP) is a p-adic fine log formal B-scheme formally log
smooth over (Y ,MY). Then the restriction functor
h∗ : I†(((X,X)/YK,P)log) −→ I†(((X(•), X(•))/YK,P(•))log)
gives an equivalence of categories. (Here I†(((X(•), X
(•)
)/YK ,P(•))log) denotes the
category of descent data with respect to I†(((X(n), X
(n)
)/YK ,P(n))log) (n = 0, 1, 2).)
We prove this claim. Let (Pex,MPex) be the exactification of i and for n ∈ N, let
(Pex,(n),MPex,(n)) be the unique fine log formal B-scheme strict formally etale over
(Pex,MPex) satisfying (X(n),MX(n)) = (X,MX)×(Pex,MPex) (Pex,(n),MPex,(n)). Then,
by Lemma 4.3, we have the equivalence
I†(((X,X)/Y ,P)log) ∼= I†(((X(•), X(•))/Y ,Pex,(•))log).
(Here I†(((X(•), X
(•)
)/Y ,Pex,(•))log) denotes the category of descent data with re-
spect to I†(((X(n), X
(n)
)/Y ,Pex,(n))log) (n = 0, 1, 2).) On the other hand, let (P(n),ex,
MP(n),ex) be the exactification of i
(n). Then we have the morphism
h(n) : (P(n),ex,MP(n),ex) −→ (Pex,(n),MPex,(n))
induced by h. Then, it suffices to prove that the restriction functor
h(n),∗ : I†(((X(n), X
(n)
)/Y ,Pex,(n))log) −→ I†(((X(n), X(n))/Y ,P(n),ex)log)
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gives an equivalence of categories. Let ((Pex,(n),MPex,(n))×(Y ,MY) (P(n),ex,MP(n),ex))ex
be the exactification of the closed immersion
(X
(n)
,M
X
(n)) →֒ (Pex,(n),MPex,(n))×(Y ,MY) (P(n),ex,MP(n),ex).
Let
pi : ((Pex,(n),MPex,(n))×(Y ,MY) (P(n),ex,MP(n),ex))ex −→ (Pex,(n),MPex,(n)) (i = 1, 2)
be the morphism induced by projections and let
γ : (P(n),ex,MP(n),ex) −→ ((Pex,(n),MPex,(n))×(Y ,MY) (P(n),ex,MP(n),ex))ex
be the morphism induced by the graph of h(n). Then the restriction functor h(n),∗
is written as the composite γ∗ ◦ p∗1. Note now that the fine log formal B-schemes
(Pex,(n),MPex,(n)), (P(n),ex,MP(n),ex) are obtained Zariski locally as the exactification
of some p-adic fine log formal B-schemes which are formally log smooth over (Y ,MY).
(It is clear in the case of (P(n),ex,MP(n),ex) and in the case (Pex,(n),MPex,(n)), this
follows from [S2, claim in p.81].) So the morphisms pi (i = 1, 2) are obtained, via
taking exactification, from formally log smooth morphisms (projections) between
p-adic fine log formal B-schemes which are formally log smooth over (Y ,MY). So,
by Lemma 4.4, the restriction functors p∗i (i = 1, 2) are equivalences. On the other
hand, since γ is a section of p2, we see that the functors p
∗
2 and γ
∗ are the inverse of
each other. (The proof is the same as the proof in Lemma 4.4.) So the functor γ∗
is also an equivalence. So h(n),∗ = γ∗ ◦ p∗1 is an equivalence of categories. So we are
done. 
So we can define the category of overconvergent isocrystals as follows:
Definition 4.6. Let us assume given the diagram (4.1) and take an embedding sys-
tem (4.6). Then we define the category I†(((X,X)/Y)log) of overconvergent isocrys-
tals on ((X,MX), (X,MX))/(Y ,MY) by I†(((X,X)/Y)log) := I†(((X(•), X
(•)
)/Y ,
P(•))log). (By Lemma 4.5, this is independent of the choice of the embedding system.)
Let us assume given a diagram (4.1) and a log pair ((X,MX), (X,MX)). Assume
moreover for the moment that we have the commutative diagram (4.2). Then, for an
object E := (E, ǫ) in I†(((X,X)/YK)log) = I†(((X,X)/YK,P)log), we can naturally
define the log de Rham complex of the form
E −→ E ⊗j†O
]X[
log
P
j†ω1
]X[logP /YK
−→ E ⊗j†O
]X[
log
P
j†ω2
]X[logP /YK
−→ · · ·
(where ωi
]X[logP /YK
is the restriction of Q⊗ωiP/Y ∈ Coh(Q⊗OP) ∼= Coh(PK) to ]X [logP )
on ]X[logP , which we denote by DR
†(]X [logP /YK , E).
In the case where we have the diagram (4.3) (satisfying the condition (∗)) instead
of the diagram (4.2), we also have a similar log de Rham complex on PexK , which we
denote by DR†(PexK/YK , E).
Now let us assume given the diagram (4.1) and log pairs ((X,MX), (X,MX)),
((Y,MY ), (Y ,MY )) satisfying f(X) ⊆ Y and an overconvegent isocrystal E on
((X,MX), (X,MX))/(Y ,MY). Let us take the embedding system (4.6) and denote
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the morphism ]X
(•)
[logP(•)−→]Y [logY by h. Then we define Rf(X,X)/Y ,log-rig∗E , Rqf(X,X)/Y ,
log-rig∗E by
Rf(X,X)/Y ,log-rig∗E := Rh∗DR†(]X(•)[logP(•)/YK , E),
Rqf(X,X)/Y ,log-rig∗E := Rqh∗DR†(]X(•)[logP(•)/YK , E)
and we call Rqf(X,X)/Y ,log-rig∗E the q-th relative log rigid cohomology. (It is an
j†O]Y [logY -module.) Then we have the following:
Proposition 4.7. The above definition is independent of the choice of the embedding
system.
Before the proof of Proposition 4.7, we prove a lemma:
Lemma 4.8. Let P be a (not necessarily p-adic) affine fine log formal B-scheme
and let g1, · · · , gc be elements of Γ(P,OP). For ν ∈ pQ<0, let Uν be the admissible
open set
⋃c
i=1{|gi| ≥ ν} of PK . Then, for any affinoid admissible open set W of
PK admits an affinoid admissible open covering W = ⋃ci=0Wi such that Wi ∩ Uν is
affinoid for any ν sufficiently close to 1 and for any 0 ≤ i ≤ c.
Proof. For ν ∈ pQ<0 and 1 ≤ i ≤ c, define Uν,i to be the admissible open set
{|gi| ≥ ν, |gi| ≥ |gj| (∀j 6= i)} of PK and define Uν,0 to be the admissible open set
{|gj| ≤ ν (∀j)}. Then PK = ⋃ci=0 Uν,i is an admissible covering. If we fix ν0 ∈ pQ<0
and put Wi := W ∩ Uν0,i, we obtain the admissible covering W =
⋃c
i=0Wi by
affinoid subsets. Moreover, for ν > ν0, we have W0 ∩ Uν = ∅ and for 1 ≤ i ≤ c,
Wi ∩ Uν = W ∩ Uν,i is affinoid. So we are done. 
Proof of Proposition 4.7. The proof is similar to [S3, 4.3] and the case without log
structures ([Ch-T, 8.3.5], see also [B4, 1.4]). By looking at carefully the proof of
[S3, 4.3], we see that it suffices to prove the following two claims (cf. [S3, 4.4, 4.5]):
claim 1. Assume we are given a Cartesian diagram
(X
(•)
,M
X
(•)) −−−→ (P(•),MP(•))y g
y
(X,MX)
ι−−−→ (P,MP),
(4.7)
where (X,MX) is as above, (P,MP) is an object in (LFS/B), ι is a closed im-
mersion and g is a strict etale hypercovering. Let gK :]X
(•)
[logP(•)−→]X[logP be the
morphism induced by g and let E be a coherent j†O]X[logP -module. Then we have the
isomorphism
E =−→ RgK,∗g∗KE .
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claim 2. Assume we are given a diagram over (Y ,MY)
(X,MX)
ι1−−−→ (Q,MQ)∥∥∥∥ g
y
(X,MX)
ι2−−−→ (P,MP),
(4.8)
where (X,MX) is as above, (P,MP), (Q,MQ) are objects in (pLFS/B), ι1, ι2 are
closed immersions and g is a formally log smooth morphism. Let gK :]X [
log
Q −→]X[logP
be the morphism induced by g. Then we have a quasi-isomorphism
DR†(]X[logP /YK , E) =−→ RgK,∗DR†(]X[logQ /YK, E).
The proof of claim 1 can be reduced to the case where ι is a homeomorphic exact
closed immersion into a p-adic fine log formal B-scheme (see the proof of [S3, 4.4])
and in this case, the claim is a special case of the etale cohomological descent of
Chiarellotto-Tsuzuki ([Ch-T, 7.1.2]).
Let us prove the claim 2. We may work Zariski locally on P. Let (Qex,MQex), (Pex,
MPex) be the exactification of ι1, ι2, respectively. Since we may work Zariski locally
on Pex, we may assume that QexK is isomorphic to PexK ×Dr and the morphism gK is
equal to the projection PexK ×Dr −→ PexK . Let (t1, · · · , tr) be the coordinate of Dr
and let Ω• be the complex
[OQexK −→
r⊕
i=1
OQexK dti −→
⊕
1≤i1<i2≤r
OQexK dti1 ∧ dti2 −→ · · · −→ OQexK dt1 ∧ · · · ∧ dtr].
Then DR†(]X [logQ /Y , E) is equal to the total complex associated to the double com-
plex g∗KDR
†(]X [logP /Y , E)⊗OQex
K
Ω•. So, to prove the lemma, it suffices to prove the
quasi-isomorphism
E
≃−→ RgK,∗(g∗KE ⊗ Ω•)(4.9)
for any coherent j†XOPexK -module E. Moreover, to prove the quasi-isomorphism
(4.9), we can reduce to the case r = 1 by induction. So we may assume r = 1.
Let α1, · · · , αc ∈ Γ(Pex,OPex) be a lift of generators of Ker(Γ(X,OX) → Γ(X −
X,OX−X) and for ν ∈ pQ<0, let Uν be the admissible open subset
⋃c
i=1{|αi| ≥ ν}
in PexK . To prove the quasi-isomorphism (4.9), it suffices to check it on sufficiently
small affinoid admissible open subset of PexK . So it suffices to check on an affinoid
admissible open subset W of PexK such that Wν := W ∩ Uν is also affinoid for any ν
sufficiently close to 1, by Lemma 4.8. For λ, ν ∈ pQ<0, let g−1K (W )λ,ν be the affinoid
admissible open set {|t1| ≤ λ} ∩ g−1K (Wν) of g−1K (W ). When ν is sufficiently close
to 1, E is obtained from a coherent OPexK -module on Wν , which we denote by Eν .
Then we have
Γ(W,E) = lim−→ ν→1Γ(Wν , Eν),
RΓ(g−1K (W ), g
∗
KE ⊗ Ω•) = R lim←− λ→1 lim−→ ν→1Γ(g
−1
K (W )λ,ν, g
∗
KEν ⊗ Ω•).
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So, to prove the quasi-isomorphism (4.9), it suffices to prove the following claim:
claim 3. Under the above situation,
(1) The complex
0→ lim−→ ν→1Γ(Wν , Eν)→ lim←− λ→1 lim−→ ν→1Γ(g
−1
K (W )λ,ν , g
∗
KEν)
d→ lim←− λ→1 lim−→ ν→1Γ(g
−1
K (W )λ,ν , g
∗
KEν ⊗ Ω1)→ 0
is exact.
(2) The map
R1 lim←− λ→1 lim−→ ν→1Γ(g
−1
K (W )λ,ν, g
∗
KEν) −→ R1 lim←− λ→1 lim−→ ν→1Γ(g
−1
K (W )λ,ν, g
∗
KEν⊗Ω1)
is an isomorphism.
To prove claim 3, note first that we have
Γ(g−1K (W )λ,ν , g
∗
KEν) = {
∞∑
n=0
ant
n
1 | an ∈ Γ(Wν , Eν), |an|λn → 0},
where |−| denotes the Banach norm on Γ(Wν , Eν), and similar description holds also
for Γ(g−1K (W )λ,ν , g
∗
KEν⊗Ω1). Then,
∑∞
n=0 ant
n
1 ∈ Γ(g−1K (W )λ,ν , g∗KEν) is sent to zero
by d if and only if an = 0 for n > 0, and for any
∑∞
n=0 ant
n
1dt1 ∈ Γ(g−1K (W )λ,ν , g∗KEν⊗
Ω1),
∑∞
n=0(an/(n+1))t
n+1
1 is contained in Γ(g
−1
K (W )λ′,ν , g
∗
KEν) for any λ
′ < λ. From
these facts, we see claim 3 (1). Claim 3 (2) can be shown as [B4, Thm 1.4], using
claim 3 (1). So we are done. 
Remark 4.9. The final step of the proof of [Ch-T, Prop 8.3.5] is incomplete, because
claim 3 (2) is omitted in their proof.
By Proposition 4.7, we see that Rf(X,X)/Y ,log-rig∗E , Rqf(X,X)/Y ,log-rig∗E are well-
defined.
We introduce another construction of relative log rigid cohomology in log smooth
case. Assume given the diagram (4.1) and log pairs ((X,MX), (X,MX)), ((Y,MY ),
(Y ,MY )) Assume moreover that f is log smooth. Then we have an open covering
X =
⋃
j∈J Xj by finite number of affine subschemes and exact closed immersions
ij : (Xj,MXj) := (Xj ,MX |Xj) →֒ (Pj,MPj ) (j ∈ J) into a fine log formal B-
scheme (Pj ,MPj ) formally log smooth over (Y ,MY) such that each Pj is affine and
(Pj ,MPj )×(Y ,MY) (Y ,MY ) = (Xj,MXj) holds. For any non-empty subset L ⊆ J , let
(XL,MXL) (resp. (PL,MPL)) be the fiber product of (Xj ,MXj )’s (resp. (Pj ,MPj )’s)
for j ∈ L over (X,MX) (resp. (Y ,MY)), and for m ∈ N, let (X(m),MX(m)) (resp.
(P(m),MP(m))) be the disjoint union of (XL,MXL)’s (resp. (PL,MPL)’s) for L ⊆ J
with |L| = m + 1. Note that if m is equal to or greater than |J | =: N + 1, X(m)
is empty. Now let ∆+N be the category such that the objects are the sets [m] :=
{0, 1, 2, · · ·m} withm ≤ N and that Hom∆+N ([m], [m
′]) is the set of strictly increasing
maps [m] → [m′]. Then, if we fix a total order on the set J , (X(m),M
X
(m))’s
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and (P(m),MP(m))’s (m ≤ N) naturally form diagrams (X(•),MX(•)), (P(•),MP(•))
indexed by the category ∆+N . (It is not a truncated simplicial object since it does
not have degeneracy maps.) Then we have a canonical diagram
(X,MX)
g(•)←− (X(•),M
X
(•)) →֒ (P(•),MP(•))(4.10)
over (Y ,MY). Then, for an overconvergent isocrystal E on ((X,MX), (X,MX))/(Y ,
MY), we have the log de Rham complex DR
†(]X
(•)
[logP(•)/YK , E). Let us denote the
morphism ]X
(•)
[logP(•)−→]Y [logY by h. Then we have the following:
Proposition 4.10. With the above notation, we have the quasi-isomorphism
Rh∗DR
†(]X
(•)
[logP(•)/YK , E) = Rf(X,X)/Y ,log-rig∗E .
Proof. For m ∈ N, let (X˜(m),M
X˜(m)
) (resp. (P˜(m),MP˜(m))) be the (m+ 1)-fold fiber
product of (X
(0)
,M
X
(0)) (resp. (P(0),MP(0))) over (X,MX) (resp. (Y ,MY)). Then
we have the embedding system
(X,MX)←− (X˜(•),MX˜(•)) →֒ (P˜(•),MP˜(•))
and each (X
(m)
,M
X
(m)) →֒ (P(m),MP(m)) is contained as a direct summand in
(X˜(m),M
X˜(m)
) →֒ (P˜(m),MP˜(m)) in a compatible way with respect to m (indexed
by ∆+N). So, if we denote the morphism ]X˜
(•)[logP(•)−→]Y [logY by h˜, we have the homo-
morphism
Rf(X,X)/Y ,log-rig∗E = Rh˜∗DR†(]X˜(•)[logP˜(•)/YK , E) −→ Rh∗DR
†(]X
(•)
[logP(•)/Y , E).
We will prove that it is a quasi-isomorphism.
Note that the above homorphism gives the homomorphism
[(Rth˜∗DR
†(]X˜(s)[logP˜(s)/YK, E) ⇒ R
s+th˜∗DR
†(]X˜(•)[logP˜(•)/YK , E)]
−→ [(Rth∗DR†(]X(s)[logP(s)/Y , E) ⇒ Rh∗DR†(]X
(•)
[logP(•)/Y , E)]
of spectral sequences. So it suffices to prove that the homomorphism
α : Rth˜∗DR†(]X˜(•)[
log
P(•)/YK, E) −→ Rth∗DR†(]X
(•)
[logP(•)/Y , E)
between the complex of E•,t1 -terms is a quasi-isomorphism. To prove this, it suffices
to prove that the homomorphism
Γ(U, α) : Γ(U,Rth˜∗DR
†(]X˜(•)[logP(•)/YK , E)) −→ Γ(U,Rth∗DR†(]X
(•)
[logP(•)/Y , E))
is a quasi-isomorphism for any admissible open set U ⊆ ]Y [logY . Let TJ be the topo-
logical space whose underlying set is the set of non-empty subsets of J and whose
open sets are the sets of the form O(L) := {L′ ⊆ J |L′ ⊇ L} (∅ 6= L ⊆ J). Let F be
the presheaf on TJ given by
F(O(L)) := Γ(U,RthL ∗DR†(]XL[logPL/YK, E)),
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(where hL is the morphism ]XL[
log
PL−→ YK), and let us denote the open covering
TJ =
⋃
j∈J O({j}) by T . Then Γ(U,Rth˜∗DR†(]X˜(•)[logP(•)/YK , E)) is nothing but the
Cˇech complex C•(T ,F) of F associated to T , Γ(U,Rth∗DR†(]X(•)[logP(•)/Y , E)) is
nothing but the Cˇech complex consisting of alternating cochains C
•
(T ,F) of F and
Γ(U, α) is the canonical homomorphism C•(T ,F) −→ C•(T ,F). It is well-known
that this homomorphism is a quasi-isomorphism. So we are done. 
Next we prove a relation between relative log rigid cohomology and relative rigid
cohomology in special case. (Part of the content here seems to be essentially ap-
peared in [S3, §5]. But here we give it in a more systematic, simple way.)
To do this, first we give a preliminary result concerning coherent modules on rigid
analytic spaces and overconvergent isocrystals. Let us assume given morphisms
jX : X →֒ X, i : (X,MX) →֒ (P,MP),
where jX is an open immersion of B-schemes and i is a closed immersion from a
fine log B-scheme to a p-adic fine log formal B-scheme such that X ⊆ (P,MP)triv
holds. Under this condition, let us first define the category C˜oh(O]X[P ) as follows:
An object in this category is a pair (U,E), where U is a strict neighborhood of
]X [P in ]X [P and E is a coherent OU -module. For objects (U,E), (U ′, E ′), the set
of morphisms is defined by Hom((U,E), (U ′, E ′)) := lim−→ VHomOV (E|V , E ′|V ), where
V runs through the set of strict neighborhoods of ]X [P in ]X[P contained in U ∩U ′.
By [B3, (2.1.10)], we have the equivalence of categories
C˜oh(O]X[P )
∼−→ Coh(j†XO]X[P )
which is given by (U,E) 7→ j†UE := lim−→ V αV ]X[P ,∗α
−1
V UE, where V runs through the
set of strict neighborhoods of ]X [P in ]X [P contained in U and αV ? denotes the
admissible open immersion V →֒?. On the other hand, let us define the category
C˜oh(O]X[logP ) as follows: An object in this category is a pair (U,E), where U is a
strict neighborhood of ]X [logP = ]X [P in ]X [
log
P and E is a coherent OU -module. For
objects (U,E), (U ′, E ′), the set of morphisms is defined by Hom((U,E), (U ′, E ′)) :=
lim−→ VHomOV (E|V , E ′|V ), where V runs through the set of strict neighborhoods of
]X [P in ]X [
log
P contained in U ∩ U ′. Then, by the same argument as [B3, (2.1.10)],
we see the equivalence of categories
C˜oh(O]X[logP )
∼−→ Coh(j†XO]X [logP ).
Let us denote the morphism ]X [logP −→]X [P by ϕX . Then we have the following:
Proposition 4.11. With the above notation,
(1) The restriction functor ϕ∗X : Coh(j
†
XO]X[P ) −→ Coh(j†XO]X[logP ) is an equiva-
lence of categories.
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(2) We have RϕX,∗ϕ∗XE = E for any E ∈ Coh(j†XO]X[P ). (Consequently, the
functor ϕX,∗ sends Coh(j
†
XO]X[log
P
) to Coh(j†XO]X [P) and the resulting functor
ϕX,∗ : Coh(j
†
XO]X[logP ) −→ Coh(j
†
XO]X[P )
is the exact functor which is the inverse of the functor ϕ∗X).
Proof. First we prove the assertion (1). To prove it, it suffices to prove the restriction
functor ϕ∗X : C˜oh(O]X[P ) −→ C˜oh(O]X[logP ) is an equivalence of categories. Let us
take a Cartesian diagram
(X
(•)
,M
X
(•))
i(•)−−−→ (P(•),MP(•))y g
y
(X,MX)
i−−−→ (P,MP)
(4.11)
such that g is a strict formally etale Cˇech hypercovering and for each n, i(n) admits
a factorization
(X
(n)
,M
X
(n)) →֒ (P ′(n),MP ′(n)) −→ (P(n),MP(n)),
where the first map is an exact closed immersion and the second map is formally log
etale. Put X(n) := X ×X X(n), and let C˜oh(O]X(•)[
P(•)
), C˜oh(O]X(•)[log
P(•)
) be the cate-
gory of descent data with respect to C˜oh(O]X(n)[
P(n)
) (n = 0, 1, 2), C˜oh(O]X(n)[log
P(n)
) (n
= 0, 1, 2), respectively.
Then, by [S3, 5.8], the natural map ]X
(n)
[logP(n)−→]X
(n)
[P(n) induces an isomor-
phism between some strict neighborhood of ]X(n)[P(n) in ]X
(n)
[logP(n) and some strict
neighborhood of ]X(n)[P(n) in ]X
(n)
[P(n) (for each n). Therefore, the restriction func-
tor C˜oh(O]X(•)[
P(•)
) −→ C˜oh(O]X(•)[log
P(•)
) is an equivalence of categories. On the
other hand, for any family of strict neighborhoods {U (n)}n=0,1,2 of ]X(n)[P in ]X(n)[P
(resp. ]X
(n)
[logP ), there exists a strict neighborhood U of ]X [P in ]X [P (resp. ]X [
log
P )
such that the pull-back of U in ]X
(n)
[P(n) (resp. ]X
(n)
[logP(n)) is contained in U
(n) (for
n = 0, 1, 2). (This follows from the fact that the diagram (4.11) is Cartesian and the
definition of X(•).) So we can shrink {U (n)}n=0,1,2 so that they are the pull-back of
U . Then the morphism U (•) −→ U satisfies the following property: For any affinoid
admissible open set V = Spm (Q⊗ZA) ⊆ U , the morphism V (•) := V ×U U (•) −→ V
is induced from a etale Cˇech covering of Spf A. So, by rigid analytic faifully flat
descent, the restriction functor Coh(OU) −→ Coh(OU (•)) is an equivalence of cate-
gories. This implies that the restriction functors
C˜oh(O]X [P) −→ C˜oh(O]X(•)[P(•)), C˜oh(O]X[logP ) −→ C˜oh(O]X(•)[logP(•) )
are equivalence of categories. Since ϕ∗X can be factorized as
C˜oh(O]X[P )
≃−→ C˜oh(O]X(•)[
P(•)
)
≃−→ C˜oh(O]X(•)[log
P(•)
)
≃←− C˜oh(O]X[log
P
)
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(where each arrows are defined by restriction), we can conclude that it is an equiv-
alence of categories.
Next we prove the assertion (2). Let us denote the morphisms ]X
(•)
[P(•)−→
]X [P , ]X
(•)
[logP(•)−→]X [logP , ]X
(•)
[logP(•)−→]X
(•)
[P(•) by π, π
log, ϕX(•) respectively. First
we claim that, for a coherent module E on ]X [P , ]X [
log
P , ]X
(•)
[P(•) respectively, we
have Rπ∗π∗E = E,Rπlog∗ π
log,∗E = E,RϕX(•).∗ϕ
∗
X(•)
E = E respectively: In the case
of π, it follows from [Ch-T, 7.3.1]. In the case of ϕX(•), it follows from [Ch-T, 8.3.5],
because ]X
(n)
[logP(n)=]X
(n)
[P ′(n) holds and P ′(n) −→ P(n) is isomorphic on a neighbor-
hood of X(n). In the case of πlog, let us denote the system of universal enlargements
of ((P,MP), (X,MX)) by {(Ta,b(P),MTa,b(P)), (Xa,b,MXa,b))}(a,b)∈A. Then we have
]X [logP =
⋃
Ta,b(P)K = ⋃]Xa,b[Ta,b(P). So it suffices to check the claim after pulling
back the diagram (4.11) by (Ta,b(P),MTa,b(P)) −→ (P,MP), and in this case, the
claim follows from [Ch-T, 7.3.1] because we do not need to consider the log structure
(since (Xa,b,MXa,b) →֒ (Ta,b(P),MTa,b(P)) is now an exact closed immersion).
By the claim in the previous paragraph, we have the following equality for a
coherent j†O]X [P -module E:
RϕX,∗ϕ∗XE = RϕX,∗Rπ
log
∗ π
log,∗ϕ∗XE = Rπ∗RϕX(•),∗ϕ
∗
X(•)π
∗E = E.
So we are done. 
Next let us assume given a diagram (4.1) and open immersions jX : X →֒ X, jY :
Y →֒ Y such that f(X) ⊆ Y , X ⊆ (X,MX)triv and Y ⊆ (Y ,MY)triv holds. Then
there exists an embedding system
(X,MX)←− (X(•),MX(•)) →֒ (P(•),MP(•))
such that, if we put X(•) := X ×X X(•), X(•) ⊆ (P(•),MP(•))triv holds. (Hence
P(n) is formally smooth over Y on a neighborhood of X(n).) Then we have the
category of overconvergent isocrystals I†((X,X)/YK) = I†((X(•), X(•))/YK ,P(•))
on usual pairs defined in [Ch-T] and the category of overconvergent isocrystals
I†(((X,X)/YK)log) = I†(((X(•), X(•))/YK,P(•))log) on log pairs defined in this sec-
tion. Let us denote the morphism ]X
(•)
[logP(•)−→]X
(•)
[P(•), ]Y [
log
Y −→]Y [Y , ]X(•)[P(•)−→
]Y [Y , ]X
(•)
[logP(•)−→]Y [logY by ϕX , ϕY , h, hlog, respectively. Then we have the following:
Proposition 4.12. Under the above assumption,
(1) The restriction functor
I†((X,X)/YK) = I
†((X(•), X
(•)
)/YK ,P
(•))
ϕ∗
X
−→ I†(((X(•), X
(•)
)/YK ,P
(•))log) = I†(((X,X)/YK)
log)
is an equivalence of categories.
(2) For E ∈ I†((X,X)/YK) = I†(((X,X)/YK)log), we have the quasi-isomorph-
isms
ϕ∗XDR
†(]X
(•)
[P(•)/YK , E) = DR†(]X(•)[logP(•)/YK , E),
DR†(]X
(•)
[P(•)/YK , E) = ϕX,∗DR†(]X(•)[logP(•)/YK , E) = RϕX,∗DR†(]X
(•)
[logP(•)/YK, E).
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Proof. The assertion (1) follows easily from Proposition 4.11 (1) and the assertion
(2) follows from Proposition 4.11 (2). 
As a corollary of Proposition 4.12, we have the quasi-isomorphism
Rf(X,X)/Y ,rig∗E = Rh∗DR†(]X(•)[P(•)/YK , E)
= RϕY,∗Rhlog∗ DR
†(]X
(•)
[logP(•)/YK, E)
= RϕY,∗Rf(X,X)/YK ,log-rig∗E .
So we have the following theorem, which we will use in the following section:
Theorem 4.13. Let the notations be as above. Then, if the relative log rigid coho-
mologies Rqf(X,X)/Y ,log-rig∗E are coherent j†YO]Y [log
Y
-modules for any q ≥ 0, the relative
rigid cohomologies Rqf(X,X)/Y ,rig∗E are coherent j†YO]Y [Y -modules for any q ≥ 0 and
we have the isomorphism Rqf(X,X)/Y ,rig∗E = ϕY,∗Rqf(X,X)/Y ,log-rig∗E .
Next we introduce the notion of λ-restriction of relative log rigid cohomology
and compare it to relative log rigid cohomology. Let us fix λ ∈ (0, 1), let us as-
sume given the diagram (4.1) and log pairs ((X,MX), (X,MX)), ((Y,MY ), (Y ,MY ))
satisfying f(X) ⊆ Y , and let us assume given an overconvegent isocrystal E on
((X,MX), (X,MX))/Y . First, assume for the moment that we have the diagram
(4.2). Then we have the log de Rham complex DR†(]X [logP /YK , E). Then we can
see the following in the same way as [B3, (2.2.3)]: For any sufficiently small strict
neighborhood V of ]X [logP in ]X [
log
P , there exists a log de Rham complex DR(V/YK, E)
consisting of coherent OV -modules which is compatible with respect to V and sat-
isfies
DR†(]X [logP /YK , E) = lim−→ V αV,∗DR(V/YK, E),
where αV is the admissible open immersion V →֒]X [logP . Let us put Vλ := V ∩ ]X[logP,λ,
let us denote the composite Vλ →֒ V αV→֒]X [logP by jV,λ and we define the complex
DR†λ(]X [
log
P /YK , E) by
DR†λ(]X [
log
P /YK , E) := lim−→ V jV,λ∗(DR(V/YK, E)|Vλ).
Note that, when we have the diagram (4.3) (satisfying (∗)) instead of (4.2), we can
define the complex DR†λ(P
ex
K/YK, E) in the same way.
Now let us consider the situation where there does not necessarily exist the di-
agram (4.2). Let us take an embedding system (4.6) and let h be the morphism
]X
(•)
[logP(•)−→]Y [logY . Then we have the complex DR†λ(]X
(•)
[logP(•)/YK , E) on ]X
(•)
[logP(•).
We define Rf(X,X)/Y ,log-rig,λ∗E , Rqf(X,X)/Y ,log-rig,λ∗E by
Rf(X,X)/Y ,log-rig,λ∗E := Rh∗DR†λ(]X(•)[logP(•)/YK , E),
Rqf(X,X)/Y ,log-rig,λ∗E := Rqh∗DR†λ(]X(•)[logP(•)/YK , E),
and we call Rqf(X,X)/Y ,log-rig,λ∗E the λ-restriction of the q-th relative log rigid coho-
mology. It is a j†YO]Y [logY -module. Then we have the following:
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Proposition 4.14. The above definition is independent of the choice of the embed-
ding system.
Before the proof, we prove the following lemma:
Lemma 4.15. Let ((X,MX), (X,MX), (P,MP)) be a log triple. Fix λ ∈ (0, 1) and
for a strict neighborhood V of ]X [logP in ]X [
log
P , let us put Vλ := V ∩ ]X [logP,λ and let
us denote the admissible open immersion Vλ →֒]X [logP by jV,λ. Then there exists an
oriented set V consisting of strict neighborhoods of ]X [logP in ]X [logP which is cofinal
in the set of all the strict neighborhoods such that the functor jV,λ∗ is acyclic for
coherent OV -modules for any V ∈ V.
Proof. Since we may work Zariski locally on P, we may assume it is affine. Let
us take a generator g1, g2, · · · , gc of Ker(Γ(P,OP) → Γ(X − X,OX−X)) and for
ν ∈ pQ<0, let Uν,i (1 ≤ i ≤ c), Uν,0, Uν be the admissible open set {|gi| ≥ ν, |gi| ≥
|gj| (∀j 6= i)}, {|gj| ≤ ν (∀i)},⋃ci=1 Uν,i of ]X [logP , respectively. Then, any strict neigh-
borhood V˜ contains a strict neighborhood V satisfying Vλ = Uν ∩ ]X [logP,λ for some
ν. (Here the assumption λ < 1 is crucial.) So, if we define V to be the category
of strict neighborhoods V satisfying this condition, V is cofinal in the set of all the
strict neighborhoods.
Now we prove that, for V ∈ V, the functor jV,λ∗ is acyclic for any coherent
OV -module E. Take ν0 ∈ pQ<0 satisfying Vλ = Uν0 ∩ ]X [logP,λ and take ν ∈ (0, ν0).
Let us take any affinoid admissible open set W of ]X [logP . If we put Wi := W ∩
Uν,i (0 ≤ i ≤ c), then W = ⋃ci=0Wi is an admissible covering of W by affinoid
admissible open sets. Then we have j−1V,λ(Wi) = Wi ∩ Uν0∩]X [logP,λ= ∅ for i = 0
and = W ∩ Uν0,i∩]X [logP,λ for i 6= 0. If we take a good sequence a in Ar (where
r := − logp λ), the right hand side for i 6= 0 is the union of the affinoid admissible
open sets W ∩ Uν0,i ∩ Ta,b(P)K ((a, b) ∈ a). So it is quasi-Stein. Hence we have
Hq(j−1V,λ(Wi), E) = 0 for any i and q > 0. This implies that the sheaf associated to
the presheaf W 7→ Hq(j−1V,λ(W ), E) is zero for q > 0, that is, RqjV,λ∗E = 0 for q > 0.
So we are done. 
Proof of Propsition 4.14. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 4.7. First, we
are reduced to proving the following claims:
claim 1. Assume we are given the Cartesian diagram
(X
(•)
,M
X
(•)) −−−→ (P(•),MP(•))y g
y
(X,MX)
ι−−−→ (P,MP)
(4.12)
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and a log pair ((X,MX), (X,MX)), where (P,MP) is an object in (LFS/B), ι is a
closed immersion and g is a strict etale hypercovering. Let V0 be a strict neighbor-
hood of ]X [logP in ]X[
log
P and let E be a coherent module on V0. For a strict neighbor-
hood V contained in V0, put Vλ := V ∩ ]X [logP , EV,λ := E|Vλ and denote the admissi-
ble open immersion Vλ →֒]X [logP by jV,λ. On the other hand, let V (•)0 := g−1(V0) and
for a strict neighborhood V contained in V0, put V
(•)
λ := g
−1(Vλ), EV (•),λ := E|V (•)
λ
and denote the the admissible open immersion V
(•)
λ →֒]X(•)[logP(•) by jV (•),λ. Then we
have the quasi-isomorphism
lim−→ V jV,λ∗EV,λ
=−→ RgK,∗(lim−→ V jV (•),λ∗EV (•),λ).
claim 2. Assume we are given a diagram over (Y ,MY)
(X,MX)
ι1−−−→ (Q,MQ)∥∥∥∥ g
y
(X,MX)
ι2−−−→ (P,MP)
(4.13)
and a log pair ((X,MX), (X,MX)), where (P,MP), (Q,MQ) are objects in (pLFS/B),
ι1, ι2 are closed immersions and g is a formally log smooth morphism. Let gK :
]X [logQ −→]X [logP be the morphism induced by g. Then, for an overconvergent isocrys-
tal E on ((X,MX), (X,MX))/(Y ,MY), we have a quasi-isomorphism
DR†λ(]X[
log
P /Y , E) =−→ RgK,∗DR†λ(]X [logQ , E).
First we prove claim 1. Because of the quasi-compactness, quasi-separetedness of
gK (this can be checked after reducing to the case where ι is a homeomorphic exact
closed immersion and it is clear in this case) and Lemma 4.15, we have
RgK,∗(lim−→ V jV (•),λ∗EV (•),λ) = lim−→ VR(gK ◦ jV (•),λ)∗EV (•),λ
= lim−→ VRjV,λ∗R(gK |V (•)λ )∗EV (•),λ.
So, if we have
R(gK |V (•)
λ
)∗EV (•),λ = EV,λ,(4.14)
we have
lim−→ VRjV,λ∗R(gK |V (•)λ )∗EV (•),λ = lim−→ VRjV,λ∗EV,λ = lim−→ V jV,λ∗EV,λ
and so we are done. Now note that the morphism gK |V (•)
λ
: V
(•)
λ −→ Vλ is obtained
as the pull-back of the morphism P(•)K −→ PK by Vλ →֒ PexK −→ PK . So, for
any affinoid admissible open set U := Spm (Q ⊗Z A) ⊆ Vλ, the morphism U ×Vλ
V
(•)
λ −→ U is equal to the morphism (P(•) ×P Spf A)K −→ (Spf A)K . So the quasi-
isomorphism (4.14) follows from [S3, 3.9]. So we have proved claim 1.
Next we prove claim 2. It is similar to the proof of claim 2 in the proof of Proposi-
tion 4.7. Let (Qex,MQex), (Pex,MPex) be the exactification of ι1, ι2, respectively. Let
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E be a coherent sheaf on a strict neighborhood V0 of ]X [
log
P in ]X [
log
P = PexK and for a
strict neighborhood V contained in V0, put Vλ := V ∩ ]X [logP,λ, EV,λ := E|Vλ and de-
note the admissible open immersion Vλ →֒ PexK by jV,λ. On the other hand, for a strict
neighborhood V ′ of ]X [logQ contained in g
−1
K (V0), put V
′
λ := V
′∩ ]X [logQ,λ, (g∗KE)V ′,λ :=
((gK |g−1
K
(V0)
)∗E)|V ′
λ
and denote the admissible open immersion V ′λ →֒ PexK by j′V,λ.
Then, by the same argument as the proof of Proposition 4.7, we may assume that
Pex = Spf A is affine, Qex = Spf A[[t1]] and it suffices to prove the quasi-isomorphism
lim−→ V jV,λ∗E
=−→ RgK,∗(lim−→ V ′jV ′,λ∗(g
∗
KE)V ′,λ ⊗ Ω•)(4.15)
for any E as above, where Ω• is the complex [OQex → OQexdt1]. Let α1, · · ·αc ∈
Γ(Pex,OPex) be a lift of generators of Ker(Γ(X,OX) → Γ(X −X,OX−X)) and for
ν ∈ pQ<0, let Uν be the admissible open subset ⋃ci=1{|αi| ≥ ν} in PexK . To prove
the quasi-isomorphism (4.15), it suffices to check on an affinoid admissible open
subset W of PexK such that Wν := W ∩ Uν is also affinoid for any ν sufficiently
close to 1, by Lemma 4.8. For λ′ = p−b/a, ν ∈ pQ<0, let Wλ′,ν be the admissible
open set Ta,b(Pex)K ∩ Wν of W , let g−1K (W )λ′ be the affinoid admissible open set
{|t1| ≤ λ′} ∩ g−1K (Wλ′) of g−1K (W ) and let g−1K (W )λ′,ν be the affinoid admissible
open set {|t1| ≤ λ′} ∩ g−1K (Wλ′,ν) of g−1K (W ). Then, when λ′ is fixed, we have
Wλ′,ν ⊆ V , g−1K (W )λ′,ν ⊆ g−1K (V ) for ν sufficiently close to 1. In this case, we denote
the restriction of E, g∗KE to Wλ′,ν , g
−1
K (W )λ′,ν by Eλ′,ν , (g
∗
KE)λ′,ν , respectively. With
this notation, we have
Γ(W, lim−→ V jV,λ∗EV,λ) = lim−→ V Γ(W ∩ Vλ, EV,λ) = lim−→ ν→1− lim←− λ′→λ−Γ(Wλ′,ν , Eλ′,ν),
RΓ(g−1K (W ), lim−→ V ′jV ′,λ∗(g
∗
KE)V ′,λ ⊗ Ω•)
= R lim←− µ→1−RΓ(g
−1
K (W )µ, lim−→ V ′Rj
′
V ′,λ∗(g
∗
KE)V ′,λ ⊗ Ω•)
= R lim←− µ→1− lim−→ V ′RΓ(g−1K (W )µ ∩ V ′λ, (g∗KE)V ′,λ ⊗ Ω•)
= lim−→ V ′RΓ(g
−1
K (W )λ ∩ V ′λ, (g∗KE)V ′,λ ⊗ Ω•)
= lim−→ ν→1−RΓ(g
−1
K (W )λ,ν ∩ ]X [logQ,λ, (g∗KE)λ,ν ⊗ Ω•)
= lim−→ ν→1−Γ(g
−1
K (W )λ,ν∩]X [logQ,λ, (g∗KE)λ,ν ⊗ Ω•)
= lim−→ ν→1− lim←− λ′→λ−Γ(g
−1
K (W )λ′,ν, (g
∗
KE)λ′,ν ⊗ Ω•).
So, to prove the quasi-isomorphism (4.15), it suffices to prove that the complex
0→ lim←− λ′→λ−Γ(Wλ′,ν , Eλ′,ν)→ lim←− λ′→λ−Γ(g
−1
K (W )λ′,ν , (g
∗
KE)λ′,ν)
→ lim←− λ′→λ−Γ(g
−1
K (W )λ′,ν , (g
∗
KE)λ′,ν ⊗ Ω1)→ 0
is exact. We can prove this assertion in the same way as the proof of claim 3 in the
proof of Proposition 4.7. So the proof of the proposition is finished. 
Let us go back to the situation where we are given the diagram (4.1) and log
pairs ((X,MX), (X,MX)), ((Y,MY ), (Y ,MY )) satisfying f(X) ⊆ Y . Let E be an
overconvergent isocrystal on ((X,MX), (X,MX))/YK, take the embedding system
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(4.6) and put (X(•),MX(•)) := (X,MX)×(X,M
X
) (X
(•)
,M
X
(•)). Then, for λ ∈ (0, 1),
we have the canonical map of complexes
DR†(]X
(•)
[logP(•)/YK, E) −→ DR†λ(]X
(•)
[logP(•)/YK , E).(4.16)
So we obtain the map
Rf(X,X)/Y ,log-rig∗E −→ Rf(X,X)/Y ,log-rig,λ∗E(4.17)
from relative log rigid cohomology to its λ-restriction. Then we have the following
theorem:
Theorem 4.16. Let the notation be as above and put r := − logp λ. Then, if the
morphism f : (X,MX) −→ (Y ,MY ) is log smooth, ι is a homeomorphic exact
closed immersion satisfying r(OY ,Ker(OY → OY )) > r, the map (4.17) is a quasi-
isomorphism.
Proof. It suffices to prove that the map (4.16) is a quasi-isomorphism, and to
prove it, we may replace • by n ∈ N. In this case, we may assume that X(n) is
affine. Moreover, the both hand sides are unchanged if we change the closed immer-
sion (X
(n)
,M
X
(n)) →֒ (P(n),MP(n)) by another closed immersion (X(n),MX(n)) →֒
(P ′(n),MP ′(n)) such that (P ′(n),MP ′(n)) is formally log smooth over (Y ,MY). So we
may assume that the closed immersion (X
(n)
,M
X
(n)) →֒ (P(n),MP(n)) is exact and
satisfies the isomorphism (P(n),MP(n)) ×(P,MP ) (X,MX) = (X(n),MX(n)). In this
case, we have r(OP(n),Ker(OP(n) → OX(n))) ≥ r(OY ,Ker(OY → OY )) > r. So we
have ]X
(n)
[logP(n),λ=]X
(n)
[logP(n) . Then it is easy to see that the both hand sides of (4.16)
(• replaced by n) coincide. So the theorem is proved. 
Remark 4.17. In the case where all the log structures are trivial and Y = Y =
Spec k, Y = Spf V (where V is a complete discrete valuation ring of mixed charac-
teristic with residue field k), Crew defined in [Cr] the notion of rigid cohomology
of radius λ. There is a slight difference between his definition and our definition
of λ-restriction of rigid cohomology which is given here. (This is why we did not
call our cohomology ‘the relative log rigid cohomology of radius λ’.) However, these
cohomologies are related: By Theorem 4.16 and the analogue of it for Crew’s coho-
mology, we can deduce that the both cohomology coincide for λ sufficiently close to
1 (under the assumption Y = Y = Spec k, Y = Spf V ) if f : X −→ Y = Spec k is
smooth.
5. Relative rigid cohomology (I): log smooth case
In this section, we give an affirmative answer to Conjecture 0.2 in the case where
the given situation admits a ‘nice’ log structure, by using the results in previous
sections. In [S3], the coeffcient of the relative rigid cohomology (which is an over-
convergent isocrystal) is assumed to extend to the boundary logarithmically, but
here we do not impose such condition on the coefficient. So we prove the conjecture
under less assumption.
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The first main theorem in this section is the following:
Theorem 5.1. Assume we are given a diagram
(X,MX)
f−→ (Y ,MY )
ι→֒ (Y ,MY),(5.1)
where f is a proper log smooth integral morphism in (pLFS/B) having log smooth
parameter and ι is a closed immersion. Assume moreover that we are given open
immersions jX : X →֒ X, jY : Y →֒ Y satisfying X ⊆ (X,MX)triv, Y ⊆ (Y ,MY)triv
and f−1(Y ) = X. Then, for a locally free overconvergent isocrystal E on (X,X)/YK,
the relative rigid cohomology Rqf(X,X)/Y ,rig∗E is a coherent j†YO]Y [Y -module for any
q ≥ 0.
Proof. By Theorem 4.13, it suffices to prove that the relative log rigid cohomology
Rqf(X,X)/Y ,log-rig∗E is a coherent j†YO]Y [logY -module for any q ≥ 0. Let (Y ,MY ) →֒
(Yex,MYex) be the exactification of ι. We may assume that Yex is affine. Put
I := Ker(OYex → OY ), J := Ker(OY → OY−Y ) and let us take a lift g1, · · · , gc ∈
Γ(Yex,OYex) of generators of Γ(Y ,J ).
Let us take an open covering X =
⋃
j∈J Xj by finite number of affine subschemes
and exact closed immersions ij : (Xj,MXj) := (Xj ,MX |Xj ) →֒ (Pj ,MPj ) (j ∈ J)
into a fine log formal B-scheme (Pj,MPj ) over (Yex,MYex) satisfying (Pj,MPj )×(Yex,
MYex )(Y ,MY ) = (Xj,MXj ) such that each (Pj ,MPj ) is formally log smooth over
(Yex,MYex) in the sense that (Pj ,MPj ) is IOPj -adically complete and that the mor-
phism
(Pj ,MPj )⊗OYex OYex/In −→ (Yex,MYex)⊗OYex OYex/In
is log smooth for any n. For any non-empty subset L ⊆ J , let (XL,MXL) (resp.
(PL,MPL)) be the fiber product of (Xj ,MXj )’s (resp. (Pj ,MPj )’s) for j ∈ L over
(X,MX) (resp. (Y ,MY)) and for m ∈ N, let (X(m),MX(m)) (resp. (P(m),MP(m)))
be the disjoint union of (XL,MXL)’s (resp. (PL,MPL)’s) for L ⊆ J with |L| =
m+1. Then (X
(m)
,M
X
(m))’s and (P(m),MP(m))’s (m ≤ N := |J |−1) naturally form
diagrams (X
(•)
,M
X
(•)), (P(•),MP(•)) indexed by the category ∆+N in the paragraph
before Proposition 4.10 and we have a canonical diagram
(X,MX)
g(•)←− (X(•),M
X
(•)) →֒ (P(•),MP(•))(5.2)
over (Yex,MYex).
Let {(Ta,b(Y),MTa,b(Y))}(a,b)∈A be the system of universal enlargements of ((Y ,MY),
(Y ,MY )). Let us take µ = p
−b/a ∈ pQ<0 and put (Yµ,MYµ) := (Ta,b(Y),MTa,b(Y)).
Let us denote the canonical morphism (Yµ,MYµ) −→ (Y ,MY) by ϕµ. Let us denote
the base change of the diagram 5.1 by ϕµ by
(Xµ,MXµ) −→ (Y µ,MY µ) →֒ (Yµ,MYµ)(5.3)
and let us denote the base change of the diagram (5.2) by ϕµ by
(Xµ,MXµ)←− (X
(•)
µ ,MX(•)µ
) →֒ (P(•)µ ,MP(•)µ ).(5.4)
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Put Xµ := X ×X Xµ, Yµ := Y ×Y Y µ and X(•)µ := X ×X X(•)µ . Then ]Y [logY =⋃
µ]Y [Yµ=
⋃
µ Yµ,K is an admissible covering and we have Rqf(Xµ,Xµ)/Yµ,log-rig∗E =
(Rqf(X,X)/Y ,log-rig∗E)|Yµ,K . So it suffices to prove that Rqf(Xµ,Xµ)/Yµ,log-rig∗E is a co-
herent j†YOYµ,K -module.
Let h be the morphism ]X
(•)
µ [
log
P(•)µ
−→]Y µ[Yµ= Yµ,K and put DR†,(•) := DR†(]X(•)µ [logP(•)µ
/Yµ,K , E). For any sufficiently small strict neighborhood V (•) of ]X(•)µ [P(•)µ in ]X
(•)
µ [
log
P(•)µ
indexed by ∆+N , we have the log de Rham complex DRV (•) := DR(V
(•)/YK, E) com-
patible with respect to V (•) satisfying DR†,(•) = lim−→ V (•)jV (•),∗DRV (•). (Here jV (•)
denotes the admissible open immersion V (•) →֒]X(•)µ [logP(•)µ .) For V
(•) as above and for
λ ∈ (0, 1), we put V (•)λ := V (•) ∩ ]X(•)µ [logP(•)µ ,λ and put DRV (•),λ := DRV (•)|V (•)λ . Denote
the admissible open immersions V
(•)
λ →֒ V (•) by iV (•),λ and denote the composite
V
(•)
λ
i
V (•),λ→֒ V (•) jV (•)→֒ ]X(•)µ [logP(•)µ by jV (•),λ. Then, as complexes of sheaves, we have
DRV (•) = lim←− λiV (•),λ∗DRV (•),λ.
For ν = p−1/e ∈ (0, 1), let Uν be the admissible open subset ⋃ci=1{|gi| ≥ ν} of Yµ,K
and denote the open immersion Uν →֒ Yµ,K by jY,ν . Let us denote the inverse image
of Uν in ]X
(•)
[logP(•) by U
(•)
ν and let us put U
(•)
λ,ν := U
(•)
ν ∩ ]X(•)[logP(•),λ. Then, for any
fixed λ ∈ (0, 1), the category of strict neighborhoods V (•) satisfying the condition
V
(•)
λ = U
(•)
λ,ν is cofinal with the category of all the strict neighborhoods. When this
condition is satisfied, we denote the de Rham complex DRV (•),λ by DR
(•)
λ,ν and denote
the morphism V
(•)
λ = U
(•)
λ,ν −→ Uν by hλ,ν .
With the above notation, we have the following diagram:
Rf(Xµ,Xµ)/Yµ,log-rig∗E = Rh∗DR†,(•) = Rh∗ lim−→ V (•)jV (•),∗DRV (•)
= Rh∗ lim−→ V (•)jV (•),∗ lim←− λiV (•),λ∗DRV (•),λ
= Rh∗ lim−→ V (•) lim←− λjV (•),λ∗DRV (•),λ
ϕ1−→ Rh∗R lim←− λ lim−→ V (•)jV (•),λ∗DRV (•),λ
= R lim←− λRh∗ lim−→ V (•)jV (•),λ∗DRV (•),λ
= R lim←− λRh∗ lim−→ V (•)RjV (•),λ∗DRV (•),λ (Lemma 4.15)
ϕ2←− R lim←− λ lim−→ V (•)R(h ◦ jV (•),λ)∗DRV (•),λ
= R lim←− λ(lim−→ νRjY,ν,∗Rhλ,ν∗DR
(•)
λ,ν).
By the above diagram, we see that, to prove the theorem, it suffices to prove the
following claim:
claim. With the notation above,
(1) The map ϕ1 is a quasi-isomorphism.
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(2) The map ϕ2 is a quasi-isomorphism.
(3) If we fix λ ∈ (p−r(X,Y ;√µ), 1), Rhλ,ν∗DR(•)λ,ν has bounded and coherent cohomolo-
gies for ν sufficiently close to 1, which are compatible with respect to ν.
(4) lim−→ νRjY,ν,∗Rhλ,ν∗DR
(•)
λ,ν is independent of λ for λ ∈ (p−r(X,Y ;
√
µ), 1).
Indeed, let us assume the claim is proved. Then we have Rqf(Xµ,Xµ)/Yµ,log-rig∗E =
lim−→ νjY,ν,∗Rqhλ,ν∗DR
(•)
λ,ν (because jY,ν is acyclic for coherent modules by the proof of
Lemma 4.15) and so Rqf(Xµ,Xµ)/Yµ,log-rig∗E is a coherent j†YOYµ,K -module. So, in the
following, we will prove the above claim.
First we prove the claim (1). Note that R lim←− λRh∗ lim−→ V (•)jV (•),λ∗DRV (•),λ, which is
quasi-isomorphic to the target of the map ϕ1, is nothing butR lim←− λRf(Xµ,Xµ)/Yµ,log-rig,λ∗E . Since we have the canonical quasi-isomorphism
Rf(Xµ,Xµ)/Yµ,log-rig∗E
=−→ Rf(Xµ,Xµ)/Yµ,log-rig,λ∗E
for λ > µ by Theorem 4.16, we have R lim←− λRf(Xµ,Xµ)/Yµ,log-rig,λ∗E = Rf(Xµ,Xµ)/Yµ,
log-rig,λ0∗E for any fixed λ0 ∈ (µ, 1) and it is quasi-isomorphic to Rf(Xµ,Xµ)/Yµ,log-rig∗E
via ϕ1. So claim (1) is proved.
Next we prove (3). For 0 ≤ n ≤ N and i = 0, 1, 2, let (P(n)µ (i),MP(n)µ (i)) be
the (i + 1)-fold fiber product of (P(n)µ ,MP(n)µ ) over (Yµ,MYµ). Then the restric-
tion of E to I†((Xµ, Xµ)/Yµ) = I†(((Xµ, Xµ)/Yµ)log) induces a compatible family
(with respect to n = 0, 1, 2) of modules with stratifications on some strict neighbor-
hood of ]X(n)µ [P(n)µ in ]X
(n)
[logP(n) : Precisely speaking, there exist strict neighborhoods
V n(i) (0 ≤ n ≤ N, i = 0, 1, 2) of ]X(n)µ [P(n)µ (i) in ]X
(n)
µ [P(n)µ (i) with pk(V
(n)(1)) ⊆
V (n)(0), pkl(V
(n)(2)) ⊆ V (n)(1),∆(V (n)(0)) ⊆ V (n)(1) (where pk, pkl are projections
pk : ]X
(n)
µ [
log
P(n)µ (1)
−→]X(n)µ [logP(n)µ (k = 1, 2),
pkl : ]X
(n)
µ [
log
P(n)µ (2)
−→]X(n)µ [logP(n)µ (1) (1 ≤ k < l < 3)
and ∆ is the diagonal ]X
(n)
µ [
log
P(n)µ
−→]X(n)µ [logP(n)µ (1)) which is compatible with respsect to
n such that the restriction of E to I†((Xµ, Xµ)/Yµ) is induced from the compatible
family (E(n), ǫ(n))0≤n≤N , where E(n) is a locally free OV (n)(0)-module and ǫ(n) is the
isomorphism p∗2E
(n)
∼=−→ p∗1E(n) on V (n)(1) satisfying ∆∗(ǫ(n)) = id, p∗12(ǫ(n))◦p∗23(ǫ(n))
= p∗13(ǫ
(n)).
Now let us take λ ∈ (p−r(X,Y,√µ), 1) and fix it. For ν = p−1/e ∈ (0, 1) (e ∈ N), let us
denote the inverse image of Uν in ]X
(n)
µ [
log
P(n)µ (i)
by U (n)ν (i). Then, by taking ν suffiently
close to 1, we may assume that the inclusion U
(n)
λ,ν (i) := U
(n)
ν (i)∩]X (n)µ [logP(n)µ (i),λ⊆
V (n)(i) for all 0 ≤ n ≤ N, i = 0, 1, 2. Note that the restriction of (E(n), ǫ(n))0≤n≤N
to U
(n)
λ,ν (i) induces the log de Rham complex DR
(n)
λ,ν above.
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Now, for 1 ≤ j ≤ c and ν = p−1/e as above, we put Yµ,ν,j := Spf OYµ (OYµ [t]/(g
e
j t−
p))∧,MYµ,ν,j := MYµ |Yµ,ν,j . Then we have Uν =
⋃c
j=1 Yµ,ν,j,K. Let us denote the
canonical morphism (Yµ,ν,j,MYµ,ν,j ) −→ (Yµ,MYµ) by ψν,j, let us denote the base
change of the diagrams (5.3), (5.4) by ψν,j by
(Xµ,ν,j ,MXµ,ν,j ) −→ (Y µ,ν,j,MY µ,ν,j ) →֒ (Yµ,ν,j,MYµ,ν,j ),(5.5)
(Xµ,ν,j ,MXµ,ν,j )←− (X
(•)
µ,ν,j ,MX(•)µ,ν,j
) →֒ (P(•)µ,ν,j ,MP(•)µ,ν,j ),(5.6)
respectively and let us define P(n)µ,ν,j(i) in the same way as P(n)µ (i). Then, for 0 ≤ n
≤ N and i = 0, 1, 2, ]X(n)µ,ν,j[logP(n)µ,ν,j(i) is an admissible open subset of ]X
(n)
µ [
log
P(n)µ (i)
and
we have U
(n)
λ,ν (i)∩ ]X(n)µ,ν,j[logP(n)µ,ν,j(i)=]X
(n)
µ,ν,j[
log
P(n)µ,ν,j (i),λ
. So (E(n), ǫ(n)) (0 ≤ n ≤ N) defines
naturally an object in Str′′λ((X
(n)
µ,ν,j →֒ P(n)µ,ν,j/Yµ,ν,j)log) which is compatible with
respect to n, that is, an object (which we denote by Eλ,ν,j) in Iλ-conv((Xµ,ν,j/Yµ,ν,j)log)
such that the log de Rham complex associated to it is nothing but the complex
DR
(•)
λ,ν |]X(•)µ,ν,j [log
P
(•)
µ,ν,j
,λ
. If we denote the morphism ]X
(•)
µ,ν,j[
log
P(•)µ,ν,j ,λ
−→ Yµ,ν,j,K by hλ,ν,j,
we have the isomorphism
(Rqhλ,ν∗DR
(•)
λ,ν)|Yµ,ν,j = Rqhλ,ν,j∗(DR(•)λ,ν |]X(•)µ,ν,j [log
P
(•)
µ,ν,j
,λ
)
= RqfXµ,ν,j/Yµ,ν,j ,λ-an∗Eλ,ν,j.
Since the morphisms ϕµ and ψν,j are affine, we have a(Xµ,ν,j) ≤ a(X). So we have
r(Xµ,ν,j,Yµ,ν,j;√µ) ≥ r(X,Y ,√µ). Hence, by Theorem 3.7, RqfXµ,ν,j/Yµ,ν,jλ-an∗Eµ,ν,j
is a coherent module on ]Y µ,ν,j [Yµ,ν,j ,√µ= Yµ,ν,j,K. So we have proved the former
part of claim (3). Moreover, the analytically flat base change implies that the above
cohomology is compatible with respect to ν. So the proof of claim (3) is finished.
Next we prove claim (4). Take λ′ > λ > r(X, Y ;
√
µ). Then, if ν is sufficiently
close to 1, the isocrystal Eλ′,ν,j ∈ Iλ′-conv((Xµ,ν,j/Yµ,ν,j)log) analogous to Eλ,ν,j above
is defined and RqfXµ,ν,j/Yµ,ν,j ,λ′-an∗Eλ′,ν,j is coherent. In this case, Eλ,ν,j is the restric-
tion of Eλ′,ν,j to Iλ-conv((Xµ,ν,j/Yµ,ν,j)log) and so we have the canonical isomorphism
RqfXµ,ν,j/Yµ,ν,j ,λ′-an∗Eλ′,ν,j ∼= RqfXµ,ν,j/Yµ,ν,j ,λ-an∗Eλ,ν,j by Proposition 3.6. So we have
lim−→ νRjY,ν,∗Rhλ′,ν∗DR
(•)
λ′,ν = lim−→ νjY,ν,∗Rhλ′,ν∗DR
(•)
λ′,ν
= lim−→ νjY,ν,∗Rhλ,ν∗DR
(•)
λ,ν = lim−→ νRjY,ν,∗Rhλ,ν∗DR
(•)
λ,ν .
So claim (4) is proved.
Finally we prove claim (2). To prove claim (2), we may compare both hand
sides before taking R lim←− λ and we may replace • in the source and the target by
n ∈ N. Then, we see that the source and the target are unchanged even if we replace
the closed immersion (X
(n)
µ ,MX(n)µ
) →֒ (P(n)µ ,MP(n)µ ) by another closed immersion
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(X
(n)
µ ,MX(n)µ
) →֒ (P ′(n)µ ,MP ′(n)µ ) such that (P ′
(n)
µ ,MP ′(n)µ ) is formally log smooth over
(Yµ,MYµ): As for the source, it is true because the source is obtained as lim−→ νRjY,ν,∗
of the relative log analytic cohomology of radius λ (as we saw above) and as for the
target, it is true because the target is obtained as the λ-restriction of the relative log
rigid cohomology. So we may replace (P(n)µ ,MP(n)µ ) so that (P(n)µ ,MP(n)µ ) ×(Yµ,MYµ)
(Y µ,MY µ) = (X
(n)
µ ,MX(n)µ
) holds. In this case, Rh∗ commutes with direct limit
because h : ]X
(n)
µ [
log
P(n)µ
= P(n)µ,K −→ Yµ,K is quasi-compact and quasi-separated. So the
map ϕ2 is a quasi-isomorphism. So claim (2) is proved.
Since the claim is proved, the proof of the theorem is finished. 
Let us take a triple of the form (S, S,S) and assume we are given a diagram
(X,MX)
f−→ (Y ,MY )
g−→ S
and open immersions jX : X →֒ X, jY : Y →֒ Y with X ⊆ (X,MX)triv, Y ⊆
(Y ,MY )triv and f
−1(Y ) = X , where f is a proper log smooth integral morphism in
(LS/B) having log smooth parameter and g is a morphism in (LS/B). Let E be
a locally free overconvergent isocrystal on (X,X)/SK . Then we have the following
theorem, which is the main result in this section:
Theorem 5.2. Let the notations be as above. Then there exists a diagram
Y
g(0)←− Y (0) i(0)→֒ Y (0),
where g(0) is an etale surjective morphism, i(0) is a closed immersion and Y (0) is
formally smooth over S, which satisfies the following: For q ≥ 0, there exists uniquely
an overconvergent isocrystal F on (Y, Y )/SK such that, for any triple (Z,Z,Z)
over (Y (0), Y
(0)
,Y (0)) (where Y (0) := Y ×Y Y (0)) satisfying Z = Y (0) ×Y (0) Z with Z
formally smooth over Y, the restriction of F to I†((Z,Z)/SK ,Z) is given functorially
by (Rqf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z,rig∗E , ǫ), where ǫ is given by
p∗2R
qf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z,rig∗E
≃→ Rqf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z×SZ,rig∗E
≃← p∗1Rqf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z,rig∗E .
(Here pi is the morphism ]Z[Z×SZ−→ ]Z[Z induced by the i-th projection.)
Proof. Let us take a diagram
(Y ,MY )
g(0)←− (Y (0),M
Y
(0))
i(0)→֒ (Y (0),MY(0))
such that g(0) is strict etale surjective, i(0) is a closed immersion in (pLFS/B),
(Y (0),MY(0)) is formally log smooth over S and Y (0) is formally smooth over S.
For n ∈ N, let (Y (n),M
Y
(n)) (resp. (Y (n),MY(n))) be the (n+1)-fold fiber product of
(Y
(0)
,M
Y
(0)) (resp. (Y (0),MY(0))) over (Y ,MY ) (resp. S) and denote the pull-back of
(X,MX), X by the morphism (Y
(n)
,M
Y
(n)) −→ (Y ,MY ) by (X(n),MX(n)), X(n), re-
spectively. Then, by Theorem 5.1, Rqf
(X(n),X
(n)
)/Y(n),rig∗E (resp. Rqf(X(n),X(n))/Y(n)×SY(n),
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rig∗E) is a coherent j†YO]Y (n)[
Y(n)
-module (resp. a coherent j†YO]Y (n)[
Y(n)×SY
(n)
-module).
Then, by the base change theorem of Tsuzuki ([T3, 2.3.1]), the arrows in the diagram
p∗2R
qf
(X(n),X
(n)
)/Y(n),rig∗E → Rqf(X(n),X(n))/Y(n)×SY(n),rig∗E ← p
∗
1R
qf
(X(n) ,X
(n)
)/Y(n),rig∗E
(where pi denotes the i-th projection ]Y
(n)
[Y(n)×SY(n)−→]Y
(n)
[Y(n)) are isomorphisms.
If we denote the composite of the above arrows by ǫ(n), one can see (by using [T3,
2.3.1] again) that F (n) := (Rqf
(X(n),X
(n)
)/Y(n),rig∗E , ǫ(n)) defines an overconvergent
isocrystal on (Y (n), Y
(n)
)/SK and that F (n) is compatible with respect to n. Then,
by etale descent of overconvergent isocrystals ([S3, 5.1]), we see that {F (n)}n=0,1,2
descents to an overconvergent isocrystal F on (Y, Y )/SK .
Next we prove the uniqueness of F . Since the triple (Y (n), Y (n),Y (n)) satisfies
the condition required for (Z,Z,Z) in the theorem, we see that the image of F
in I†((Y (n), Y
(n)
)/SK) should be functorially isomorphic to F (n) in the previous
paragraph. Then, by [S3, 5.1], we see that this condition characterizes F uniquely.
Finally we prove that the overconvergent isocrystal F satisfies the required con-
dition. For a triple (Z,Z,Z) as in the statement of the theorem, let us put MZ :=
MY |Z ,MZ := MY |Z . Then the diagram
(Z,MZ)×(Y ,M
Y
) (X,MX) −→ (Z,MZ) →֒ (Z,MZ)
and the open immersions Z ×Y X −→ Z ×Y X,Z →֒ Z are as in the situation
in Theorem 5.1. So, by Theorem 5.1, Rqf(Z×Y X,Z×YX)/Z,rig∗E is a coherent j
†O]Z[Z -
module. Then, by [T3, 2.3.1] again, we see that the restriction of F to I†((Z,Z)/SK)
is given by (Rqf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z,rig∗E , ǫ) as in the statement of the theorem. Finally,
the functoriality of the expression above is proved as the proof of [S3, 4.8]. So we
are done. 
6. Preliminaries on alteration and hypercovering
In this section, we recall some preliminary facts on alteration proved by de Jong
([dJ], [dJ2]) and using these, we prove the existence of certain diagram involving
hypercovering. This diagram turns out to be useful to prove the overconvergence of
relative rigid cohomology in general case, as is shown in the next section.
From now on in this paper, we assume that k is perfect and B = SpfW (k) (hence
B = Spec k). (So all the schemes are k-schemes separated of finite type and all the
pairs are pairs separated of finite type over k.)
First let us recall the notion of pluri nodal fibration, which was introduced in
[dJ2]:
Definition 6.1. Let S be a scheme. A pluri nodal fibration of relative dimension
d over S is a system (Xd
fd→ Xd−1 fd−1→ · · ·X1 f1→ X0 = S, {σij}1≤i≤d,1≤j≤ni, Z0)
satisfying the following conditions:
(1) Each fi : Xi −→ Xi−1 is a quasi-split semistable curve over Xi−1.
(2) Z0 is a proper closed subset of S.
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(3) For each i, σij : Xi−1 −→ Xi (1 ≤ j ≤ ni) are disjoint sections of fi into
smooth locus.
(4) If we define Zi ⊆ Xi inductively by Zi := ⋃j σij(Xi−1) ∪ f−1i (Zi), fi+1 :
Xi+1 −→ Xi is smooth over Xi − Zi.
Then de Jong proved in [dJ2, Thm 5.9] the following theorem:
Theorem 6.2. Let f : X −→ S be a proper morphism of integral schemes such that
the generic fiber is geometrically irreducible of dimension d ≥ 1. Then we have a
commutative diagram
X
ψ←−−− Xd
f
y g
y
S ←−−− S ′,
where the horizontal arrows are alterations and g is (a part of a system of) a pluri
nodal fibration over S ′.
Let
Xd
gd→ Xd−1 gd−1→ · · ·X1 g1→ X0 = S ′, Zi ⊆ Xi (0 ≤ i ≤ d)(6.1)
be a part of the data of pluri nodal fibration g appearing in Theorem 6.2. Then,
by [dJ, Thm 4.1], there exists an alteration ϕ : X ′0 −→ X0 such that X ′0 is regular
and that ϕ−1(Z0) is a simple normal crossing divisor in X ′0. So, by taking the base
change by ϕ, we may assume that, in the diagram (6.1), X0 = S
′ is regular and Z0 is
a simple normal crossing divisor in X0 without changing the conclusion of Theorem
6.2.
Next let us recall the following proposition, which is proved in [dJ, Prop 5.11]:
Proposition 6.3. Let S be a regular scheme, let D ⊆ S be a normal crossing
divisor and let f : X −→ S be a quasi-split semi-stable curve which is smooth over
S − D. Assume moreover that we are given disjoint sections σ1, · · · , σn of f into
smooth locus. Then there exists a modification X ′ −→ X satisfying the following
conditions:
(1) X ′ is regular and the center of the modification X ′ −→ X is contained in
non-regular locus of X.
(2) There exist lifts of sections σ˜i : S −→ X ′ (1 ≤ i ≤ n) of σi such that D′
:=
⋃
i σ˜i(S) ∪ f ′−1(D) is a normal crossing divisor in X ′, where f ′ is the
composite X ′ −→ X −→ S.
Moreover, by the proof of [dJ, Prop 5.11], one has the following local expression of
the morphism f ′ : X ′ −→ S. If we take x ∈ X ′(k) and put s := f ′(x) ∈ S(k) (where
k is the algebraic closure of k), the homomorphism f ′∗ : ÔS,s −→ ÔX,x induced by
f ′ has one of the following two form:
(1) f ′∗ has the form
k[[t1, · · · , tn]] −→ k[[t1, · · · , tn, u, v]]/(uv − t1).
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In this case, D has the form
⋃r
i=1{ti = 0} for some r ≥ 1 and D′ has the form
{u = 0} ∪ {v = 0} ∪ (⋃ri=2{ti = 0}).
(2) f ′∗ has the form
k[[t1, · · · , tn]] −→ k[[t1, · · · , tn, y]].
In this case, D has the form
⋃r
i=1{ti = 0} for some r ≥ 0 and D′ has either the form⋃r
i=1{ti = 0} or the form
⋃r
i=1{ti = 0} ∪ {y = 0}.
Now, given a pluri nodal fibration (6.1) such that X0 is regular and Z0 is a normal
crossing divisor, let us apply the following procedure for i = 1, · · · , d inductively:
Apply Proposition 6.3 to the morphism Xi −→ Xi−1, the divisor Zi−1 ⊆ Xi−1 and
the sections {σij}j to obtain Z ′i ⊆ X ′i −→ Xi−1 and replace Zi′, Xi′ , {σi′j} (i′ ≥ i) by
Zi′×XiX ′i, Xi′×XiX ′i, {σi′j× id}, respectively. After applying this procedure, we see
that, for each i, the morphism Xi −→ Xi−1 satisfies the conditions in Proposition
6.3 required for f ′. So the morphism Xd
g−→ X0 and the divisors Z0 ⊆ X0, Zd ⊆ Xd
have the following local expression: If we take x ∈ Xd(k) and put y := g(x) ∈ X0(k),
the homomorphism g∗ : ÔX0,y −→ ÔXd,x induced by g has the form
k[[t1, · · · , tn]] −→
k[[xij (1 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ j ≤ mi), tr+1, · · · tn, y1, · · · , yl]]/(
mi∏
j=1
xij − ti (1 ≤ i ≤ r))
for some n, r, l ≥ 0 with r ≤ n, and Z0, Zd have the form Z0 = ⋃ri=1{ti = 0},
Zd =
⋃r
i=1(
⋃mi
j=1{xij = 0})∪
⋃l′
i=1{yi = 0} (for some l′ ≤ l). In this case, g−1(Z0) ⊆ Zd
corresponds to the subscheme
⋃r
i=1(
⋃mi
j=1{xij = 0}). So we see that g−1(Z0) ⊆ Xd
is also a normal crossing divisor. Moreover, if we denote the fine log structure on
X0 (resp. Xd) defined by Z0 (resp. g
−1(Z0)) by MX0 (resp. MXd), we see from the
above local expression that the morphism (Xd,MXd) −→ (X0,MX0) is proper log
smooth integral.
Summing up the above argument, we obtain the following proposition:
Proposition 6.4. Let f : X −→ S be a proper morphism of integral schemes such
that the generic fiber is geometrically irreducible of dimension d ≥ 1. Then we have
the commutative diagram
X
ψ←−−− Xd
f
y g
y
S ←−−− X0
(6.2)
and an open subset U0 ⊆ X0 such that the horizontal arrows are alterations, Z0 :=
X0−U0, Zd := Xd− g−1(U0) are normal crossing divisors of regular schemes X0, Xd
respectively and that, if we denote the log structure on X0 (resp. Xd) defined by Z0
(resp. Zd) by MX0 (resp. MXd), the morphism (Xd,MXd) −→ (X0,MX0) is proper
log smooth integral.
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Remark 6.5. Proposition 6.4 is true even for d = 0: Indeed, in the case d = 0, f
is birational. So, if we take an alteration X0 −→ X with X0 regular and if we put
Xd := X0, g := id, U0 := X0, we have the diagram (6.2).
Remark 6.6. It is stated (without proofs) in [A-Kar] that the statement of Propo-
sition 6.4 is shown in [dJ], but it seems that we need results in [dJ2]. We included
the indication of the proof of the above proposition just because we could not find a
proposition which states directly the content of the above proposition in the paper
[dJ2].
In the rest of this section, we prove, for a given proper morphism of schemes
X −→ Y , the existence of certain diagram involving hypercovering by ‘nice’ schemes,
by using Proposition 6.4. To this end, first we introduce some notions on morphism
of pairs and schemes and prove an elementary lemma. Recall ([Ch-T, 2.3.3]) that a
morphism of pairs f : (UX , X) −→ (UY , Y ) is called strict if we have f−1(UY ) = UX .
We introduce the following terminology for certain covering of pairs (cf. [T5]):
Definition 6.7. A morphism of pairs f : (UX , X) −→ (UY , Y ) is called a proper
covering if f is strict, f : X −→ Y is proper and f : UX −→ UY is proper surjective.
Moreover, if f : X −→ Y is also surjective, f is called a strongly proper covering. A
hypercovering with respect to proper coverings is called a proper hypercovering. We
can also define the notion of n-truncated proper hyperconvering in the same way.
We also introduce the notion of a good proper surjective morphism and a good
strongly proper covering as follows.
Definition 6.8. A proper surjective morphism of schemes f : X −→ Y is called
good if f can be written as a composite of finite number of the morphisms of the
following forms:
(1) The morphism
∐n
i=1 Yi −→ Yred −→ Y induced by the canonical inclusions,
where Yred =
⋃n
i=1 Yi is the decomposition of Yred into connected components.
(2) The morphism
∐n
i=1 fi :
∐n
i=1Xi −→
∐n
i=1 Yi, where each fi : Xi −→ Yi is an
alteration (between integral schemes).
A strongly proper covering f : (UX , X) −→ (UY , Y ) is called good if f : X −→ Y is
good.
Note that a good proper surjective morphism f : X −→ Y of integral schemes is
necessarily an alteration. It is easy to see that a good proper surjective morphism
f : X −→ Y has the following properties:
(1) If Z ⊆ X is a closed subset such that X −Z ⊆ X is dense, f(Z) ⊆ X is also
a closed subset such that Y − f(Z) ⊆ Y is dense.
(2) If U ⊆ Y is an open dense subset, so is f−1(U) ⊆ X .
Lemma 6.9. Let f : X −→ Y be a proper morphism of schemes and let U ⊆ Y be
a dense open subscheme. Then we have the diagram consisting of strict morphism
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of pairs
(UX , X)
gX←−−− (UX′ , X ′)
f
y f ′
y
(UY , Y )
gY←−−− (UY ′, Y ′)
(6.3)
with (UY ′, Y
′) =
∐b
j=1(UY ′j , Y
′
j ), (UX′ , X
′) =
∐b
j=1(
∐rj
i=1(UX′ji , X
′
ji)) (decomposition
into connected components with f ′(X ′ji) ⊆ Y ′j ) satisfying the following conditions:
(1) UY is contained in U and dense in Y .
(2) X ′ji’s, Y
′
j ’s are integral.
(3) The map gX : (UX′ , X
′) −→ (UX ×UY UY ′, X ×Y Y ′) induced by (gX , f ′) is a
proper covering and the map gY is a good strongly proper covering.
(4) For each i, j, the generic fiber of f ′|X′ji : X ′ji −→ Y ′j is non-empty and
geometrically irreducible. (Attention: It is possible that rj = 0 holds for
some j.)
Proof. First let Yred =
⋃b
j=1 Yj be the decomposition of Yred into irreducible compo-
nents and let fj : Xj −→ Yj be the base change of f by Yj →֒ Yred →֒ Y . Then each
Yj is integral. Let ηj be the generic point of Yj and Let Xηj be the generic fiber of fj.
Then, there exists a finite map η′j −→ ηj of spectra of fields such that any irreducible
component of Xη′j := Xηj ×ηj η′j is geometrically irreducible. Then, let Y ′j be the
normalization of Yj in η
′
j , put X
′′
j := Xj ×Yj Y ′j and denote the map X ′′j −→ Y ′j by
f ′′j . Then η
′
j is the generic point of Y
′
j and the generic fiber of f
′′
j is Xη′j . Note that
the generic fiber (X ′′j,red)η′j of f
′′
j,red : X
′′
j,red →֒ X ′′j
f ′′j−→ Y ′j is isomorphic to (Xη′j )red.
Let ξ1, · · · , ξrj be the generic points of (X ′′j,red)η′j and let X ′ji (1 ≤ i ≤ rj) be the
closure of ξi in X
′′
j,red. Then there exists a closed subscheme X
′′
j0 of X
′′
j,red such that
X ′′j,red = X
′′
j0 ∪
⋃rj
i=1X
′
ji holds and that f
′′
j,red(X
′′
j0) is a proper closed subset of Y
′
j .
(Since Y ′j is integral, this implies that Y
′
j − f ′′j,red(X ′′j0) is dense in Y ′j .)
Now let us define X ′, Y ′, f ′, gX , gY , UY by
X ′ :=
b∐
j=1
rj∐
i=1
X ′ji, Y
′ :=
b∐
j=1
Y ′j ,
f ′ :
b∐
j=1
rj∐
i=1
X ′ji →֒
b∐
j=1
X ′′j,red
∐
j
f ′′j,red−→
b∐
j=1
Y ′j ,
gX :
b∐
j=1
rj∐
i=1
X ′ji −→
b∐
j=1
X ′′j,red →֒
b∐
j=1
X ′′j −→
∐
j
Xj −→ X,
gY :
b∐
j=1
Y ′j −→
b∐
j=1
Yj −→ Y,
UY := U ∩ (Y − gY (
⋃
j
f ′′j,red(X
′′
j0)))
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and define the diagram (6.3) in order that the mophisms in (6.3) are all strict. Then
one can check that all the required conditions are satisfied. So we are done. 
By using Proposition 6.4 and Lemma 6.9, we can prove the following proposition:
Proposition 6.10. Let f : X −→ Y be a proper morphism of schemes and let
U ⊆ Y be a dense open subscheme. Then we have the diagram consisting of strict
morphism of pairs
(UX , X)
gX←−−− (U
X˜
, X˜)
f
y f˜
y
(UY , Y )
gY←−−− (U
Y˜
, Y˜ )
(6.4)
satisfying the following conditions:
(1) UY is contained in U and dense in Y .
(2) Y˜ is regular.
(3) The map gX : (UX˜ , X˜) −→ (UX ×UY UY˜ , X ×Y Y˜ ) induced by (gX , f˜) is a
proper covering and the map gY is a good strongly proper covering.
(4) There exist fine log structures M
X˜
,M
Y˜
on X˜, Y˜ respectively such that U
X˜
⊆
(X˜,M
X˜
)triv, UY˜ ⊆ (Y˜ ,MY˜ )triv holds and that there exists a proper log smooth
integral morphism having log smooth parameter (X˜,M
X˜
) −→ (Y˜ ,M
Y˜
) whose
underlying morphism of schemes is the same as f˜ .
Proof. First let us take the diagram consisting of strict morphism of pairs
(VX , X)
gX←−−− (UX′, X ′)
f
y f ′
y
(VY , Y )
gY←−−− (UY ′, Y ′)
satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 6.9, and let Y ′ =
∐b
j=1 Y
′
j , X
′ :=
∐b
j=1(
∐rj
i=1X
′
ji)
the decomposition of Y ′, X ′ into connected components with f ′(X ′ji) ⊆ Y ′j .
Let us fix j. We prove the following claim:
claim For any 1 ≤ s ≤ rj, there exists a diagram consisting of strict morphism of
pairs ∐rj
i=1(X
′
ji, O
′
X,ji) ←−−−
∐rj
i=1(X
′′
ji, O
′′
X,ji)
f ′
y f ′′
y
(Y ′j , O
′
Y,j) ←−−− (Y ′′j , O′′Y,j)
(6.5)
satisfying the following conditions:
(1) O′Y,j is dense in Y
′
j .
(2) Y ′′j is regular and connected (so it is integral).
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(3) The upper horizontal arrow is a proper covering and the lower horizontal
arrow is a good strongly proper covering. (This implies that the map Y ′′j −→
Y ′j is an alteration.)
(4) There exist fine log structures M∐s
i=1
X′′ji
,MY ′′j on
∐s
i=1X
′′
ji, Y
′′
j respectively
and a proper log smooth integral morphism having log smooth parame-
ter g : (
∐s
i=1X
′′
ji,M
∐s
i=1
X′′ji
) −→ (Y ′′j ,MY ′′j ) whose underlying morphism of
schemes is f ′′|∐s
i=1
X′′ji
such that (Y ′′j ,MY ′′j )triv is dense open in Y
′′
j and that
g−1((Y ′′j ,MY ′′j )triv) is contained in (
∐s
i=1X
′′
ji,M
∐s
i=1
X′′ji
)triv.
(5) For each i ≥ s+1, X ′′ji is integral and the generic fiber of f ′′|X′′ji : X ′′ji −→ Y ′′j
is non-empty and geometrically irreducible.
We prove the claim by induction on s: In the case s = 1, we apply Proposition
6.4 to the morphism X ′j1 −→ Y ′j to obtain the diagram
X ′j1 ←−−− X ′′j1y
y
Y ′j ←−−− Y ′′j
satisfying the conclusion of Proposition 6.4. (In particular, Y ′′j is regular, connected
and we have fine log structures MX′′j1 ,MY ′′j on X
′′
j1, Y
′′
j respectively and a proper
log smooth integral morphism having log smooth parameter g : (X ′′j1,MX′′j1) −→
(Y ′′j ,MY ′′j ) whose underlying morphism of schemes is the same as the map X
′′
j1 −→
Y ′′j in the above diagram such that (Y
′′
j ,MY ′′j )triv is dense open in Y
′′
j and that
g−1((Y ′′j ,MY ′′j )triv) is contained in (X
′′
j1,MX′′j1)triv.) On the other hand, for i ≥ 2,
the generic fiber of X ′ji −→ Y ′j is geometrically irreducible. So there exists a unique
generic point of (X ′ji×Y ′j Y ′′j )red (which we denote by ξji) which is sent to the generic
point of Y ′′j by the morphism (X
′
ji ×Y ′j Y ′′j )red −→ Y ′′j . Let X ′′ji be the closure of
ξji in (X
′
ji ×Y ′j Y ′′j )red. Then there exists a closed subset Cji in (X ′ji ×Y ′j Y ′′j )red with
(X ′ji×Y ′j Y ′′j )red = X ′′ji∪Cji such that the image of Cji in Y ′′j is a proper closed subset
of Y ′′j . Then, if we put
O′Y,j := Y
′
j −
rj⋃
i=2
(image of Cji)
and define the diagram (6.5) in order that the morphisms are all strict, we can check
that the diagram satisfies the required conditions. So we have proved the claim for
s = 1.
If the claim is true for s− 1, we have the diagram consisting of strict morphisms
of pairs ∐rj
i=1(X
′
ji, O
′
X,ji) ←−−−
∐rj
i=1(X
′′
ji, O
′′
X,ji)
f ′
y f ′′
y
(Y ′j , O
′
Y ′,j) ←−−− (Y ′′j , O′′Y,j),
(6.6)
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fine log structures M∐s−1
i=1
X′′ji
,MY ′′j on
∐s−1
i=1 X
′′
ji, Y
′′
j respectively and a proper log
smooth integral morphism having log smooth parameter g : (
∐s−1
i=1 X
′′
ji,M∐s−1
i=1
X′′ji
) −→
(Y ′′j ,MY ′′j ) satisfying the properties stated in the claim. Then, by Proposition 6.4,
we have the diagram
X ′′js ←−−− X ′′′jsy
y
Y ′′j ←−−− Y ′′′j .
and fine log structures M1X′′′js
,M1Y ′′′j
on X ′′′js, Y
′′′
j respectively, satisfying the conclusion
of proposition 6.4. (In particular, Y ′′′j is regular, connected and we have a proper
log smooth integral morphism having log smooth parameter g : (X ′′′js,MX′′′js) −→
(Y ′′′j ,MY ′′′j ) whose underlying morphism of schemes is the same as the map X
′′′
js −→
Y ′′′j in the above diagram such that (Y
′′′
j ,MY ′′′j )triv is dense open in Y
′′′
j and that
g−1((Y ′′′j ,MY ′′′j )triv) is contained in (X
′′′
js,MX′′′js)triv.) Let
∐s−1
i=1 X
′′′
ji −→ Y ′′′j be the
base change of
∐s−1
i=1 X
′′
ji −→ Y ′′j by Y ′′′j −→ Y ′′j and let M2Y ′′′j ,M
2∐s−1
i=1
X′′′ji
be the
pull-back of MY ′′j ,M
∐s−1
i=1
X′′ji
to Y ′′′j ,
∐s−1
i=1 X
′′′
ji , respectively. Then we have proper log
smooth integral morphisms having log smooth parameter
(X ′′′js,M
1
X′′′js
) −→ (Y ′′′j ,M1Y ′′′j ),
(
s−1∐
i=1
X ′′′ji ,M
2∐s−1
i=1
X′′′ji
) −→ (Y ′′′j ,M2Y ′′′j ).
Moreover, we see that (Y ′′′j ,M
1
Y ′′′j
)triv, (Y
′′′
j ,M
2
Y ′′′j
)triv are dense in Y
′′′
j and that the
inverse images of them are contained in (X ′′′js,M
1
X′′′js
)triv, (
∐s−1
i=1 X
′′′
ji ,M
2∐s−1
i=1
X′′′ji
)triv re-
spectively. Now let us put
(Y ′′′j ,MY ′′′j ) := (Y
′′′,M1Y ′′′j )×Y ′′′(Y
′′′,M2Y ′′′j ), (X
′′′
js,MX′′′js
) := (X ′′′js,M
1
X′′′js
)×Y ′′′(Y ′′′,M2Y ′′′j ),
(
s−1∐
i=1
X ′′′ji ,M∐s−1
i=1
X′′′ji
) := (Y ′′′,M1Y ′′′j )×Y ′′′ (
s−1∐
i=1
X ′′′ji ,M
2∐s−1
i=1
X′′′ji
).
Then we have the morphism
(
s−1∐
i=1
X ′′′ji ,M∐s−1
i=1
X′′′ji
)
∐
(X ′′′js,MX′′′js) −→ (Y ′′′j ,MY ′′′j ).(6.7)
On the other hand, for i ≥ s+1, define the closed subscheme X ′′′ji , Cji with (X ′′ji×Y ′′j
Y ′′′j )red = X
′′′
ji ∪ Cji as in the case s = 1 (so that the image of Cji in Y ′′′j is a proper
closed subset). Then we put
P ′Y,j := O
′
Y,j ∩ (Y ′j −
rj⋃
i=s+1
(image of Cji))
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and define the diagram∐rj
i=1(X
′
ji, P
′
X,ji) ←−−−
∐rj
i=1(X
′′′
ji , P
′′′
X,ji)
f ′
y f ′′
y
(Y ′j , P
′
Y,j) ←−−− (Y ′′′j , P ′′′Y,j)
in order that the morphisms of pairs are all strict. Then this diagram, together with
the morphism (6.7) of log schemes, satisfies the required condition for s. So the
claim is proved.
By the claim for s = rj (for each j), we see that there exists a diagram consisting
of strict morphism of pairs
(X ′, O′X) ←−−− (X˜, O˜X)
f ′
y f˜
y
(Y ′, O′Y ) ←−−− (Y˜ , O˜Y )
and fine log structures M
X˜
,M
Y˜
on X˜, Y˜ respectively, satisfying the following con-
ditions:
(1) O′Y ⊆ Y ′ is dense open.
(2) Y˜ is regular (hence it is a disjoint union of integral schemes).
(3) The upper horizontal arrow is a proper covering and the lower horizontal
arrow is a good strongly proper covering. (This implies that the morphism
Y˜ −→ Y ′ is a disjoint union of alterations.)
(4) There exists a proper log smooth integral morphism having log smooth pa-
rameter (X˜,M
X˜
) −→ (Y˜ ,M
Y˜
) whose underlying morphism of schemes is
the same as f˜ such that (Y˜ ,M
Y˜
)triv is dense in Y˜ and f˜
−1((Y˜ ,M
Y˜
)triv) ⊆
(X˜,M
X˜
)triv holds.
Now let ηj (1 ≤ j ≤ b) be the generic point of Y ′j , let ξj1, · · · , ξjrj be the generic
points of X ′ over ηj and let η′j be the generic point of Y˜ over ηj. By the condition
(3) in Lemma 6.9, ξji ×ηj η′j is irreducible. So {ξji ×ηj η′j}j,i is bijective to the set
of generic points of X ′ ×Y ′ Y˜ which are sent to one of the generic points of Y˜ by
second projection. Since O˜X −→ O′X is surjective and ξji’s are contained in O′X ,
there exists a point ξ˜ji of X˜ whose image in X
′ is ξji. Then ξ˜ji is sent to ηj by
X˜ −→ Y˜ −→ Y ′. By the property (3) above, η′j is the unique point of Y˜ which is
sent to ηj ∈ Y ′. So ξ˜ji is sent to η′j by X˜ −→ Y˜ . Hence ξ˜ji is sent to ξji ×ηj η′j by
the map X˜ −→ X ′ ×Y ′ Y˜ . So the image of the map X˜ −→ X ′ ×Y ′ Y˜ contains the
closure of {ξji×ηj η′j}j,i. Therefore, we have a closed subset C of X ′×Y ′ Y˜ such that
X ′×Y ′ Y˜ = (image of X˜)∪C holds and that the image of C in Y˜ (which we denote
by Z1) is a closed subset of Y˜ such that Y˜ − Z1 is dense in Y˜ .
Now let Z2 := Y˜ − (Y˜ ,MY˜ )triv, define UY ⊆ Y by
UY := Y − ((Y − VY ) ∪ (image of Z1 ∪ Z2) ∪ (image of Y ′ − O′Y ′)),
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and define the diagram (6.4) in order that the mophisms in (6.4) are all strict. Then
one can check that all the required conditions are satisfied. So we are done. 
Now we prove our main theorem in this section:
Theorem 6.11. Let f : X −→ Y be a proper morphism of schemes and let q ∈ N.
Then we have the diagram consisting of strict morphism of pairs
(UX , X) ←−−− (UX˜ , X˜)
h←−−− (U
X˜(•)
, X˜(•))
f
y f˜
y f˜(•)
y
(UY , Y )
gY←−−− (U
Y˜
, Y˜ ) (U
Y˜
, Y˜ )
(6.8)
satisfying the following conditions:
(1) UY is dense in Y .
(2) Y˜ is regular.
(3) The left square is Cartesian, gY is a good strongly proper covering and h is
a q-truncated proper hypercovering by a q-truncated split simplicial pair.
(4) There exist fine log structures M
X˜(n)
,M
Y˜
on X˜(n), Y˜ respectively (n ≤ q)
such that U
X˜(n)
⊆ (X˜(n),M
X˜(n)
)triv, UY˜ ⊆ (Y˜ ,MY˜ )triv holds and that for
each n ≤ q, there exists a proper log smooth integral morphism having log
smooth parameter (X˜(n),M
X˜(n)
) −→ (Y˜ ,M
Y˜
) whose underlying morphism of
schemes is the same as f˜ (n).
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on q. When q = 0 holds, let us take a
diagram
(UX , X) ←−−− (UX˜(0) , X˜(0))
f
y f˜(0)
y
(UY , Y )
gY←−−− (U
Y˜
, Y˜ )
satisfying the conclusion of Proposition 6.10. Then, if we put (U
X˜
, X˜) := (UX ×UY
U
Y˜
, X ×Y Y˜ ), we obtain the required diagram.
Now let us assume that the theorem is true for q, and take the diagram
(UX , X) ←−−− (UX′ , X ′) h←−−− (UX′(•), X ′(•))
f
y f ′
y f ′(•)
y
(UY , Y )
gY←−−− (UY ′ , Y ′) (UY ′, Y ′)
satisfying the conclusion of the theorem for q. Then put C := coskX
′
q (X
′(•))(q+1) and
starting from the morphism C −→ Y ′, let us take a diagram
(VC , C) ←−−− (VX˜(q+1)′ , X˜(q+1)
′
)y
y
(VY ′ , Y
′) ←−−− (V
Y˜
, Y˜ )
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satisfying the conclusion of Proposition 6.10. Now let us put X˜ := X ′×Y ′ Y˜ , X˜(•) :=
X ′(•) ×Y ′ Y˜ (• ≤ q), C˜ := C ×Y ′ Y˜ = coskX˜q (X˜(•))(q+1). Let us replace UY by
Y − ((image of Y ′ − VY ′) ∪ (Y − UY )), define the diagram
(UX , X) ←−−− (UX˜ , X˜)
h←−−− (U
X˜(•)
, X˜(•))
f
y f˜
y f˜(•)
y
(UY , Y )
gY←−−− (U
Y˜
, Y˜ ) (U
Y˜
, Y˜ )
(6.9)
in order that the mophisms in the diagram are all strict, and define U
C˜
, U
X˜(q+1)
′
by U
C˜
:= C˜ ×Y UY , UX˜(q+1)′ := X˜(q+1)
′ ×Y UY . Then the diagram (6.9) satisfies the
required condition for q and we have a proper covering (U
X˜(q+1)
′ , X˜(q+1)
′
) −→ (U
C˜
, C˜)
over (U
Y˜
, Y˜ ). Then, by using the recipe of [SD, 5.1.3](=[T5, 7.2.5]), we can form a
(q + 1)-truncated split simplicial pair (U
X˜(•)
, X˜(•)) which fits into the diagram like
(6.9) (• runs through 0 ≤ • ≤ q + 1 now), and we see that it satisfies the required
condition for q + 1. So the proof of the theorem is finished. 
7. Relative rigid cohomology (II): general case
In this section, we prove (a version of) Berthelot’s conjecture on the overconver-
gence of relative rigid cohomology of proper smooth morphisms (Conjecture 0.2)
under mild assumption. We also prove the generic overconvergence for proper mor-
phisms which are not necessarily smooth.
In this section, B,B are as in the previous section: Namely, B = Spec k and
B = SpfW (k), where k is a perfect field of characteristic p.
Before the proof, we need to prove the descent property of the category of over-
convergent isocrystals for strongly proper Cˇech hypercovering. First we prove a
lemma, which is essentially due to Ogus [O1, 4.15]:
Lemma 7.1. Let N, a be positive integers and let us assume given the following
diagram
Y
′ −−−→ (PNY )a
f
y g
y
Y −−−→ Y ,
(7.1)
where the horizontal arrows are closed immersions, f is a projective surjective mor-
phism between reduced B-schemes, Y is a flat formal B-scheme, (PNY )a is the a-fold
fiber product of PNY over Y and g is the natural morphism. Then, for any m > 0,
there exists n > 0 such that, for any n′ ≥ n, the morphism (gK)−1(Tm,1(Y)K) ∩
Tn′,1((P
N
Y )
a)K −→ Tm,1(Y)K induced by gK is surjective.
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Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on a. In the case a = 1, the lemma is
proven in [O1, 4.15]. In general case, we factor the diagram (7.1) as follows:
Y
′ −−−→ (PNY )a
f1
y g1
y
Y
′′ −−−→ (PNY )a−1
f2
y g2
y
Y −−−→ Y ,
where Y
′′
denotes the image of Y
′ → (PNY )a → (PNY )a−1. Then we can use the
induction hypothesis: So, for any m > 0, there exist k and n such that for any
n′ ≥ n, we have surjections
(g−12,K)(Tm,1(Y)K) ∩ Tk,1((PNY )a−1K ) −→ Tm,1(Y)K ,
(g−11,K)(Tk,1(P
N
Y )
a−1
K ) ∩ Tn′,1((PNY )aK) −→ Tk,1((PNY )a−1)K .
From these surjections, we obtain the assertion. 
Corollary 7.2. Let N, a be positive integers and let us assume given the following
diagram
Y
′ −−−→ (PNY )a
f
y g
y
Y −−−→ Y ,
where the upper horizontal arrow is a closed immersion, the lower horizontal arrow
is a homeomorphic closed immersion, f is a projective surjective morphism between
B-schemes, Y is a formal B-scheme, (PNY )a is the a-fold fiber product of PNY over Y
and g is the natural morphism. Then there exists n > 0 such that, for any n′ ≥ n,
the morphism Tn′,1((P
N
Y )
a)K −→ YK induced by gK is surjective.
Proof. By dividing OY by the ideal of p-torsions, we may assume that Y is flat
over B. (This does not change the morphism gK .) Moreover, we may replace
f by fred : Y
′
red −→ Y red because the inductive system of admissible open sets
{Tn,1((PNY )a)K}n are unchanged up to canonical isomorphism as inductive systems.
Then the corollary is a special case of Lemma 7.1. 
Now we prove the descent property of the category of overconvergent isocrystals
for strongly proper Cˇech hypercovering.
Proposition 7.3. Let (Y, Y )
g(•)←− (Y (•), Y (•)) be a strongly proper Cˇech hypercov-
ering of pairs over a B-scheme S and let S →֒ S be a closed immersion into a
formal B-scheme S. Then, if we denote the category of descent data with respect to
I†((Y (n), Y
(n)
)/SK) (n = 0, 1, 2) by I†((Y (•), Y (•))/SK), the restriction functor
I†((Y, Y )/SK) −→ I†((Y (•), Y (•))/SK)
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is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. Since we may work locally on Y , we may assume that Y admits a closed
immersion i : Y →֒ Y such that Y is formally smooth over S. By Chow’s lemma,
we can take a morphism h : Z −→ Y (0) such that both h and g(0) ◦ h are projective
surjective morphisms. Since the proposition for the strongly proper Cˇech hypercov-
erings induced by h and g(0) ◦h implies the proposition for g(•), we may assume that
g(0) is projective to prove the proposition. So we may assume that there exists a
closed immersion i(0) : Y
(0) →֒ PNY over i. Then, by taking fiber products, we obtain
the following diagram:
Y
(•) i(•)−−−→ (PNY )•+1
g(•)
y
y
Y
i−−−→ Y .
(7.2)
Let us denote the category of descent data for I†((Y (n), Y
(n)
)/S, (PNY )n+1) (n =
0, 1, 2) by I†((Y (•), Y
(•)
)/S, (PNY )•+1). Then it suffices to prove that the restriction
functor
I†((Y, Y )/SK ,Y) −→ I†((Y (•), Y (•))/SK , (PNY )•+1)
is an equivalence of categories.
For m ∈ N, let Ym be the m-fold fiber product of Y over S. Then, by taking fiber
products, we obtain the following diagram from the diagram (7.2), where Z = Ym:
Y
(•) i(•)−−−→ (PNZ )m(•+1)
g(•)
y
y
Y
i−−−→ Z.
(7.3)
Since the category I†((Y, Y )/SK ,Y) (resp. I†((Y (•), Y (•))/SK , (PNY )•+1)) is defined
as the category of coherent j†O]Y [Y -modules (resp. coherent j†O]Y (•)[
(PN
Y
)•+1
-modules)
endowed with an isomorphism between pull-backs on ]Y [Y2 (resp. ]Y
(•)
[(PN
Y2
)2(•+1))
satisfying the cocycle condition on ]Y [Y3 (resp. ]Y
(•)
[(PN
Y3
)3(•+1)). So, to prove the
proposition, it suffices to prove the descent for coherent modules, that is, it suffices
to prove that the restriction functor
Coh(j†O]Y [Z ) −→ Coh(j†O]Y (•)[
(PN
Z
)m(•+1)
)
is an equivalence of categories for Z = Ym, where Coh(j†O
]Y
(•)
[
(PN
Z
)m(•+1)
) denotes
the category of descent data with respect to Coh(j†O
]Y
(n)
[
(PN
Z
)m(n+1)
) (n = 0, 1, 2). To
prove this, it suffices to prove the same assertion after we pull-back the diagram
(7.3) by Tl,1(Z) −→ Z (l ∈ N). So we may assume that i is a homeomorphic closed
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immersion. (But we do not assume anymore that Z is equal to Ym.) Moreover, we
may assume that Z is affine.
By Corollary 7.2, there exists a surjection Tk,1((P
N
Z )
m)K −→ ZK for some k. Let
Tk,1((P
N
Z )
m)• be the •-fold fiber product of Tk,1((PNZ )m) over Z. Then Tk,1((PNZ )m)•+1K
is an admissible open set of ]Y
(•)
[(PNZ )m(•+1) . Let g1, · · · , gc ∈ Γ(Z,OZ) be a lift of
generators of Γ(Y ,Ker(OY → OY−Y )), and for ν ∈ pQ<0 , let us define the admis-
sible open set ZK,ν (resp. Tk,1((PNZ )m)•K,ν) of ZK (resp. Tk,1((PNZ )m)•K) as the set⋃c
j=1{|gj| ≥ ν}.
Now assume that we are given an object E(•) in Coh(j†O
]Y
(•)
[
(PN
Z
)m(•+1)
). Then, for
ν sufficiently close to 1, E(•) defines a compatible family (with respect to 0 ≤ • ≤ 2)
of coherent modules on Tk,1((P
N
Z )
m)•+1K,ν . To show the assertion, it suffices to prove
that it descents to a coherent module on Yν,K . That is, it suffices to prove the
descent property of coherent modules for the map
Tk,1((P
N
Z )
m)•+1K,ν −→ ZK,ν.(7.4)
Note that this map is obtained as the pull-back from the Cˇech covering induced by
the analytically flat, analytically surjective map of formal schemes Tk,1((P
N
Z )
m) −→
Z. So, by any affinoid admissible open setQK of ZK,ν, the pull-back of the map (7.4)
by QK −→ ZK,ν is the Cˇech covering induced by an analytically flat, analytically
surjective map of formal schemes. So the descent of coherent module for this map is
true due to the rigid analytic faithfully flat descent of Gabber. So we have finished
the proof of the proposition. 
Now we prove our main theorem on the generic overconvergence for proper mor-
phisms.
Theorem 7.4. Take a triple of the form (S, S,S) and let us assume given the
diagram
(X,X)
f−→ (Y, Y ) g−→ (S, S),(7.5)
where f is a strict proper morphism of pairs and g is a morphism of pairs. Then,
there exists a non-empty open set UY of Y , a diagram
Y
gY←− Y˜ i→֒ Y
(where gY is a composition of an etale surjective map and a proper surjective map
and i is a closed immersion into a p-adic formal scheme formally smooth over S),
such that, for any locally free overconvergent isocrystal E on (X,X)/S and q ∈ N,
there exists the unique overconvergent isocrystal F on (UY , Y )/SK satisfying the
following condition: For any triple (Z,Z,Z) over (U
Y˜
, Y˜ ,Y) (where U
Y˜
:= UY ×Y Y˜ )
satisfying Z = U
Y˜
×
Y˜
Z with Z formally smooth over Y, the restriction of F to
I†((Z,Z)/SK ,Z) is given functorially by (Rqf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z,rig∗E , ǫ), where ǫ is an
isomorphism
p∗2R
qf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z,rig∗
E ∼→ Rqf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z×SZ,rig∗E
∼← p∗1Rqf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z,rig∗E
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(pi denotes the i-th projection ]Z[Z×SZ−→]Z[Z).
Proof. First we prove the following boundedness property (this is essentially the
same as [T5, 6.4.1]): There exists a positive integer q0 such that, for any overcon-
vergent isocrystal E on (X,X)/SK and any (Y, Y )-triple (Z,Z,Z) over (S, S,S), we
have
Rqf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z,rig∗E = 0(7.6)
for any q > q0. To prove this, it suffices to check the equality (7.6) (for q sufficiently
large) in the case where Y and Z are affine, and by [T5, 6.3.2], we may assume
that X is affine. Then there exists a closed immersion X ×Y Z →֒ P such that P
is formally smooth over Z. Let us denote the morphism ]X ×Y Z[P −→ ]Z[Z by ϕ.
Then we have the spectral sequence
Es,t1 = R
tϕ∗(E ⊗j†O
]X×
Y
Z[P
j†Ωs
]X×
Y
Z[P/]Z[Z
) =⇒ Rs+tf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z,rig∗E ,
where E denotes the coherent j†O]X×
Y
Z[P
-module associated to E . Then, by [T5,
3.2.2 (i)(ii)], the Es,t1 -term is equal to zero for t > 1 or sufficiently large s. So we
have the claim. By this claim, it suffices to treat only the case 0 ≤ q ≤ q0 to prove
the theorem. (So we assume this.)
Put N := q0(q0 + 1)/2 and let us take a diagram consisting of strict morphism of
pairs
(UX , X) ←−−− (UX˜′ , X˜ ′)
h′←−−− (U
X˜(•)
′ , X˜(•)
′
)
f
y f˜
y f˜(•)′
y
(UY , Y )
g′Y←−−− (U
Y˜ ′
, Y˜ ′) (U
Y˜ ′
, Y˜ ′)
satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 6.11 (but q is replaced by N): Then there
exist fine log structures M
X˜(n)
′ ,M
Y˜ ′
on X˜(n)
′
, Y˜ ′ respectively (n ≤ N) such that
U
X˜(n)
′ ⊆ (X˜(n)′ ,M
X˜(n)
′ )triv, UY˜ ⊆ (Y˜ ′,MY˜ ′)triv holds and that for each n ≤ N ,
there exists a proper log smooth integral morphism having log smooth parameter
(X˜(n)
′
,M
X˜(n)
′ ) −→ (Y˜ ′,M
Y˜ ′
) whose underlying morphism of schemes is the same
as f˜ (n)
′
. Then let us take a strict etale covering g′′Y : (Y˜ ,MY˜ ) −→ (Y˜ ′,MY˜ ′) and a
closed immersion i : (Y˜ ,M
Y˜
) →֒ (Y ,MY) such that the inverse image UY˜ of UY in Y˜
is contained in (Y ,MY)triv, (Y ,MY) is formally log smooth over S and Y is formally
smooth over S. Put gY := g′′Y ◦ g′Y and let us denote the base change of the diagram
(U
X˜′
, X˜ ′) h
′←−−− (U
X˜(•)
′ , X˜(•)
′
)
f˜
y f˜(•)′
y
(U
Y˜ ′
, Y˜ ′) (U
Y˜ ′
, Y˜ ′)
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by g′′Y : (UY˜ , Y˜ ) −→ (UY˜ ′, Y˜ ′) by
(U
X˜
, X˜) ←−−− (U
X˜(•)
, X˜(•))
f˜
y f˜(•)′
y
(U
Y˜
, Y˜ ) (U
Y˜
, Y˜ ).
Then we obtain the diagram consisting of strict morphism of pairs
(UX , X) ←−−− (UX˜ , X˜) ←−−− (UX˜(•) , X˜(•))
f
y f˜
y f˜(•)
y
(UY , Y )
gY←−−− (U
Y˜
, Y˜ ) (U
Y˜
, Y˜ )
(7.7)
satisfying the conditions in Theorem 6.11 (q is replaced by N) except that gY is now
a composition of an etale surjective map and a proper surjective map. Let us replace
UY by Y ∩UY and make the diagram (7.7) in order that all the morphisms are strict.
(Then UY is no more dense in Y˜ but only non-empty.) Let us define the simplicial
scheme X˘(•) by X˘(•) := coskX˜N(X˜
(•)) and let UX˘(•) be the inverse image of UY in X˘
(•).
(Then the N -truncation of (UX˘(•) , X˘
(•)) is nothing but (U
X˜(•)
, X˜(•)).) Then, since
(UX˘(•) , X˘
(•)) −→ (U
X˜
, X˜) is a proper hypercovering, we have the spectral sequence
of relative rigid cohomology
Es,t1 := R
tf(U
X˘(s)
,X˘(s))/Y ,rig∗E =⇒ Rs+tf(U
X˜
,X˜)/Y ,rig∗E(7.8)
established by Tsuzuki (see [T5]). Then, for s ≤ N , the Es,t1 -term Rtf(U
X˘(s)
,X˘(s))/Y ,rig∗
E = Rtf
(U
X˜(s)
,X˜(s))/Y ,rig∗E is a coherent j†O]Y˜ [Y -module (where j is the admissi-
ble open immersion ]U
Y˜
[Y →֒]Y˜ [Y) by Theorem 5.1. So, by the spectral sequence
(7.8), we see that Rqf
(U
X˜
,X˜)/Y ,rig∗E is also a coherent j†O]Y˜ [Y -module. By the
same reason, Rqf
(U
X˜
,X˜)/Y×SY ,rig∗E is also a coherent j†O]Y˜ [Y -module. Then, by
the base change theorem by Tsuzuki [T3, 2.3.1], the morphisms p∗iR
qf
(U
X˜
,X˜)/Y ,rig∗E
−→ Rqf
(U
X˜
,X˜)/Y×SY ,rig∗E for i = 1, 2 are isomorphisms, where pi denotes the i-th
projection ]Y˜ [Y×SY−→]Y˜ [Y . if we define ǫ〈0〉 to be the isomorphism
p∗2R
qf
(U
X˜
,X˜)/Y ,rig∗E
=→ Rqf
(U
X˜
,X˜)/Y×SY ,rig∗E
=← p∗1Rqf(U
X˜
,X˜)/Y ,rig∗E ,
then F 〈0〉 := (Rqf
(U
X˜
,X˜)/Y ,rig∗E , ǫ〈0〉) defines an overconvergent isocrystal on (UY˜ , Y˜ )/
SK .
Now, for m ∈ N, let Y˜ 〈m〉 (resp. Y 〈m〉) be the (m + 1)-fold fiber product of Y˜
(resp. Y) over Y (resp. S), let U
Y˜ 〈m〉
be the inverse image of UY by Y˜
〈m〉 −→ Y and
let (U
X˜〈m〉
, X˜〈m〉) be (UX×UY UY˜ 〈m〉 , X×Y Y˜ 〈m〉). If we choose one of the projections
Y˜ 〈m〉 −→ Y˜ and if we put (U
X˜〈m〉,(•)
, X˜〈m〉,(•)) := (U
X˜(•)
×U
Y˜
U
Y˜ 〈m〉
, X˜(•)×
Y˜
Y˜ 〈m〉), the
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morphism (U
X˜〈m〉,(•)
, X˜〈m〉,(•)) −→ (U
X˜〈m〉
, X˜〈m〉) is an N -truncated proper hypercov-
ering and the morphism X˜〈m〉,(n) −→ Y˜ 〈m〉 (n ≤ N) admits log structures (pull-back
log structures from X˜(n), Y˜ ) which makes this morphism a proper log smooth inte-
gral morphism having log smooth parameter. So, by the argument using the spectral
sequence like (7.8), we see that Rqf
(U
X˜〈m〉
,X˜〈m〉)/Y〈m〉,rig∗E is a coherent j†O]Y˜ 〈m〉[
Y〈m〉
-
module and Rqf
(U
X˜〈m〉
,X˜〈m〉)/Y〈m〉×SY〈m〉,rig∗E is a coherent j†O]Y˜ 〈m〉[Y〈m〉×SY〈m〉 -module
for each m ∈ N. Then, by [T3, 2.3.1], they naturally defines an overconvergent
isocrystal F 〈m〉 of the form (Rqf
(U
X˜〈m〉
,X˜〈m〉)/Y〈m〉,rig∗E , ǫ〈m〉) on (UY˜ 〈m〉 , Y˜ 〈m〉)/SK .
Again by [T3, 2.3.1], F 〈m〉 is compatible with respsect to m. So F 〈•〉 defines an
object of I†((U
Y˜ 〈•〉
, Y˜ 〈•〉)/SK), where I†((UY˜ 〈•〉, Y˜ 〈•〉)/SK) denotes the category of
descent data with respect to I†((U
Y˜ 〈m〉
, Y˜ 〈m〉)/SK) (m = 0, 1, 2). Now let us recall
that the category of overconvergent isocrystals satisfies the descent property for
strict etale hypercoverings ([S3, 5.1]) and strict proper Cˇech hypercoverings (Propo-
sition 7.3). So it satisfies the descent property for Cˇech hypercoverings constructed
from a morphism which is the composite of a strict etale covering and a strict proper
covering. Hence we have an equivalence of categories
I†((U
Y˜
, Y˜ )/SK) =−→ I†((UY˜ 〈m〉 , Y˜ 〈m〉)/SK),(7.9)
that is, F 〈•〉 descents to an overconvergent isocrystal on (U
Y˜ 〈m〉
, Y˜ 〈m〉)/S, which we
denote by F .
By definition, F satisfies the required property when (Z,Z,Z) is equal to (U
Y˜ 〈m〉
, Y˜
〈m〉,Y 〈m〉) (m ∈ N). By the descent property (7.9), this property characterizes F .
So we have the uniqueness of F .
Finally we check that F satisfies the required property. When a triple (Z,Z,Z)
as in the statement of the theorem is given, we have the diagram
(Z,Z)←− (X×Y Z,X×Y Z) = (UX˜×UY˜ Z, X˜×Y˜ Z)←− (UX˜(•)×UY˜ (•)Z, X˜
(•)×
Y˜ (•)
Z)
and for each n ≤ N , the morphism (U
X˜(n)
×U
Y˜ (n)
Z, X˜(n)×
Y˜ (n)
Z) −→ (Z,Z) admits
log structure (the pull-back log structures from X˜(n), Y˜ ) which makes this morphism
a proper log smooth integral morphism having log smooth parameter. So we have
the coherence of Rqf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z,rig∗E and R
qf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z×SZ,rig∗E , by the ar-
gument using spectral sequence like (7.8). Then, by [T3, 2.3.1], we see that the
restriction of F to I†((Z,Z)/SK) is given by (Rqf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z,rig∗E , ǫ), which is as
in the statement of the theorem. The functoriality of this expression can be shown
in the same way as Theorem 5.2 (see [S3, 4.8]). So we are done. 
Remark 7.5. By looking at the proof carefully, we see the following: in Theorem
7.4, we can take UY to be open dense in Y when Y ⊆ Y is open dense.
By using the above theorem, we can prove the following theorem, which gives the
affirmative answer to Conjecture 0.2 (the version without Frobenius structure) in
the case S = Spf V and Y is smooth over k.
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Theorem 7.6. Let V be a complete discrete valuation ring of mixed characteristic
with residue field k and put S := Spec k,S := Spf V . Let us assume given the
diagram
(X,X)
f−→ (Y, Y ) g−→ (S, S),(7.10)
where f is a strict proper morphism of pairs such that f |X : X −→ Y is proper
smooth, Y is smooth over k and g is a morphism of pairs. Then, there exists a
non-empty open set UY of Y and a diagram
Y
gY←− Y˜ i→֒ Y
(where gY is a composition of an etale surjective map and a proper map and i is a
closed immersion into a p-adic formal scheme formally smooth over S) such that,
for an overconvergent isocrystal E on (X,X)/SK (which is automatically locally free)
and q ∈ N, there exists the unique overconvergent isocrystal F on (Y, Y )/SK satisfy-
ing the following condition: For any triple (Z,Z,Z) over (Y ×Y Y˜ , Y˜ ,Y) satisfying
either Z = Y ×Y Z or Z = UY ×Y Z with Z formally smooth over Y, the restriction
of F to I†((Z,Z)/SK ,Z) is given functorially by (RqfX×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z,rig∗E , ǫ), where
ǫ is an isomorphism
p∗2R
qf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z,rig∗
E ∼→ Rqf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z×SZ,rig∗E
∼← p∗1Rqf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z,rig∗E
(pi denotes the i-th projection ]Z[Z×SZ−→]Z[Z).
Proof. First, let Y
′
be the closure of Y in Y and put X
′
:= Y
′×Y X. Then we have
the equivalences of categories
I†((X,X)/SK) ∼= I†((X,X ′)/SK), I†((Y, Y )/SK) ∼= I†((Y, Y ′)/SK).
So we may replace X, Y by X
′
, Y
′
to prove the theorem, that is, we may assume
that Y is dense in Y .
By Theorem 7.4 and Remark 7.5, there exists an open subset UY ⊆ Y dense in Y
and a diagram
Y
gY←− Y˜ i→֒ Y
(where gY is a composition of an etale surjective map and a proper surjective map
and i is a closed immersion into a p-adic formal scheme formally smooth over S)
and the unique overconvergent isocrystal F1 on (UY , Y )/SK such that, for any
triples (Z,Z,Z) over (Y ×Y Y˜ , Y˜ ,Y) satisfying Z = UY ×Y Z with Z formally
smooth over Y , the restriction of F1 to I†((Z,Z)/SK ,Z) is given functorially by
(Rqf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z,rig∗E , ǫ) as in the statement of the theorem.
On the other hand, by [S3, 5.14] and the descent property of I†((Y, Y )/SK)
for etale and proper coverings, we see that there exists the unique overconvergent
isocrystal F2 on (Y, Y )/SK such that, for any triples (Z,Z,Z) over (Y ×Y Y˜ , Y˜ ,
Y) satisfying Z = Y ×Y Z with Z formally smooth over Y , the restriction of F2
to I†((Z,Z)/SK ,Z) is given functorially by (Rqf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z,rig∗E , ǫ) as in the
statement of the theorem. (In fact, the unique existence of the restriction of F2
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to I†((Y ×Y Y˜ , Y ×Y Y˜ )/SK) follows from [S3, 5.14] and we can descent it to
F2 ∈ I†((Y, Y )/K) by using the descent property.)
Let us denote the restriction of Fi (i = 1, 2) to I†((UY , Y )/K) by F ′i . Then, for any
triple (Z,Z,Z) over (Y ×Y Y˜ , Y˜ ,Y) satisfying Z = UY ×Y Z and Z = Y ×Y Z with Z
formally smooth over Y , the restriction of F ′i (i = 1, 2) to I†((Z,Z)/SK ,Z) are both
given functorially by (Rqf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z,rig∗E , ǫ) as in the statement of the theorem.
Moreover, the above condition charaterizes the overconvergent isocrystals F ′i because
of the descent property of I†((UY , Y )/K) for Cˇech hypercoverings constructed from
a morphism which is the composite of a strict etale covering and a strict strongly
proper covering. So we have the canonical isomorphism F ′1 ∼= F ′2. Then, by [Ke1,
5.3.7], we see that there exists uniquely an overconvergent isocrystal F on (Y, Y )/SK
whose restriction to I†((U, Y )/SK) (resp. I†((Y, Y )/SK)) is equal to F1 (resp. F2).
One can see easily that F satisfies the required property. The uniqueness of F
follows from that of F1 and F2. So we are done. 
Let us recall the following conjecture by Tsuzuki ([T1, 1.2.1]):
Conjecture 7.7 (Tsuzuki). Let X be a smooth separated k-scheme of finite type and
let X →֒ X be an open immersion such that X is dense in X. Then the restriction
functor
I†((X,X)/SK) −→ I†((X,X)/SK)(7.11)
is fully faithful.
If we admit this conjecture, we can drop the condition ‘Y is smooth’ in Theorem
7.6:
Theorem 7.8. Let us admit the validity of Conjecture 7.7. Let us put S := Spec k,S
:= Spf V and let us assume given the diagram
(X,X)
f−→ (Y, Y ) g−→ (S, S),
where f is a strict proper morphism of pairs such that f |X : X −→ Y is proper
smooth and g is a morphism of pairs (but Y is not necessarily smooth). Then the
same conclusion as Theorem 7.6 holds.
Proof. We may assume that Y is dense in Y . By Theorem 7.4 and Remark 7.5, we
have an open subset U ⊆ Y dense in Y , proper surjective morphism Y 〈0〉 −→ Y ,
an etale surjective morphism Y˜ −→ Y 〈0〉, a closed immersion Y˜ →֒ Y of Y˜ into a
formal B-scheme formally smooth over S such that, for any overconvergent isocrystal
E on (X,X)/SK and q ∈ N, there exists the unique overconvergent isocrystal F1
on (U, Y )/K satisfying the following condition: For any triple (Z,Z,Z) over (Y ×Y
Y˜ , Y˜ ,Y) satisfying Z = U ×Y Z with Z formally smooth over Y , the restriction of
F1 to I†((Z,Z)/SK ,Z) is given functorially by (Rqf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z,rig∗E , ǫ) as in the
statement of the theorem. By Theorem 6.11 and the proof of Theorem 7.4, we can
take Y
〈0〉
and U in order that Y
〈0〉
is smooth over k and U ×Y Y 〈0〉 is dense open in
Y
〈0〉
.
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On the other hand, let Y 〈0〉 be the inverse image of Y in Y
〈0〉
. Since Y 〈0〉 is smooth
over k, there exists (by [S3, 5.14] and Proposition 7.3) the unique overconvergent
isocrystal F 〈0〉2 on (Y 〈0〉, Y 〈0〉)/SK such that, for any triple (Z,Z,Z) over (Y ×Y
Y˜ , Y˜ ,Y) satisfying Z = Y ×Y Z with Z formally smooth over Y , the restriction of
F 〈0〉2 to I†((Z,Z)/SK ,Z) is given functorially by (Rqf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z,rig∗E , ǫ) as in the
statement of the theorem. For m ∈ N, let Y 〈0〉,m be the m-fold fiber product of Y 〈0〉
over Y . Then, since the morphismX×Y Y 〈0〉,m −→ Y 〈0〉,m has log smooth parameter,
we can prove (again by [S3, 5.14] and Proposition 7.3) the unique existence of
overconvergent isocrystals F 〈0〉,m2 on (Y 〈0〉,m, Y 〈0〉,m)/SK (m ∈ N) which is compatible
with respect to m. Hence, by descent property of overconvergent isocrystals with
respect to the proper covering Y 〈0〉,m −→ Y , we see that the family {F 〈0〉,m2 }m=1,2,3
descents to the overconvergent isocrystal on (Y, Y )/SK , which we denote by F2.
Let us denote the restriction of Fi (i = 1, 2) to I†((U, Y )/SK) by F ′i. Then, we
can see the following in the same way as the proof of Theorem 7.6: For any triple
(Z,Z,Z) over (Y ×Y Y˜ , Y˜ ,Y) satisfying Z = U ×Y Z and Z = Y ×Y Z with Z
formally smooth over Y , the restriction of F ′i (i = 1, 2) to I†((Z,Z)/SK ,Z) are both
given functorially by (Rqf(X×Y Z,X×Y Z)/Z,rig∗E , ǫ) as in the statement of Theorem 7.6.
This implies that there exists the canonical isomorphism F ′1 ∼= F ′2. So it suffices to
prove that the functor
φ : I†((Y, Y )/SK) −→ I†((U, Y )/SK)×I†((U,Y )/K) I†((Y, Y )/SK)
(7.12)
induced by the restriction functors is an equivalence of categories. Note that we can
take (by using the results in [dJ]) a split proper hypercovering Y ←− Y 〈•〉 such that
Y
〈0〉
is given as above and that each Y
〈m〉
is smooth over k. Let Y 〈•〉, U 〈•〉 be the
inverse image of Y, U in Y
〈•〉
, respectively. Then, by proper descent (Proposition
7.3) of overconvergent isocrystals and [SD, (3.3.4.2)], the restriction functor
I†((P,Q)/SK) −→ I†((P 〈•〉, Q〈•〉)/SK)(7.13)
for (P,Q) = (Y, Y ), (U, Y ), (Y, Y ), (U, Y ) are equivelences of categories, where I†((P 〈•〉,
Q〈•〉)/SK) denotes the category of descent data with respect to I†((P 〈m〉, Q〈m〉)/SK)
(m = 0, 1, 2). For m ∈ N, let us denote the functor
I†((Y 〈m〉, Y
〈m〉
)/K) −→ I†((U 〈m〉, Y 〈m〉)/K)×I†((U〈m〉,Y 〈m〉)/K) I†((Y 〈m〉, Y 〈m〉)/K)
by φ〈m〉. Then, by the equivalence of categories (7.13), it suffices to prove that φ〈0〉
is an equivalence of categories and that φ〈m〉 is fully faithful for m ∈ N to prove the
equivalence of φ.
First, φ〈0〉 is an equivalence of categories by [Ke1, 5.3.7], since Y
〈0〉
is smooth over
k and U 〈0〉 is dense open in Y
〈0〉
. Next, let us prove the full-faithfulness of m ≥ 1.
Since Y
〈m〉
is smooth over k, we may consider connected componentwise. So we may
assume that Y
〈m〉
is connected. Then, if U 〈m〉 is non-empty, it is dense in Y
〈m〉
. In
this case, φ〈m〉 is an equivalence of categories by [Ke1, 5.3.7]. On the other hand, if
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U 〈m〉 is empty, then φ〈m〉 is fully-faithful by Conjecture 7.7. So φ〈m〉 is fully faithful
for m ≥ 1, and the proof of the theorem is now finished. 
Next we give a result on Frobenius structure on the overconvergent isocrystal
constructed in Theorems 5.2, 7.4, 7.6.
Let V be a complete discrete valuation ring of mixed characteristic with perfect
residue field k, let π be a uniformizer of V and put S := Spf V , S := SpecV/πV = B.
Let us fix an integer q which is a power of p. For a scheme X over Fp, let FX be
the q-th power Frobenius (the morphism induced by q-th power endomorphism of
structure sheaf). Assume that we have an endomorphism σ : S −→ S which lifts
FS : S −→ S and fix it. Then, if we have a morphism of pairs (X,X) f−→ (S, S),
we have the canonical functor
F ∗X : I
†((X,X)/SK) −→ I†((X,X)/SK)
induced by the morphisms FX and σ. An overconvergent F -isocrystal on (X,X)/SK)
is defined to be a pair (E , α), where E is an overconvergent isocrystal on (X,X)/SK
and α is an isomorphism F ∗XE ∼−→ E (which we call a Frobenius structure on E).
Then we have the following:
Theorem 7.9. Let the notations be as in Theorem 5.2, Theorem 7.4 or Theorem
7.6. Assume moreover that S = Spf V, S = Spec k (V is as above) and that we have
a fixed endomorphism σ : S −→ S which lifts FS : S −→ S. Then, if E has a
Frobenius structure, F in the theorem has a canonical Frobenius structure induced
from that on E .
Proof. Since the proof is quite similar to that of [S3, 5.16], we only give a sketch:
we are reduced to proving that, for any (Z,Z,Z) as in the statement of Theorem
5.2, 7.4 or 7.6 endowed with an endomorphism σZ : Z −→ Z compatible with FZ
and σ, there exists a functorial Frobenius structure on the restriction FZ of F to
I†((Z,Z)/SK ,Z). To simplify the notation, we replace (Z,Z,Z), (X ×Y Z,X ×Y
Z), σZ by (Y, Y ,Y), (X,X), σY , respectively. Then we have the canonical homomor-
phism
σ∗YR
qf(X,X)/Y ,rig∗E F
∗−→ Rqf(X,X)/Y ,rig∗F ∗XE α−→ Rqf(X,X)/Y ,rig∗E .
(where F ∗ is induced by F ∗
X
and σY). We can prove that it is an isomorphism in
exactly the same way as [S3, 5.16]. 
Using Theorem 7.9, we can prove the following theorem, which gives the affir-
mative answer to Conjecture 0.2 (the version with Frobenius structure) in the case
S = Spf V . (This is the ‘Frobenius version’ of Theorem 7.8, but we do not assume
Conjecture 7.7 here):
Theorem 7.10. Let S := Spec k,S := Spf V and let us fix an endomorphism σ :
S −→ S which lifts FS : S −→ S. Let us assume given the diagram
(X,X)
f−→ (Y, Y ) g−→ (S, S),
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where f is a strict proper morphism of pairs such that f |X : X −→ Y is proper
smooth and g is a morphism of pairs Then, for an overconvergent F -isocrystal E
on (X,X)/SK and q ∈ N, the same conclusion as Theorem 7.6 holds and F has a
canonical Frobenius structure induced by that on E .
Proof. We may assume that Y is dense in Y . Let the notations be as in the proof of
Theorem 7.8. Then the argument in the proof of Theorems 7.8, 7.9 shows that there
exists a canonical Frobenius structure on F1 and F2 with the isomorphism F ′1 ∼= F ′2
as overconvergent F -isocrystals. Let us denote the category of overconvergent F -
isocrystals on a pair (P,Q) by F -I†((P,Q)/SK). Then it suffices to prove that the
restriction functor
φ : F -I†((Y, Y )/SK) −→ F -I†((U, Y )/S)×F -I†((U,Y )/SK) F -I†((Y, Y )/SK)
is an equivalence of categories. Note that, for a smooth separated k-scheme Z and
a dense open immersion Z →֒ Z, the restriction functor
F -I†((Z,Z)/SK) −→ F -I†((Z,Z)/SK)
is known to be fully faithful [Ke3], [Ke2, 4.2.1]. So we see that the functor
φ〈m〉 :F -I†((Y 〈m〉, Y
〈m〉
)/SK)
−→ F -I†((U 〈m〉, Y 〈m〉)/S)×F -I†((U〈m〉,Y 〈m〉)/SK) F -I†((Y 〈m〉, Y 〈m〉)/SK)
is an equivalence of categories for m = 0 by [Ke1, 5.3.7] and it is fully-faithful in
general. (See the proof of Theorem 7.8. Here we do not use Conjecture 7.7 because
we use the above-mentioned result of Kedlaya instead of Conjecture 7.7.) From this
fact, we can deduce that φ is an equivalence. So we are done. 
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